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.introduction

This handbook is compiled, not as a definitive guide to success in 'teaching technical stu-
dents, but as a series of questions and suggestions, which, combined with the experiences
and insights of the reader, will point the way to improved teaching, both in content and
teaching methodology.

Suggestions as to course content and usable applications can at hest consist of a large
body of material containing more information than can be absorbed into-any particular
course, th reby leaving each user the option Of selecting those topics that apply to specific
prograinsj The underlying assumption is that, while technology students are not a breed
apart, thkir needs and orientation are to the concrete, rather than the abstract. While there

are differ rices_between technology students and other students, the authors believe that in
today's multi-media world, many techniques of imparting information must be developed;

i.e., the classical "go home and read the book" days are gnhe forever .

in order to help the reader build a viable teaching plan based upon these assumptions,
the authors have attempted to provide a frame of reference by discussing the careers for
which technology students are being trained. The nature, scope, and content of the tech-
nical- curricula will be examined, with particular reference to the mathematical skills which
are important for the students, both in college and on the job. The staff of the training pro.
gram have compiled a list of concrete applications of mathematicS to technology, some
drawn from actual textbooks currently in use in technical courses. Additional materials
from the physics and mathematics areas are ineluded. A section is devoted to the develop-
ment of reading and study skills, as well as gene,ml classroom management techniques.



Development of the Teehnolowy Curriculum
In the period from 1950 to 1960, engineering colleges shifted from a practical (laboratory-
oriented) currieulum to a science (theory-oriented) one. Thus the engineers graduated from
these programs gravitazed to industrial positions demanding a research and, developrrient
background. This la: a void in the engineering and scientific spectrum in the more practical
area. The scientist and the engineer were at one end of this spectrum, and the craftsman was
at the other end. There existed, then, a need for practical technical personnel in the area
between these two ends.

not surprising that the demands of industry engendered the advent of a new type of /
program for the academic training of these hewly required technical personnel. The prolif-
eratiOn of associate degree prograrns in engineeringJechnOlogy starting in 1960 was the
inevitable result.

The`kinds of institutions offering educational programs in engineering technology va
They belong primarily in one of the following classifications:

(a) Monotechnical institutesSingle purpose institutions offering engineer ng tech-,
nology.

(b) Polytechnical InstitutionsInstitutes with a variety of progra s related to business,
health, or public service as Well as to engineering.

) Comprehensive Community Colleges Community and/or junior colleges which
include in their offerings various occupational-technical prograrns as well as
"university parallel" or "transfer- programs.

(d) UniversitiesSenior institutions which include associate degree programs in engineer-
ing technology as part of their offerings.

Engineering technology iS Concerned primarily with the application of established
scientific and engineering knowledge and methods. Normally, engineering technology is not
concerned with the development of new\principles and methods. Technical skills such as
drafting, in one instance, are characteristic of engineering technology.

The associate degree graduate of an engineering technology program is called an
engineering technician. The graduate of a baccalaureate program in engineering technol/./ ogy
is known as an engineering technologiSt..The engineering technologist has acadeinic training
which lies between that for:the engineering technician at d the engineer..

The primary objective of the associate degree program, therefore, is to turn out a marke
able engineering technician who will take his or her place in the industrial world.

The Engineers' Council for Professional Development (ECPD) is the professicinal sckiety
which accredits individual engineering techncilogy programs and-therefore sets minim-Um
criteria standards.
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To ,rrieet minimum criteria for ECPD accreditation, an associate degree program in engineer-
ing technology should include the following four major curriculum subdivisions:

(a) Technical Studies, which include the major technical specialties, related technical
studies and technical sciences, for about, one year.*

(b) Bask Science Studies, which include mathematics, applied mathematics and the
physical sciences, for about half a year.*

)Islon-Teehnical Studies, which include Communications, humanities, social sciences,
and 'other life-oriented subject matter, for about a third of a year.*

d) InstitutiOnal Electives, which may include additional technical, basic science, or
non-technical studies or other content consi4red necessary to maintain the, integrity
or achieve the special purpose of an institution of higher education, sufficient to
make the total two years.*

As a prime consideration, theory courses in the technical specialties should he accompa-
nied by coordinated laboratory experience which stresses Measuring physical phenomena
and collection, analysis, interpretation and presentation of data. Students should be reason-
ably familiar with modern types of apparatus that they May encounter in industry.

In the industrial world, the engineering technician's function is not single job-oriented;
A

he or she may have to move into many different roles.

In general, the engineering technician works with the scientist, engineer and technolo-
gist, assisting them in the practical aspects of their efforts, and directing the arts and skills
of the craftsman. fle diffetS from the craftsman in his knowledge of engineering theory
and methods, and he differs from the engineer in his more specialized technical background
and specialized technical skills. The engineering technician utilizes a combined variety of
skills and diVersified practical and theoretical knowledge to get things done.

Some of the Major technical and engineering areas in which an engineering technician
may work include the following:

(a) Maintenancethe continuation of a system or sub-system so that it may meet the
specifications as originally envisioned and for which design criteria were-established.

(b) Production or Manufacturingthe technician may provide technical supervision in
installation, start-up, checkout of equipment and systems; trouble-shoot and diag-
nose malfunctions/in laboratory prototypes or production equipment, systems of
processes. In addition, be or she may monitor product q-nality and develop schedules
for work flow including all operations from raw materials to finished products.

c Testingthe testing of equipment, materials, and processes to determine Whether
they meet specifications and accepted engineering standards.

d Technical Salesattempts are/made to convert the needs (often vague) of potential
customers into/systems that will satisfy them and at the Same time produce busi-
ness for the company that the technician represents.

,

I One year of acadernic time is considered to be a minimum of 30 semester credits. From the above cri:
teria, the minimuM number of semester credits for an associate degree in engineering technology would'
be 60. However, most programs range in semester credits hetween 64 and 72.



,-
(e ) Technical Writerthe technician works with engineers in compiling technical

_manuals, reports, bulletins, specifications and catalogs.

(f) Estimatingwork with engineering firms, building supply coMpanies, and others in
preparing cost estimates from drawirigs and specifications.

(0 Designconcerned with implementing the specifiCations of the cystomer, then
_

combining materials, involving a variety of processes, into a finished product or
system.

(h) Developmentprovides the bridge between the design function and that of app ied
science. The development engineer or technician puts together a prototype system or
sub-system that may meet Only a part of the specification for an engineering

endeavor.
(i) Researchthe technician works with scientists and engineers to develop new equip-

ment and to evolve new applications in manufacturing processes.

(j) Fieldtechnicians are concerned with placing the sys,tem in operation under actual
Operating conditions.

(k) Supervisionsupervision of lower-grade technicians and skilled craftsmen.

llie paranYount distinction between an engineering technology program and a vocational
Or industrial technology program is the level and quality of the basic sciencesspecifically
the rnathemarie It is commonly,stated that mathematics is one of the more critical deter;/minants'of both the level and quality of an engineering technology program. The McGraw
Report in 1962 conducted by the American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) and
titled "Characteristics_of Excellence in Engineering Technology Ed-u.e.stion" contained the
recomme?dation that an associate degree in engineering technology contain a minimum of 9
semester credits in mathematics (algebra, trigonometry, calculus). The language of the
recommendation encouraged institutions to exceed the stated minimum.

-Contemporary thinking is largely unchanged. There is, however, some opposition td the
compulsory inclusion of calculus (an ECPD.minimum criterion,required for accreditation) in _
that some engineering technology programsspecifically in the industriakmajor could
better utilize a course in statistics instead of an exposure to calcubk. The 1972 ASEE report

_

titled "Engineering Technology Education Study" retained the spirit of the McGraw Report
,

but atteMpted to make quantitative mathematics requirernents more adaptable to the needs
cif individual institutions.

Educational philosophy, in the case of a curriculum's mathemafical content, has been
translated direetly into evaluative criteria for accreditation. The ECPD, reSponsible for the_
accreditation of engineering technology programs, has published the following statement:

"An engineering technology, curriculum arceptahle to ECE"D will norinally be
characterized by ar least the equivalent of one-half academic year of basic
sciences, about half of which is mathematics and of which.the mathematics
includes earefull)i sleeted topics suited_to each curriculum from appropriate
areas of mathematics beyond algebra and trigonometry, and including basic

concepts of the calculus." -/



Institutions vary considerably in the matter in which they implement mathematics,
instruction in their programs. Some,. for example, neither teach mathematics as a discipline
nor present it,separately in "formal courses; rather, they attemph to introduce mathematical
concepts as part of the technical specialty at the time such concepts become needed, inte-
grating_them completely with the technical specialty. It is difficult to refute arpments that
mathematics preSented in such a way becomes more meaningful to students because it has:
an immediate application anctrelevance. This method is not used by the majority of institu-
tions.

In institutions where separate mathema ics cou ses are given, the faculty which teach
these courses fill into three separate categories.

(a) A separate "liberal arts" mathematics department whOse faculty service the tech-
nology departments by teaching the math courses.

(b) Engineering technology faculty (engineers) who teach the math courses to the tech-

nical students.
(c) Math teachers (with degrees In mathema ics) who are members of the engineering

technology division.

The biggest stumbling block, as Concerns the mathemat es academic welfare of tech-
nology students, is the liberal arts oriented math faculty in roup (a). They lack the intro-
spection necessary to present'technical" mathematics pro erly. They either are completely
lacking in interest, do not have the proper background, or insist that the traditional "liberal
arts" approach is best. -At best their motives are suspect because the proper teaching of these
mathematics courses involves additional work.

To insure proper handling of these courses, both in level and content, a continuous
dialogue must be present between the mathematics and technology departments. ./

The most frequently encountered course pattern is a sequence of three coursesalgebra,
trigonometry, and elements of calculus; considerable variation in nomenclature exists, how--.
ever, and is to be expected. In most cases, remedial courses are offered, without credit, for
the benefit of those students who lack prerequisites.

The content of mathematics courses in engineering technology should be slanted
towards operations and applications rather than toward theory and derivations.

In an extensive survey ofmapcmatics faculty members teaching at institutions with
tec nology curritulairwas---found-that they ave-emphasisla_thr follOwing topics:

(a) Algebra The topical areas receiving substantial emphasis included fundamental
Operations, special products, factoring, fractions, exponents and radicals, linear and frac-
tional equations, systems of equations, elementary determinants and logarithms. Moderate

,

emphasis was given to the nature of number systeMs, functions and graphs, complex num-
bers, equations of the third or higher degree, inequalities, ratio and proportions and pro-
gressions. Little or no emphasis was usually given to such aspects of algebra as nathcmtical
induction, binomial theo,rem, permutations and combinations, probability, deter inants of
higher order and partial fractions.



(b) Trigonometry Almo:t all the usual topics in plane trigonometry those appearing

irrstandard introductory textbooks were given substantial emphasis, although work with

certain topics such as identities, circUlar functions, inverse functions and application of the
law of tangents, weresaid to.be'often curtailed because of the time restriction. Solutions of

right and oblique triangles were said to be given special emphasis.

(b) CalculusEmphasized most strongly are coordinate systerns, lines, variables and
,functions, limits, differentiation, applications.of the derivative, integration of algebraic

forms, and integration of siMple transcendental forms. Receiving moderate emphasis are

topics such as applications of integration, differentiation of special forms, differentiation
..with respect to time curve tracing and equations of the second degree. Areas that are said to

receive little or no emPhasis include parametric equations, polar coordinates, indeterminate
forms, infinite series, expansion of functions, lyperbo1ic functions, solid analytic geometry,
multiple integrals, vector analysis and different al equations. However, it should be pointed

out that many of these last topics are included vhen four courses rather than three consti-

tute the mathematics sequt --e. This more "ad anced" calculus content is usually in the
electrical technology programs. The graduate of this program is normally more '.'sophisti-

cated" in the use of the mathematics because of the nature,o 1-te desired' electrical content

of the more advanced technical courses.
I

But the need to remedy the entering students deficiencies should not blind us" tcoan

equally important problem. Every entering studen with deficiencies must be motivated to ,

continue his or h:r studies in engineering technology. Thismotivation; a reinforc ment of

the original choice of career, cannot begin too soork Taking remedial,courses for i semester

or longer (without any technical specialty courses)__dampens the student's enthusi srn for his

newly,chosen profession. The best incentive (duAng \this period) is for the studen to take
, ,,

1

_concur ently a practically orientcl hands i-on course n the technology area. This helps to
sustain the engineering technology student's interest in his remedial work.

.,



The Queensborough Community College Program in Electrical ._echnology

As an example of a two-year program in Electrical Technology, the courses-and course
descriptions for the technical specialty and mathematics at Queensborough Community
College are described below.

2. ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY (Electronlc)-A.A.S. REQUIRED PROGRAM
(AN SCPD (ENGINEERS COUNCIL FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT] ACCREDITED ENGI-
NEERING TECHNOLOGY dURRICULUM)

UAPC Code for Electri,61 Technology (Electronic Option)-Day: 0923: Evening.\3923

Semester I

'MA-14 'Technical Mathematics A
88- or Hi- Elective ie Social Science or History

'EN-11 'English .CPrnoosition
ET-11 Electric Circuit Analysis I
HE-.101 or 102 Health Educatien 1-2
PE-300, 400, 500,joc
700 series (excluding
PE-711, 712, 713, 714,
760, 761) Physical Education or Dance . 1

Sub-totar 16-17

Credits
.. 4

/
Semester I

MA-15 _Tncrinical-Mathematics-I3 3

PH-201 (formerly 20) General Physics I 4

ET12 Electric Circuit Analysis II 4

ET-21 Electronics I

emester III _

PH-202 (formerly 21) General Physics-II
MA-16 Technical Mathematics C
ET-13 Transient Circuit Analysis
ET-22 Electronics II.
ET-31 \Electrical Machinery
ET-41 Electroni6 Project Laboratory

Semester IV
SS- or HI-
ET-23
ET-32
ET-51
EN-12 .

a\

Sub-total 15

Sub-total

2
3
4
4

Elective in-Social Science or History
Communications and Microwave Electronics .
Feedback Control Systems
Digital Computers ... .. . -

English CornooSition II
4

N Sub-total

TOTAL ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY 67-68

satisfactory scord on placement examinations required.

1:2



Courses Taught in Electrical Technology

ET-al. INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY
I class hour . 2 recitation hoUrs 3 laboratory hours 0 credits

sPrerequisite or corequiSile.: MA-10, Required tor all Electrical Teehnology majors
. taking MA-10.

introduction to Cectronic and comPuter technology, scientific hotation,- electrical :
units schematic electrical diagrartis fundamentals of computers, Ohm's law,, alec
trical components, and measurisig instruments. Laboratory hours complemen't class

rk.
..= .

ELECTRIC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS I
class hours 3 laboratory hours 4 credits

Prerequisite: ET--01 for those students reqUired to take'MA-10 as a result of mathe -
matics placement exarnination, Corequisite: MA-14.

IResistance;- Ohm's law; Kirchhoff's laws, networks with. DC current and voltage
sources;branch-current analysis; mesh and nodal analysis, superposition, TheVenin's.-
Norton's; maximum-powerthecrems;_capacitance; magnetic circuits; inductance; DC
meters. Laboratory hours complement class- work.

ET-12.' ELECTRIC:.CIRCbIT ANALYSIS II
3 class hours 3 laboratory hours 4,cred1ts
Prerequisite; ET-11. Corequisite: MA-15.
Sinusoidal waveforms;- phasor quantities; =impedance; Kirchhoff's laws; netWork,
theoreMs;,power; resonance; three phase circuits; AC meters; harmonics; mutual
inductance. Laboratory hours complement class work.

ET-13:- TRANSIENT CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
7,tlass hour 2 reCitation hours 2 labaratory hourS .-3 credits

Prerequisite: ET-12: CoreqUisite: MA-16.
The differential equation formulation of electric cireuit behavior;:the forced solution;
the source-free solution; initial conditions; the complete solution; cornplex frequency;
transfer funcilon; pole-zero 'boncept;= Laplace transform. Laboratory hours compile;
rnent class work.

qT-21. ELECTRONCS I
3 class hours -3 laboratory- hours 4 credits Corequ s te: ET-12 Or ET-14.
Basic theory and operation of sol.id-sthie and vaduum tube deAces including diodes,

_triodes, pentodes, transistors, field-effect transistors, unijunction transistors, siliofl
continued rectifiers, tunnel diodes, varactors and Zener diodes. Clipping and clamp-
ing circuits. -Graphical and equivalent circuit analysis oNctive devices. Siasing1 ef
transistors. Rectifier, filter and ,pow6r supply circuit design. The major emphasis
throughout the course is on semiconductor devices. Laboratory hours coMplement
class work.

ET-22. ELECTRONICS II
3 class hours 3 laboratory hours 4 credit's. Prerequisite: ET-21.

, _
Hybrid parameters. design of small ahd !was signalpImplifiers (transistor, FET and

. . ,

vacuum tube); decibels; frequency response of arn :)fkars=; D.C. amplifiers, opera-'
Nonal amplifier circuits; integrated.cirCuit theory; regulated transistor power supplies: .

SCR and Mac control circuits; unijunction transistor circuits. Laboratory hours corn-
plernent class`work and incluA a design project.

,ET-23. COMMUNICATIONS AND MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS
3 class hours 3 laboratory h'ours A credIt's--, Prerequisite: ET-22.
Generation and processing of signals, Including -oscillation, modulation, demodula-
tionArequency conversion; bandwidth arid noise;Iransmission lines,an waveguldes;
use of the Smith chart; tuned circuits; transmission lisrie.sections; micro ave cavities;

.owave generators and amplifiers, including klyslroni;rnagnetrons and traveling
wave tubes. Lasers and masers. Laboratory hours.complameniclass wo k.

ET-31. ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
class hours 3 laboratory hours 4 credits Prerequisite: ET-12 or 4,

CharacteriStics and applications tifDC motors and generators; .tra sfor- ers; AC--
motors and generators; motor starters and control; powei factor 'cpr eon n; power
systems. Laboratory hours complement class work.



/
ET-32. FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEMS

] 3 class hours 3 laboratiOry'hours 4 credits Prerequisite: ET-13, 31.
Analog computation and simulation; the block_ diagrar concept voltage and speed
control systems; servo components and transducers; second order servomech-
anisms; proportional control and tach feedback; irequency reseal's() analysis using
the Bode Plot; stability; instrument servos; didital servos and computer control; pneu-
matic and hydraulic systeins. Laboratory hours complement class work.

ET-41. ELECTRONIC PROJECT LABORATORY
3 laboratory hours 1 credit Corequisite:'ET22.
A practical course in .the use of the tools bf the electronic technician; techniques
are developed by building and testing electronic eqtlipment such as a transistorized
superheterodyne radio; layout and developmenLbf printed circuits.

ET-51. DIGITAL COMPUTERS
3 class hours a laboratory hours 4 credits Prerequisite: ET-22.

Number systerhs; Boolean aldebri; memory elements; logic elements; timing ele-
.ments; digital computer logic cycuitsAND, OR, NAND, NOR; multivibrator circuits

flip-flop; clock, one-shot; computer organization-arithmetic, control, memory, input
and output units; elements programming. Laboratory hours complement class work.

Mathematics

MA-10. BASIC MATHEMATICAL SKILLS .5 class hours 0 credits
- I

'Review of arithmetic. 'geometric notionr beiginning elgebra: (Note:
proach is used in day classes).

MA-14. TECHNICAL MATHEMATICS A 4 class hours 4 credits
Prerequisite: MA-10, cir satisfactory score on mathematics placement examination.
A basic presentation or the fundamental concepts of colleqe algebra end trigonmetp,/
with scientific and engineering applicatiOns; linear equations and systems; coordinate
geometry and function's; quadratic equations. .

a modular ap-
/

\\
j

MA-15. TECHNICAL MATHEMATICS'
3 class hours 3 credits Prerequisite: M41-14, or the equivalent.

A continuation of Technical Mathematics A (MA-14): trigonometric, exponential, and
logarithmic functions and their graphs; complex.numberS with applications to vector
problems:, elements of analytic geometry, curve sketching; Introduction to differential
and integral calcdius.

MA-16. TECHNICAL MATHEMATICS C
2 class hours 2 credits Pcorequisite: MA-15, or the equiVal

A :continuation of Technic's] Mathematics B (MA-15): basic el nts of diffarentl I

and integral calculus and theii applications; conic seations.

Job titles,f6r graduates of an associate degree program in Electrical Technology in-
. ,

dude: electronic technician, computer technician, electrical designer, technical sales repre-
sentatives, technical writer, electrical estimator,.electrical contractor, research technician,
communic-ation technician, customer-service technician, -electrical engineering aide, medical--
electronics tedmician, broadcast technician, field engineering assistant, process central
technician and test eciuipment technician.



ntroduction to Electrical Technology

The Department of Electrical Te\Chnology offers the remedial course, "Introduction to
Electrical Technology" (3 class hour,'3 laboratory hours,(no credit) which must betaken
concurrently with the remedial math\course, MA-10, "Basic Mathematical Skills." This
course (which is 5 class hours; no credit) inchides a review of arithmetic, geometricrnotions
and beginning algebra. The remedial ET course, "Introduction to Electrical Technology"/
has a two-fold objective: (1) To complement and reinforce MA-10 through praetical

ns in the field of electrical technology, and.(2) to motivate the student in his original
choice of a career in electrical technology.

ET-01 recitation portion of the course incudes a:mathematical review (12 hours) of
the following areas: poSitive and negative numbers, fractions, decimals, Scientific notation,
squares and-square roots, laws of exponents and solution of simple algebraic equations. The'
use of the slide rule for multiplicatiop and division is also included. The-remaining 30 hours
of recitation covers elementary electrical theory and shows the application of the mathe7
ma4cs in the technical area. The laboratory work (42 hours) complements the recitation
theory and includes films-on the slide rule,as well as on the various areas of electrical theory

Some rkpical mathematical problems and derivations and theory include:

.Changing Fractions to Decimals (round off to 3 decimal places):

5. 4.

'Scientific Notation
Write the following numbers in scientific notation:

8. 0.0000316 9. 3.240,000-

9

100

Powers of 10
Express the following as powers of 10:

10. 10,000,000 11. 0.00001

1 5

12. 101 x 10 103



Express each of the factors as a power of 10 and find the product:
13. 1,000,000 x 10,000 /

Carry Out the folloWing divisions

105 x 10-3
15. 7-172

Change to decimal form:

17. 826 x 10-6
Calculate the following:

0.0000004 x 5,000,000 x 2,000,

14 100,000 x 0.0001'

100 x 10-4

103

18. 0.003 x 10-4

5,000 x 0.0002 x 20,000

600,000 x 9.0004 x 0.02 x 0.0000007

0.0005 x 1,000 x 20 x 200,000,000 ',

Find the answer's to the following uSing the slide rule:
21a..(0.13) 2 21b. (0.013) 2

Find the ansWers to the followiiig using the:slide rule::
. 22a.T-136F) 22bARTI5

21c. (0.00013)2

22c. 41-77700,

The use of the prefixes milli (10-3), micro (10-6), kilo (10 _and mega (106);is

of great importance in technology in conversions.

Conversions using the above are a source Of great confusion to the student. They appear
to have no difficulty, in converting dollars to cents or feet tO inches since in "real" life they
havebeen exposed to these quantities. It is stressed to the student that conversion of a large
unit to a smaller unit will result in a bigger number (example: $3.75 = 375 \centS and visa versa

1. ampere = 1,000 milliamperes = 93 ma

1 milliampere = 0.001 ampeies ='10-3a.
1 volt = 106 microvolts = 1,000,000 microvolts
1 microvolt = 10-6 volts = 0.000001 volt'
1 kilovolt = 1,000 volts = ,103 'volts

1 volt = 0.001 Kilovolts = 10-3 kilovOlts
1 megavolt = 1,000,000 volis = 106 volts
1 volt = 0.000001 megavolts = 10-6 megaiiolts

Intuitively then, if 250 milliamperes were/ to be converted to amperes the result should
be a number smaller than 250. Conversely, if 3 kil\ovolts were to beconverted to volts, the
resultant number should bc greater than 3.

16-
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Conversions may be accompliShed mathematically as fo lows:

Convert 250 milliamkres (ma) to a pe s (a ):

250 x la
250 ma

1,000ma 1,000

which simply means division by 1,000.

Convert 3.2 kilovolts to volts.

1,000 V
3,200 volts

= 0.25a

Convert 34 millioh onlicro-o

34:rng x
1,00Q

1
4,000 micro-ohms

In the above example since the-micro-ohm is a smaller unit than the milliolim, the
sultant answer in micro-ohms should be larger'than 34.

Make the following conversions

A famous law of nature indicates that effect is equal to the cause divided by the
opposition. Mathematically:

22 milliamperes
0.002 amperes

-0.423 Amperes

426 milliamperes
0.05 kilovolts
78 volts
0.5 volts
5 op millivoltS

-amperes
milliamperes
microamperes
microamperes
volts
millivolts 1_

microvolts
voles

cause
effect =

opposition

In an electrical circuit the effect is the current, 1, the'Cause is the voltage, V, and the
opposition.is the resistance, R. Therefore for the electric circuit, eq. 1 (known as Ohm's
Law) can be,expressed by:

V V
eq, 2) I = or R -7- or V = IR

In technology, units are of great importance there appears to be a dearth of this
principle in math courses where all operations appear to be dimensionless (certainly not
the case in "real" life).



In the various forms of equation 2, I must be in amperes, V in vol s and R in ohms

Examples:
A carbon filathent lamp draws a current'of 0.5 amperes when a voltage of 120

volts is applied. What is its resistance?

V '120v
R 240 ohms (

I 0.5a

A 6 volt barteiy is connected to a resistance of 2 kilo-oh
will be delivered?

2 kilo-ohins is equal to 2,000 ohms.

V. 6 Volts

2,000
0)-3 mperes or

R

How much current is

In a series circuit the total resistance, R
Find the current_that flows.in figurel.

+ R
3 i + 3 + 4

V

T

2 Volts
= 3 amperesR, 8 42

Fig 1 - Series

Cireuit

e sum,of the individual stors in series.

In the above circuit find the electrical powcr,in watts, dissipated in the 4ohm
resistor.

Power (P) I2R

P tz (3)24 = 9 X 4 6 atts

3
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In an electrical circuit, the power consume
Find the current in the resistor.

12R

6 = 6 amperes

a resistor of 2 ohms is 72 wa

In the following electrical quations, solve for the quantity indicated.

I solve for _, solve for

P = IR solve for R, solve for 1

N2 A
L solve for N; solve for 1

K

1
solve for R-r

R1 R2
olve far R1

Z2 = R2- + X2 solve for X

pL
R = solve for L, solve for A

A

1,12
2---- solve for I, solve'fcn- L

solVe for M, solve fo

t1 T t2
.

R1 R2

De ivethe equation 'for the total

.E
) RT

4)

R

si: ancE, RT,

olve for R1

Figure 2 --Parallel Connection of
'2 Resistors

n terms of R1. and'112

E E

Ri R2

E--
+R R2

1 2



which indicates tIcat the total resistance of two resistors in parallel is the product over

the suin.
Further, prove that the value of RT will always come out less than the value of the

smaller of the two resistors.

R D
"1 r"2

Let R2 be the smaller of the two resistors. Dividing the numerator and denomiiator
of the right hand side of the &illation for RT by R1 yields:

R1 R2

RA +R.2
1 +

R1 R1 Ri

Since R2 and Ri are positive numbers, the denominator of the right side of the.equation is
greater than 1. Therefore R2 divided by a number greater than 1 gives a value for RT which is

less than R2.

Example:

A 3 ohm and 6 ohm resistor are in parallel. What is the value of the total resistance?

3 x 6 18
2 ohrns

+ 6 9

Note-that this Value is smaller than the smaller resistor of 3 ohms, This will serve as a

check on the Student's work. If the answer were greater than 3 ohms, then the student

would know that his or her calculation was incorrect.

if more than 2 resistors are in parallel, then the total resjstance, R is given by:

Example:
Three re istors are in parallel. Their, values are respec ively 2 ohms, 5 ohms, and

10 ohms. Whatis the total resistance of this combination?

RT R ,112 R

1

RT Ri

1 1 1_4_
RT 2 5 10

1
0.5 + 0.2 0 0.8Itr

1 _1

ohms

Note again that the answer is less than the value of the Smallest resistance of 2 ohms.
The mathematical and electrical theory of resistors_in s ries and in parallel, as well as

Ohm's Law, arc checked experimentally in the laboratory.

15
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Electrical Circuit Analysis
The first college credit electrical course iS Electric Circuit Analysis I (ET-11), which
consists of 3 class hours, 3 laboratory hours, and carries four credits. The course involves
the solution of eleCtrical circuits with a constant (direct current) input. For a constant
input, the mathematics in the course is simPlified. It 'Mist be reinembered that the

/ .non-remedial math student takes this course in the first semester. Corequisite with this
course is Technical Math A (MA-14). The MA-14 course includes fundamentals of college
algebra and trigonometry, linear equations and systems, coordinate geometry and functions
and quadratic equations.

The ET-11 course deals with the circuit applications of the basic three
/

electrical elements. They are the resistance, R; the inductance, L; and the capacitance, C.
The symbols are indicated below.

unit 7 henry (H)

he resistance is an electrical energy dissipating element while the
'other two elements stoic elecirical

/
nergy. The resistance "behaves" quite wpll mathe-

rnatically (there is a linear relatiopShip between the voltage [v] across-it and the current
through it). The energy storing elements, L and C, behave "abominably" in the mathe-
rriatical sense since the relationship between voltage and current in these elements ist/
goyerned by differential and integral equations.

The volt-ampere'(cause and effect) relationships are given below:

v

di- 1
vdt

dt

idt
dvC =;
dt

Note that the symbol epresent
stressed to the studenti again, that, although in their math course

the ubiquitous variables will be "x"_and ",in the electrical world, these variables willbc
noted by their absence. Their replacements will include v, i, t, q, w, p and many.others.



More than three-quarters of the ou9éis devoted to the behavior of
electrical circuits (using various theorems) to rbe resistance, R, because of the simpler,
mathematics involved. The latter portion/of the course, dealing with L and C elements,

'will result-in the introduction of fife students to simple concepts of the derivative and the
integral. That the ET, faculty must integrate concepts of Mathematics not yet covered in
the concurrent mathematics course 'is a fact of life that cannot be overcome.

As indicated before, emphasis is again placed on conversion of units, solution of
algebraic equations, scientific notation, slide rule (although..this instrument may sobn be
rendered obsolete by the calculato6 and dimensional analysis.

Basic equations in the course include:

V .R I P VI

W VIt eff x 100

R1 + t

R_. 2 T r2

1 1 1 1

RT R1 R2 R3

p 12R

RR
T D +

"1 4'2

In the laboratory, the basic concepts Of plotting a graph from databbtained is stressed.
The introduction of the independent variable as the abscissa and the -dependent variable as
the ordinate is intrOduced. A graph sheet, properly identified with units on both axes and

Awith a proper title, should be able to "stand" by itself. that is, if a person looked only at
that sheet, he need not refer to any other information.

The solution of two.(sometimes three) linear simultaneous equations, using deter-
minants, is essential. It is pointed out to the student that, in industry, two/equations, as

\indicated below, will never be encountered.
2x y = 6 4x + 3y 8

in the math course, the student is taught to solve the equations by multiplying the top
one by 2 and then by adding, a solution for "y" is immediately forthcoming



In real life, the coefficients are never that simple and, in addit on, any selfrespecting
engineering technician will always use determinants.

Example:

In the above circuit, solve for the current in each resistor.
Assuming current directions as indicated above, Kirchhoff's law of vo tage is applied

to each of tWo loops

11

2 5 amp.

Therefore, the current in the 3Presistance is 2 amperes n the 10 resistance i
3 amperes, and th: current in the 2Q resistance is 5 aMperes.

Tne mathematical solution to this problem would be verified experimentally in the.
laboratory.



If an electric circuit has three loops then a third order determinant would result from-
the electrihl principles.

Example:

RL

points b-c giVe :
R RR2

-3 Rs RA +

So ving the above 3

RA Rc
Ri

RA RB

Given the 3 resistances RA, RB, and Rc in a delta connection

and R1, R2, and R3 in a wye connection

(a) Solve foi Ri, R2, R3 in terms of RA, RB,

(b) Solve for RA, RB, Rc in termsof R R2,

-Using electrical theory at pdints A C
RA B

R1 + R3

B.

points a-b give:
Rc (RA

Ri + +

ultaneous equation's yields

RBRc
-7- R2

Solving for RA, RB, Rc yields:

Ri1R2'+ R1R3 R2R3
R2

RA

R3:

R RB

In the case of a balanced sys tem (identical loads in the wye or delt connection
t would follow that:

RA2
Ri R R

Y 3R 3

In a, similar manner then:
3Ry2

RA RB Rc R1 3Ry
Ry



ProbleM
1)--"Convert the/del a sstem below to an equtva_ent wyc system:.., 211x

2 +1.3 + 4

2) Convert a balanced wye syste
" eequivalent balanced delta

2 x 3
2 4:3+4

-3 x 4
R3 .

2 + 3 + 4

loids are resistors of 2 ohms, to the

At the end of this first semester electrical Course, the elementary concepts of the
derivative and the integral are introduced even though the electrical student will noecove
this material until the second semester math course (Technical Math B MA-15). \

The derivative concept is introduced as the slope and the--in-re al-iS the area under

the curve (with respect to the horizontal axis) between two limits.

Problem:
If the charge, q, in coulombs and the current, i, "n amperes, are related through the

equation, i = dq/dt, where t is the time in seconds, sketch the curve of the current, i, if the

charge curve is given below:

CCu

From Q to 3 seconds die slope of the rangnt to the q curve is constant at
6

2
coulombs

3 second
_

From 3 to 5 scconds, the slope is 0 and from 5 to 7 seconds the _ op
e

6 cbulombs. 3
2 second

From 7 seconds on.the slope is again Zero

The dq/dt or i curve is shown, below

amperes)

-3
kis pointed out to the

identical shape only if the variables are linearly related,
tudents that the curves of two va

.1
.20

2 5,

SecundS

s will have the_



Find the charge q, at t 10 seconds

The value of the charge, q, iiou1ombs, at the end of 10 seconds represents the net
area of the current curve with respect to the horizontal axis (areas above the horizontal axis
are positive and thcisib-elow are negative) froili time 00 to 10 seconds. From minus infinity
(-00) to 2 secotids, the curve area is zero; from'-2 to 0 seconds, the area is 2 x 2 or 4
ampere-seconds (coulombs); fr.orn 0 to 3 seconds;-the area is zero; from 3 to'7'-seconds,
the area is 4 x 1,.or 4 ampere-seconds and from 8 to 10 seconds the,area is 2 x 4/2 4

ampere-seconds. Therefore the net area frorn 2 to 10 seconds is 4 4 + 4 . 4 ampere-
seconds (coulombs) and the charge, q, at`10 seconds is.4 coulombs.

The second semester electrical course revolves around the sine wave. Electrical pOw
is generated World wide in a sinusoidal form. In a resistor the voltage,v, iR; in the
inductor, vt_ L an in the capacitor, vc idt. Therefore, if the currentcl)g d
generated is sinusoidal, then the voltage across each of the electrical elenients will also be
sinusoidal. This allows the voltage across the three elements to be compared as to pliase
since all have the same wave form, sinusoidal.

The concept of repeating or periodic 1,vaveforrns is in roduced. The alternating
waveform (as a special case of the periodic waveform)'iS introduced where the definition.',

of f (at) f (04 +-rr ) holds. Then the concept of the sine wave (or cosine wave) as a special
shape of the alternating waveform is finally introduced and studied in detail.

The sine wave is shown in the figure below as the variable current:

"The abscissa is shown in degrees, radians and seconds.
The period, T, is the time in seconds to complete one cycle (a complete sine wave).
Since in the real wOrkl the current varies with time, the plot versus time is-of con-

siderable importanccl.
The frequency, f n cycles per sLcond, is by definition r lated to the period, T,

as f L
T

The amplitude or peak v lue and ins antaneous values are discussed.

1
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Problem

if i = 10 sine,377t 10 sine a, find the period, the frequency and sketch the sine wave
,Veisus the angle, a, in degrees and radians and also versus the time, t, ih secopds.

The number 377 has the units of radians per second if t is in seconds, and may be
expressed in a more convenient form as 21r (60). For 377t a to be 2/r radians, then the value

of t 1/60 second (the period, T).
Therefore, the period, T, is 1/60 second and the frequency, f, is the reciprocal of T and

is 60 cycles per second (cps or hertz). This is the standard frequency in the United States
for the generation of electrical power'.'The term multiplying t, 377, is in radians per second
and is called-tlie- angular velocity (related to revolutions per second). Obviously the angular
velocity, w 2rf = 21r/T.

For the above wavefor
value of rime?

T

30 deVec

secerai

-hat is the corresponding instantaneous

30 1 .30 1
x second

360 360 72060

A very impor ant concept is to compare two sine waves of the same freucncy as to phase..

Problem

What is the phase relation between the sinusoidal current and voltag wave (of the a

frequency) shown below?

The phase relation is independent of the amplitudes and is concerned with comparing
identical pointS of two sine waves (the two.positive peaks, the points where both are zero in
Magnitude and increasing positively). In the above figure, the electrial phraseoloo is that
the current wave, i, leads (starts out earlier in time) the voltage wave, v, by 50 degrees. It
may also be stated that the voltage wave lags the clirrent wave by 50 degrees.

Two waveforms that.are in phase br 180 degrees out of phase are shown below.

ching of sine waves is



Problem

Sketch the following waveforms: (1) i SO sin (a 20)

Waveform (1) starts 20 degrees to the right of the origin
to the left ofthe origin.

(2) v 20 sin (a + 30)

avefOrrn (2) starts 30 degrees

Problems

What is the phase relation between the following waveforms?

(1) = 10 sin (a + 50) v = 3 sin (a + 30)
i leads v by 20 degrees or v lags i by 20 degrees

(2 ) i = 10 sin (a + 120) v 5, Sin a 60)
The minus sign indicate a phase shift of ±180 degrees; herefore to rernove
the minus sign, shift the wave ±180 degrees.

= 10 sin (a + 120Y= 10 sin (a 60) v = 5 sin (a 60)

The wave forms are in phase.

(3 )i 3 cosine (a 20) v = 72 sine (a -+ 30)

To change a cosine wave to a sine wave, simply add 90 degrees; that is,
cos a = sin (a + 90).

i 3 cos (a 20) = 3 sin (a 70) v =, 72 sin + 30)

The current wave leads the voltage wave by 40 degrees or the voltage wave
lags the current wave by 40 degrees.

Two important values of wave forms periodicyare the average and effective
values over a complete cycle.

Tfie average value is simply.the net a
the waveforms.

28
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Problems
Find the average value over the complete cycle for the follo

(1)

area is 2 x 4
' 4 x 2

2

amp-sec
= 0.5 amperes..-ave 8 sec

= 4 a --p-see.

The average value is zero by inspection, since the area of the positive alternation is equal
and opposite' to that of the negative alternation. The average value of a sine wave is zero
over the full cycle. In the laboratory, a dc ammeter, which reads the average value of a peri-
odic waveform over one cycle, is used to measure sinusoidal current. It is therefore obvious
(and one is not "shocked") that the reading will be zero

(3) Of interest to the technician is the average value of one alternation. Referring to the
previous problem and using the calculus:

lave =
1

IT

10
10 sin ada Hats eel 7:

10 2 20
ave 1] = (10) a peres

7r Ir

As a general rule, the average value for one alternation is 2
maximum value of the sine wave.

2 9

or-0.636 Imes the peak or



The student is also asked to graphically compute the above value by plotting the sine

wave on a graph sheet which is "boxed" and obtaining the area of the alternation by count-

ing the number of boxeS included between it and the horizontal axis. The average value is

then obtained by dividing by the number of boxes along the abscissa corresponding tb the

length of the alternation.
Of equal importance to the average value is the effective or RMS (root-mean-square)

value of a repeating Waveform since in electrical circuits this value is a measure of the

amount of electriCal power converted into heat.

The effective value ls defined as--

or

Since the student, at this point, has yet to be exposed to integration in his mathemaic

course, the following steps are outlined to him to obtain the answer graphically.

To obtain the effective valde:
(1) Square each ordinate of the given waveform and p ot this new squared" ave-

form .

(2) Obtain the net area of the waveform generated in (1) over the corrplete cycle.

(3) Obtain an average value by dividing by the length of the period.
(4) Take the square root of the answer obtained in (3).

3 0



Problems
(1) Find the effective value of the repeating voltage waveform shown below over one cycle.

Step 17Square each ordinate and sketch ne

ec

Step, 2

Obtain the net area over one cycle
Net area 16 x 4 volt2 - sec + 4 x 2.(note that al .areas are.always pos tive due to the

squaring of the ordinate). .-

Net area.= 72 volt2- sec

Step 3

The average value of Step 2 over 1 cycle is

Step 4

The effective.value of voltage is now:

72 112 --sec
9 vo t2

8 sec

The practical significance of the 3 volts is that this constant value of voltage gives the
ame heating effect as the original repeating waveform of voltage.



(2) Find the effective va ue of the sine vvave, i = 10 sin a, over one cycle.

The student is asked to do this problem graphically on boxed graph paper and obtain
the area under the square curve by counting boxes. Following steps 1-4 the answer will be
approximated 7.1 amperes.

Later in the semester as the student proceeds with calculus in his mathe atics course, a
general proof of the sine wave effective value is given

Let i = 10 sin a_

then Ieff = [10 sin al 2 d

100

27r

21T

sin2 a

but sin /2 1/2 cos a

lef =\
00

By inspection, the latter integral is zero since the net area of .a sinusoidal wave is zero over the
full cycle,

which approximates the answer of 7.1 amperes in problem (2).

100 I 400
[ff]

2

= = 0.707 10) = 7.07 amperes

In general, since 10 is the peak or maximum value, the effective value of a sine wave
over one cycle is the maximum value over the square root of two or 0.707 times the
maximum.

Imax= = 0.707 Inn
2

In lay language when a toaster (or any other appliance) is rated 7 amperes, it means that
the effective value-of the sine wave of current through the toaster is 7 amperes The act'ua.I
sine wave of current is i = 712sin a and if the frequency is 60 cps, then the cuirent is
i = 7.12, sine 377 T in the rime domain.

3 2
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(3) Find the effective value of current for the full rectified sine wave shown below

over one cycle.

The answer is immediately 10(0.707) = 7.07 amperes since it will be the same answer
as for the "regular" sine wave (when the ordinate is squared, the new squared curve will be

identical in both cases):
The student must become adept in the solution of electrical circuits with a sinusoidal

input of voltage since this is the norm in "real" life. In linear circuits (those in which the
electrical p cameters, R, L and C are constant and do not depend on the input-cause), the
effect (current) is always of the same shape as the cause (the input voltage). In non-linear
circuits, the values of some of the circuit parameters vary with magnitude of the input
voltage; thus the input (cause) and the output (effect) will differ in waveforms. This area of
circuit theory is quite difficult and is treated in the more advanced electrical courses.

The solution of electlical linear circuits with sine wave inputs involves the addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division of sine waves of the same frequency. If this were to
be done in the time domain, the mathematics would.be cunibersome and time-consuming.
The electrical engineer therefore developed a type of "electrical shorthand."

This electrical shorthand converts sinusoidal time expressions into the phaser (complex

numbers) domain. The mathematics is _performed much more easily in the phaser clOrnain
and then the answer is converted back, if necessary, into the time domain. However, elec-
trical parlance most often occurs in the phaser domain so that the time domain conversion
is often n9t necessary.

It can be shown that sine waves can be converted to an unrea world for expediency

in mathematical solutions. For instance:

time domain phaser domain

i -= 10 sin (377 t + 30° ) 10 <30°

v = 5 coS (377 t-- 100°) = 5 sin (377 t 10°) -5 -10°

Note that conversion torthe phaser domain does not show the frequency (60 cps in this
case), but always assumes that in any mathematical solution, the sine waves are of the same.
frequency. The phaser only shows the peak value and the phase angle of the -sine wave. The
phase angle is referenced to the sine waVe originating at the 'origin (sin a).

Since all "electrical talk" refers to'effective values,.the conversion 6 the phaser domain
should always'show effective values (unless otherwise stated); therefore, in electrical short-

,

hand, the conversioii is actually done as follows:

time domain phaser domaihv

= 10 sin (377 + 30) 10 (.707).60 = 7.07 0

v = 5 cost (377 t --7.100) = 5 sin 377 t 10) '5 (.707) -.10 3 .54



Problems

(1) Convert i = 7 sin + 20 to the phaser domain I 7 .707 20 = 10.0 20
'where I k the symbol for the phaser.

NOte that the magnitude is expressed in effective values.

(2 ) f = 25 cps, V = 10 62°
Find the sinusoidal time expression for the voltage, v.:

f = 25 cps w = 27t (25) = 157 radians/sec

v =
10

sin (157t 62°) 14.14 sin (157t 62°)
0.707

Complex numbers are expressed in the polar fortn for ease of multiplication or division
and in the rectangular or cartesian coordinate form for ease in addition and subtracti6n. The
student must be able to convert quickly from one form to the other.

A slide rule'session will show the ease of these conversions.
With the advent of the ubiquitous calculator, the ET Department is in the process of

shifting from 1the slide rule to the calculator.
A phaser diagram with the abscissa as the real ax s and the ordinate as the "j" axis
axis is not usecl in order to avoid confusion with the electrical current, i) is used to show

the phasers.

V

Phaser Dia ram

The above phaser diagram shows that the voltage, V, leads the current, I, by 70 degr es
or that I lags V by 70 degrees.

Problem
Convert 3 sin 157t + 4 cos 157t into one sinusoidal expression.

3 sin' 157t 3Z0-= 3 + j0

4 cos 157t "z4LE(1 0_+ j4

Sum = 3 + j4 = 5
5,61--z5 sin (157t + 53) Ans.

Note, that the conversion to the phaser domain used peak values since a conversion back

to the time was also necessary.
fri the solution of sinusoidal electrical circuits the opposi ion (ohms) of the electrical

elements must also be expressed as phasers (although it must be reMembered.that only
voltages and currents are sinusoidal expressions of time) in order, to have continuity of

mathematics.
'the resistor, R, has an impedance (opposition) of R4, the coil, L, has an impe4.nce,

XL of XL,90 jXL and the capacitor, C, has an impedance, Xc, of Xo/C90 =

29
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Problem

Unless otherwise indicated, all phaser values of voltages and currents are ef ecti/ve'values,
Solve the following series circuit for total impedance, total current, voltage across the

res stor and the voltage across the coil. Draw the phaser diagram.

\17: lop IL3

The to al iMpedance j4.= 5

V 100 0
7

5.
2_

VRIR2OLZS3 3060
VL = IXL = 4 90 = 80

As a check using kirchoffs voltage la V VR

VR =6O53 = 36 j4$
VL = 80 37 = 64 .48

Sum =100 + j0 = 100
1

1

1

which checks with the value of he input voltage, V. that was givli above.

77 VI_ zo LU

Phaser Dia ram

0 =V

VR C.0 EL-3



Problem
(1) Calculate the total impedance of thc paralle 'Circuit shown below and indicate tbe nature
of this impedance,

clut v 0, le vci.

o

prOduct of impedance s

sum of impedances

6/90 4 0 24 0 24 0
j6 j4 j2 90

This repr

(2 ) Find the cur _nt, I

Lcz

nts a capacitive reactance, )(c, of 12 ohms.
fi

the circuit below using mesh analysis .

90

P

loop abcfa (applying Kirchhoff's voltage law)

..E1 (XL + R) 12R = 0

eq, 1 F1 = I1 (R,+ XL) +12R

loop cdcfe (applying Kirchhoff's voltage law)

2 12 (Xc + R) i1R 0

eq. 2 E2 liR +12 (11.+

_substituting values into equation ryields:

eq.la 2 43 (4 + j2) IL+ 412

Solving for I, using determinarfts

t 2 0 4
f 6 <0 -4 jl i 2 4 4(6)

4

4 + j2

8 j2 24 16 H2 16.

16 + j4 + 2 16 + j4 4.47 6

-=-3.6 236 or 3.6 124 amperes

An ac ammeter placed in the circuit would read 3.6 amperes.,(effective value).
if the frequency were 60Icps, then conversion to the tithe domain would yield:

2 sin (377t + 124) amperes
31:



Problem
In the sircuit below find the value of R fe

compute the value of this maximum power.

_

R

aximum power transfer to it and then

The power, P, dissipated in th resistor, R, is equal

E2R

E 100 0 volts
R.

.

12R

Rwattsbut I = E

dP (R + Rin)2 E2 RE (2 ) (R + in_

/dR (R + Rim )4\

R + Rint.

To find the maximum value (slope = 0), set thq derivative equal to z ro,
(R Rind2 E2 - -2RE (2) (R + Rind

0 =
dR 4

(R-+ Rint
0 = (R Rin R (R + Rind

0 = R2 + 2R R1 + R- 2R2 2R Rintint

0 = Rmt2 - R2 :ijnt + R) (R R)

Rint+R=O R

Rint R R

Since physically the minimum power wouldcur in R when R = 0 the value shown
indicates the value for maximum power.

Therefore in a series.circuit the maximum power cfccurs in a load resistor,when its
value is equal to the internal resistance, Rint of the sou This is an important-theorem,
known as the "Maximum Power Transfer Theorem".

In this problem therefore set k R7 -int. = 2 ohms.
For the condition for maximum power transfer;

E. 100
I =

Rin
=

2 + 2
= 25 amperes

t R

Pmax = I2R (25)2 (2) = 1250 watts.

Although the power transferred to R is a'maximum when R = Rint. the effic ency of
ansinission is only 50 per cent since an equal amotint is being dissipat d in Rint..

This problem is checked experithentally,in the laboratory.

(rejeett\sinCe physically th rie is nb negative resistor ;



ELECTRONICS

In electronics a problem frequently encounte'red is the graphical solution of a straight
line and a non-linear curve. The non-linear curve is usually one supplied by the manufacturer
and may refer to the volt-ampere relations in a vacuum diode (two-element device) or in a
semi-conductor diode.

Refer below to a fundamental diode circuit.

where E and R arc given
circuit values

Writing Kirchhoff's voltage law around the series loop yields: ,E = VD + IDR

Salving for
VO

gives: eq. 1 ID
R R

where the variables are ID (ordina e) and VD abscissa)

1
Equation 1 is in the form y mx + b where y ID, m = x 0 and b is the ordinate

or y) intercept =

The abscissa (or x) intercep
abscissa intercept as VD=E.

y be found by setting ID(y) equal to zero. This yields the

Equation 1 has 2 variables (ID and V ) and, therefore, a minimum of 2 equations is
necessary for their solution.

The second equation is supplied in graphical form by the manufacturer and is shown
below fovhe two types of diode. .

semicaricitt cGode

CI C Qum

point

1

4

3 a
==.-> VO

e 61;ode

ad line

If the given circuit values are E = 50 volts and the load resistor, R, is 5 kilohms, then
equation (1),-oft1en called the load line, is a straight line with the ordinate intercept equal to

E 50v-
10 a

5ka.
and the abscissa intercept equal to E = 50 volts. Having these two points on the straight line,
the straight line is plotted above. For the vacuum tube diode, the Q or operating point is
obtained as the intersection of this straight line with the manufacturer's characteristics.
The Q point yields approximate values of VD = 27 volts and ID =

in a similAr!fashion, for the semiconductor diode, the Q point coordinates are:

VD = 3 volts and ID .=

33



Problem

(1) Using Shockley's equation, ID = Dss
VG_

. Vp

if IDSS = 10a and Vp 5v(manufacturer's data) and VGs = p2.5 v.

D = 10 1
2.5 2

10 (1/2)2 =5

, find the transistor current, I

(2 ) For the half wave recti ied sine wave shown, compute the average value over the
full cycle.

Jokt$
re!. d'ianS

D,

In general, the average valde of a half wave rectified sine wave oven the full cycle is-0.318
times the maximum value.

The decibel (db) had as its origin the fact that power and audio levels are related on a
logarithmic basis. When referring to voltage levels, the derib5I is defined by:

Problems

V2
db = 20 log10

V

1 V2/V1 is 100, how many decibels does it -present?

db-= 20 log10 100 =.20 (2) =40 db.

(2) If the decibels are equal to 6, what is the voltage ratio V V1?
V2

6 = 20 log10 N when N
Vi

6
logi0N = 0.30

20

39.
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In electrical terms, if tfic voltage'gain, V2/V1, drops by 6 decibels, it means that the
ratio, V2/V1, is doWn by a factor of 2 or the neW gain is 1/2 of ithe former voltage gain. If the
voltage gain increases by 6 decibels, it signifies that the voltage gain has doubled over the
previous value.

The significance of 0 db indicates that the voltage ratio is unity.

V2
db = 20 log1 0

V2

VI

'Or if one remembers that the log of a Itimber is the exponent to which the base must be
raised to equal the number, it follows that

V2
10° = = 1 since 10 to the zero exponent is unity_

V2

The frequency response of an amplifier is a plot of the voltage gain, V2/V1, (as a dimension-
less ratio) versus frequency. For convenience, since the range of frequencies is very large, this
plot is done on semi-log paper. It should be\noted that no zero frequency can ever appear on
the abscissa' (see the attached semi-log sheet:, which is a 4-cycle paper with the frequency
varying from 100 to 1,000,000 Cycles per second.

c qdl JFru-

V2
0 = 20 log 0 -----

Vi
0 = log

v2

_ L
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TRANSIENT CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
HistOrically, the.stUdent in electrical technology is exposed to a higher level of Mathe-

matics than those in other engineering technologies. The ET student may be required to

take a Math course beyond the applied technical calculus course which.would involve an

intrbduction to differential equations and the Laplace transform. This additional mathe-

marks is essential to solve problems involving the transient conditions in an electrical

circuit.
For example, in turning.on a switch to light a fludrescent bulb, it takes a finite amount

of time for the bulb to light after the switch is in the "on" position. The condition after

the bulb is finally lighted is termed the steady state or final condition. What transpires

before the steady state condition is reached would come -under the area oftechnology.

known as the transient condition.
In some colleges, the course is taught by the mathematics department. At

Queensborough, the coUrse, ET-13. TranSient Circuit Analysis, is taught by the technical
department. Thii appears to be more logical since the practieal applications of the mathe-
matics are of paramount interest to the technical student

Undoubtedly, one of the Most iinportant mathematical functions in all of pure and
applied scierice and/engineering, including transients in electrical circuits, is that general

function, Aest, whichduplicates its shape when differentiated or integrated. Let usrfirst eob-'

sider the function when "s" is equal to a negative real number.
A.; an example, conSider the function, j e-2t, whem s is evidently,equal to 2. It is

desired to plot this function versus "t" from the engineering viewpoint.
A time equal to T is defined as the/time constant. This time constant is defined as the

value of "CI-which makes the exponent of the function,equal to one in magnitude. Prom
this definition, the time constant; T, is equ4l to 1/2'second.

The table shown below is filled in for values of t from 0 to five time constan

of one time 'constant.

e---2t

0
1/2 (Tr-
1 (2T)
-3- (3T)
2
2 (4T) '

1 (5T)
2

I ---.---1
e-1 = 0. 68
-2e = (0.368)2

e-3 7 (0.368)3
4 = (0.368)4

5 = (0.368)5

=

=

=

=

=

=

1

0.368
0.135
0.049S

0.0183

0,00-674

The above table indicates that, in five time constants, the value of the original function at .

e t 0 has decreased to a Value equal to 0.674 per cent of the initial Value (t = 0). Por practical

purposes in engineering, it is said that the function has dropped to a "zero" value (that is, to

a value much smaller than its initial value).,After five time constanzs have elapsed, the
transient period is considered over or the transient value is now zero. The,table also indicates

that for each time Constant, T, the function decreases by the facio" r 0.368.

4 I-
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The Plot of i =. e2t for five time constants is shown below.

Yecon

The course will be concerned With the solution of differential equa ions.up to t
second order which are linear and have constant coefficients.

Consider the circuit shown below.

Solve for i (t), for t 0+ and plot the curve.
From electrical theory, the differential equation D.E.) is:

di
E + ---- (1st order)

dt

di
10 = 2i + (eq. 1)

dr -

The complete solution for the current, i, consists of two parts the forced response,

due to the source (10 volts) and die natural response, in, due to the circuit configuration.
The natural response is independent of the wveforrn or nature of the source.

The complete solution is.the sum of these two components .

i if + in
In mathematics. the forced response is called the particular solution

response is familiarly known As the complementary solution.
Since the forced response must have the same waveform as the inpu

constant, 10) let if = 1, a constant. Substituting into equation 1, yields
10 = 21 + 5(Q) since thc derivative of a constant is zero
10 = 21 or 1 = if = 5 amperes

The natural responge is obtained by setting the source equal to rero There ore,

equation 1 yields:

and the natural :

(which is the

° + 5 (eq 2)

37
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Equation-2 indicates that the solution for in (other than the trivial solution of in = 0)
must be such that a function and its derivative must add up to zero for all values of t. This
clearly indicates that the function and its derivative must have the same waveshape and one
must be the negative Of the other. Therefore, the solution for in is assumed to be:

Aest
-n , where "s" will be a negative real number.

Substituting this sollition.-into equation 2. yields:

. 0 = 2Acst + 5sAe5t
2t

Therefore, in= Ae--5- (eq. 4)

and the .complete solution for the current-is:

0 = 2 + 5s (eq. 3)

i if

s =

=2t
= 5 + Ae 5 (eq. 4)

Equation 3 is called tile characteristic equation arid is determined solely bythe circuit
.elements and not by the waveform of the source.

There now remains the computation for the constant, A, to complete the solution.
Using electrical theory at t = 0+, i 0. Substituting this boundary cdndition into

equation 4 yields:

0 = 5 + Ae 3 5 + A or

2t
i = 5 5e (for t > 0+) 2t

The first term, 5, represents the forced response,- and the second term,
,

represents the natural ( or transient ) response. It is to be noted that, in practical problems,
the transient response will approach zero as t approaches infinity. In engineering problems,
the natural (transient) response will be zero in five time constants as indicated previously.

5
The time constant for the exponential term is: T = 2.5 seconds.

2
Thtfore, the natural response will die out (approach zero) in 5T or 12.5 seconds and the
forced response (steady stale value) will be a constant of 5 amperes analogous to the con-
sta it input of 10 volts.

The characteristic equation (eq. 3) can be quickly obtained from equation 2 by the di
n

chanical" substitution of 1 for the variable, in, and s for the derivative of the variable, --.
dtn integral term appears in equation 2, then the "mechanical" substitution can be

sh wn to be 1/s.
The plot of the solution for the total current, i is shown below as the sum of the

-2Econstant, 5, and The exponential term:
5e 5



Example

For the circuit below, solve for the charge, g, for tO and ske chlhe curve.

Air

dgE R +
dt C

dg
10 = 4 -- + 2g

dt

= 4s + 2(1) charaiCteristic equation

0 = 4s +

s = 1/2

q=Aèt T=2secdnds

qf = Q (constant)

10 4(0) + or Q = qf = 5 coulombs
1/2 t

= + gn = 5
2

= 0 q=0

0
+ Ae =

2

t
= 5 5e --

2

5 + A

solution
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Example 2

A cirSuit is defined by the equation shown below. How long willit take for she circuit to
ach the steady state response? (Or how long will it take for the natural[transient] re-

sponse to die out?)

3 sin 5t = 2i + 3f i dt

The equation for the complementary solution is obtained by setting the Source equal to
zero. 0 = 2i +,3f i dt

The characteristic-equation is determined by making the appropriate Mechanical sub .

stitutions.

0 = 2 (1) + 3 ( ) 3 32 = or s

The time constant is therefore 2/3 seconds.

The natural response will die out in 5 time constants, or 10 seconds:

= Aen

Example 3

A circuit is defined by the equation shown below. Find the forced response only.

-dv
100 sin 10 t = 3 -- + 40v

dt

The forced response, vf, must be a sine wave of the same form as the input, 100 sin lOt.

vf K sin (10t + 0), or it may be expreised in the more convenient form,

vf = A cos 10 t + B sin 10t

Substitution into the differential equation, elds:
160 sin 10t.=-3 (-L.10 A sin 10t1+ OB cos 10t)

+ 40A cos Kit + 40B 'n.10t
100 sin 10t = (-30A + 40 B) siri\ 1 Ot

+ (30B + 40A) cos 10t

.Equating the coefficients of the sine and cosine ter s On.both sides of the equa ion
yields:

100 = 30A + 40B or 10 = 3A 4B ..0 = 40A + 30B or 0 = 4A + 3B-

Solving for A and B yields. A = -g, B =
5

Therefore, the solution for the forced response is: vf = sin 10t sos 10t
, '5 5

The sine and cosine terms can laS combined into one sinusoidal term by using phasers.
8 8 8 6 6

sin Mt P----- 0 = cos lot c---- 0 , 6 .

8 6 10
.37 = 37

The conve sion back from the phaser domain into the _i

vf = 2 sin (10t 37°)

40
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Example 4
Solve the following differential equation for _for t 0+, and sketch the curve.

The initial conditions are: i (0+)'= 0 and di/dt (0+) = 0

d2i di
+ 3i = 270 (eq. 5)

dt2 ut

Let i I and substituting into eq. 5

0 + 4(0) + 31 = 270 if = I = 90

Let the natural response be in = Aest and obtainihg the characteristic equation by

echanical subsirution (remember that the substitution for the-second derivative_is s2).

s2 + 4s + 3(1) = 0
s2 + 4s + 3 = 0
(s + 3) (s + 1) = 0 / s1 = 3, s2 Alet + A2C-3t

There are now rwo time constants. One is equal to 1 second anclhe second is equal to 1 3

second. The first term dies out in 5 seconds and the second in 5/3 seconds. Therefore, using the

longer time constant, the natural response will die out (approach zero) in 5 seconds.

i = if + in = 90 + Ale-t + A2e -3t (eq. 6)

= 0+ i 0 therefore from eq. 6 0 = 90 + A1 + A eq. 7)
di

at t = 0+,
dt

=

differentiating equation 6'yields: A= 0 A e 4 - 3A?
dt

substituting the boundary Condition into eq. 8
0 0 A1 3A2 = A1 -3A2 (eq. 9)

Solving equations 7 aiid 9 simultaneously yields:
.A1 = 435 A2 = 45 = 90 135 45e -3t (solution)

eq. 8)

=

The plot of the curve is shown below.

The above plot for the total current,i, is known as the non-oscillatory or overdamped

case. This occurs in the second order system when the values of s are real, negative and .

unequal. 41
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and sketch the curve.

diE=Ri+L.+-f idt
dt
di

12 = 2i + 1 + 17,f idt (eq. 10
dt

From electrical theory, the forced response of the current, if, is zero. The boundary

conditions at t 0+ are i = 0 and di/dt = 12 amperes per second.
The characteristic equation from equation 10 is

= 2 (1) + Is + 17 (1 )
0 = 2 + s +

0 = 2s + s2 1(7

(4-=20 = s + 2s + 17 s = = i±j4

The natural response, in, is of t 'form Kest

in K1e(14i4)t + K2e(-1

et fie ej4t b.-"1- '4*-2

x
Recalling that -is the sinusoidal wave, cos x then equation 11 may be Written

2

asin e't (K3 cos 4t + 0)

or in the more convenient form of:

in et (A sin 4t + B cos 4t)

2

ieq. 1

= if + i = 0 + et (A sin 4t + B cos 4t)

Therefore, equation 12 yields:

Differentiating equation 12 yie ds:

di t
dt e (411. cos 4B sin 4t)

+ (A sin 4t + B cost 4t) (-1)

at t = 0+, = 12
dt

12 = 1 [4 (1) 4B (0)1, [A(0) 4-"B

12 = 4A A =13

Therefo c, the solution fo the ,fotal current, i, is:

et (A sin 4t
at t 0+, i = 0

0 = [A, (0 )+ B (1)1

et)

1 = .t sin 4t i(Solution)

42
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The above solution is called the damped sine wave. The time constant of the exponential
term is 1 second and it will die out in five time constants or 5 seconds. The period (time for

one cycle) of the sine wave is:
27r r

= 1.57 seconds.
4 2

Since the current will die out (approach zero ) in 5 seconds,the sine wave will go through

"7 or 3.2 cycles before approaching zero.

The-plot of-this oscillatoryorunderdamped case is shown below.±rhe_sine_wave oscil-
lates between the en`velope determined by 3et and its mirror image 3et.

Damped Sinusoidal Wave

The method previously outlined for solving electrical problems in the transient con-
dition is known as the "classical" method. Electrical engineering technology has developed

several other methods easier and at times more sophisticated. These methods have as

their basis nothing more/than simple algebra.

As indicated previously, the signal of probably greatest importance in electrical

engineering is the one indicated below:
keSt 1)

The nature of the dignal,in equation 1 is function of the amplitude K, which is simply
the value of the function, y, at t = 0 and of the quantity, 5, which is called the complex

frequency. It will be shown that the function, y, will assume a variely of waveforms

depending upon the yalue of the quantity. s. In fact, by the superposition principles of

summing exponential terms having`different values of K and s, almost any wave shape

of engi tering importance can be generated.

43
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I s = 0 is subslituted into equation 1, the resultant function becomes:
ISC\C\A K (eq. 2)

which is simply a constant (or direct current value of K. Since it is assumed that y = 0 for
t<0 and y = K for t>0, ttie resulting "step" is shown below.

If s equals "a" (when "a" is positive and real), then equation 1 becomes:

y = Keat (eq. 3)
This is the waveform of the decreasing exponential with a time constant, T, of 1/a seconds
and which will decay to zero for practical enginoering purposes in 5 time-constants. This
waveform is shown below and a thorough discussion of its plot was given previously.

the value of s is positive and real and equal to "a", then equation 1 becomes:

y.= Kcal (eq. 4)
This waveform Is an increasing exponential curve which increases to infinity with time, This
function is of negligible'practical interest from an engineering point of view. It is.shown
below.

For the Tlue of s pure imagina

y Keiwt
but since imaginary values occur in complex conjugate pairs, equati

y = K (e iwt + ejwt ) or the sinusoid
y = A cosine wt (eq. 5)

The plot of this waveform is obvious.

-,
-nd equa_ to jw, then equation 1 becomes:

4 9
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For s equal to a complex number with a negative real part, t en equation 1 becomes:

y = K(ea +iwt e=a 'PA) .

ice-at (eivvt ejwt)
s the exponentially damped sinusoid of the general form:which

y . Aeat sine (wt + 0) (eq. 6)

The plot of this waveform waS previously discussed and is sketched below.

/

If the voltage input is of the form v Vest or the current, i = Ie5, the operational
values.of the opposition impedance may be easily derived for the three electrical

components, R, L and C.
if /est

then v Ri = Rlest
4

but Z = AT ohms opposition)

however V = RI (the amplitude of e)
----b-i-

SO Z = -Ill T- R or the opposition
f I

(impedanc of a resistor, lit, is the value of the resistance and independent of the

value of s.

and ye = LsIe where the amplitude of v LsI
V sLI

Z = = sL, or the opposition impedance) of a coil is'
I I

sL ohms and depends on the value of s.

For the indu&ance,

v L
dt

if.i lest esthen -dt

and i = CVse where the amplitude of i is sCV..

1 ohms
sCV sC

dv
C

dt

if v =
dv

then = Vset
dt



.

The impedance of a capacitor is inversely proportional to the value of s.
The above relationships are of importance in obtaining the chatacteristic equation of

an electrical circuit without having to write the differential equation. If the value of the
circuit impedance is set to zero, then the characteristic equation is easily obtained.

Example 1

In:a se_ es circuit, the toa iimpedanee is the shm of the ndividual impedances.

1 1
Therefore , Z(s) R + 4 -1-, is +

sC sl
3

Setting Z (s ) = 0 yields the chatacteristic equation of the circuit:

= 4 + s +
s

0 = s2 + 4s + 3

(s + 3) (s + 1) = 0

Therefore the form of the natural (complerrien ary) solution is:

Aet + Be-3t
The forced (steady state or particular) solution is obtained from electrical theory. The
complete solution (needing boundary conditions) is obtaihed from knowing the electrical
input.

As'the 'circuits becothe more-cOmplicated, simultarieousIdifferential eqiiations would
have to be solved. The operational impedance Method is relativelysimple requims on y
algebra.

The "transfer function, which is defined as\the ratio of an output (effect) amplitude
to the input (cause) amplitude for an exponential input Of the form e5t, provides the ..

/ .

complete solution to a transient problem. The transfer function will be denoted by T(s), and
for a particular value of s, it represents the gain - the ratio of an output to an input.

In this method the substitution of the value of s Corresponding to the input will yield
/the forced (particular) solution and setting the denominator equal to zero will yield the

i

characteristic equation and thus the form of the natural (complementary) solution.
.__.
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t 0

Let v equal a de (constan
input-of--30-volts:

From simple electrical theory, the transfer functiOn, T(s) is simply a ratio of the output (Cu
amplittde to, the input -(voltage) amplitude..

1 1
T (s) = --- 7 eq. 7)

V R -F s 3. ls

where R 's simply t inlpedance-e-if-the-ei mit-and by Ohm's la
I 1 1

V = IZ or -
V Z R + sL

The input voltage has a magnitude of 30, and the value of s (for the input) is zero since-v = 0
and for de, s = 0.. -

Substituting these values of the input in o equation 7 yields the forced response for the
ent as follows:

/ I 1 30

30 (0) 3
= = I = = 10 a pe is (de or constant)

3

it is to be remeinbered that the forced response will always have the same waveform
shape)-as-theinput (forcing-function_orcanse ) .

Setting the denominator of equation 7 equal to zero will yieliithe charaetenstie
equation.

3 + ls =

Therefore the form of the natural (complernenta solution is

mnAeSt3t
The total solution is if

i = 10 + Ae 73t

From simple electrical theory. at t = 04 i = 0

= 10 Ae-3(0) = 10 + -A

A =

The complete solution is therefore: i = 0 10e3t .
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Example 3
Repeat example 2, if the input, v, is 40 sine 4t, ------

For the forced response of a sine wave s = jtliand the amplitude of the voltage is 20
I - 1

+ sL 3 + j4(1)

I or I--
40 5L53 5 a

The above represents the current in the phasor form and must be converted back into the
time domain.

if = 8 sine (4t - 53)
Again, it must be remembered that the forced response will have the same waveform

(same frequency of the sine wave) as the forcing function which is the sinusoidal voltage.
The natural response is independent of the input and is therefore the same as before

(obtained by setting the denominator (R+sL or 3+1s) equal to zero.

in = AE

= if + = 8 sine (4t 53 Ae -3t

at t 0 as before
0 = 4. sin (-53) + A

. 8 (-.8) + A or A = 6.4
The total solution for i is therefore

i 8 sine. (4t 53) + 6.4e3t
In the third method of the sglution of differential.equatiojis, the-student is introduced_

to the Liplace Transformation. ?The first two methods are the classical and the transfer
function.) In exposing the studehrto three methods, there is a flexibility in the solution of
circuit problerris:-One-method-may have-advantages over another. The'classical method is

_

_

the fundamental or basic one, and the other two have certain limitations.
The Laplace method Converts (transforms) linear differential equations with constant

coefficie(nts into algebraic ones, thus greatly simplifying the Steps leading to the solution.
The idea of a transform is 'certainly not new to the student. Logarithms transform

multiplication into addition. That is, one went from one type of mathematical operation
into a simpler one. The transformation was from a number domain into an exponential
domain (logarithms). Work was then performed in this transformed or new doinain (using
log tables) and then the tesult or answer was obtained in the original domain using an
inverse transformation (anti-logs).

Another example of transformation (mentioned previously)Involvecl the solution of
electrical circuits to a sinusoidal input The sinusoidal time function (time domain) was---,
transformed into complex algebfa (phasor) domain.where the mathematics involved is much
simpler. The solution in the phasor domain was later transformed back into the sinusoidal

me function (time domain).
The Laplace transform converts froin the time (t) domain into the frequency (s) domain

where the mathematical manipulations.are" much simpler and use can be made of Laplace
tables. The inverse/Laplace transform involves returning from the complex frequency
domain into the time domain.

48
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The Laplace method has distinet advantages over the classical method in the comple e
solirtion fforced and natural) of system networks. These include:

1. Reduction of linear differential equations with constant coefficients to linear
,

algebraic equations,
2.Method is mechanical and straightforyard.
3. -Initial (boundary) conditions are imn't-iately included in the transformed

eqUations as a first rathei than last ste operation.
4. Time saving tables are available to speed up the time of solution.

It is pointed out, however, that the Laplice transform method,solves no problem that
_ ..

can't be handled by the classical method. Although it.has the advantages indicated previ-
ously, this method may also have certain disadvantaga compared to the classical method. ,
These include the time required to master the method, limitation to solution of certain
types of differential equations (constant coefficients) and, in addition, Acertainjoss Of
insight into the physical problem. ,-

. /
In the Laplace domain, the unknown quantity to be solved for is in the general ratio of .

two polynomials in s. A technique, the partial fraction exPansion, will now be' discussed.

breaks the aforementioned ratio.of polynomials into the sum of fractions. This i-nathe-
,

rn tical tool is covered now, rather than later, so that the method of the Laplace transform
disussed later will not be lost in Mathematical details.

Co sider the ratio of the folloWing two polynomials:
(s + 4) '(5 + 1) (s + 2) (s + 3)/

) -
It is desi ed to obtain the partial fraction expansion of the above:

s (s + 4) 1 i A , B C
+. . (eq. 8)

+ 1)(s+2)(s+3)- s + 1 s +.2 -s + 3--

-The probl\ern is to eValuate the constants, A, '8 and.C,.of the right hand side o
equation 8, an\equation which is valid for all values of s,

\

In order to evaluate A, let s apptbath-----,1-(s---1). The term 4-4. will become very large
s

(approach infinity) while the other two terms, and are bounded (remain finite
s + 2 s + .3

..trherefore, these latter two terms can be.neglected compared to the term, A, on
s + 1

the right hand side of equation 8.

The resulting equation yields:

s (s + 4)

(s 1)(s,+ 2)(s + 3)

Equation 9 result's in the following since the Cs + 1) term on each side of the equation
may be cancelled.

s (s + 4)
A

2, (s +
L,1

1 + 4) 1 (3) 3
Therefore A -

(-1 + 2)(-1+3) 1 (2)
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In other words, to find the constant, A, df the fraction, A/s + 1, imply delete the factor
(s + 1) from the denominator of theleft-hand side of equation 8 and let s 1. According
to this rule

+ 4) 1 (3)
s+2)(s+3 1(2) 2

In a similar fashion
-

evaluate B, delete s + 2) from the left side and let s

s(s+4)B
1) S +

2 (2r
. 41 (1)

C=` s(s+ 4) 3

(s + 1) (s + 2 ) 2 2

s 3
Therefore the partial fraction solution is:

s (s + 4)
3

2 4
+

(s + 1) (s + 2) (s + 3) s + 1 s + 3
(eq. 10

Since equation 10 is valid for all values cif s, let us pick some convenient value of s such as
zero, to check the value of the left side against the value of the right side.

0 (4)

(1) (2) (3

3 3

2 4 2

2

1
+

2 2

0 0 as a check
1

(Do not pick a value of s equal to 1, 2 or 3 for a check, since this results in a magnitude
of infinity on both sides of equation_10 and therefore will not be a check on your deter-
Mined constants.)
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Example 1

Obtain the partial fraction expansign for

6s2 + 105 + 2

+ 32s + 2s

652 + lOs + 2

s 3 +

652 + 105 + 2
A =

(s + 1) (s + 2

652 + 105 + 2

s + 2)

0

) (2)
= 1

6 0 + 2
=

652 + lOs + 2
C

5-+ 1

24 20 + 2

(s + 1) (-2

652 + lOs + 2

+ 3s2 + 2s

a check at 5= 1 y elds:

6 + 10 + 2

1 2 3
+

5 + 1 s + 2

1 2 _3
=

+ 2 1 2

5 6
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Development of Laplace Transformation

The Laplace transformation from the time domain to the complex frequency, s, domain is
defined as

[ )1 = F (s) = t) e-st de- (eq. 1)
where [ ) ] is, simply, the Laplace transform of the time function, f (t), Although
equation 1 appears quite formidable, the technology student should not despair.

The derivation of the Laplace transform for several common inputs will now be
considered.

(a) Let f(t) = K a constant or dc input

= F(s) fke-st dt

therefo

K
=

-s
0 -.i

Th constant, K, in:the time domain has as its cdrresponding Laplace transform, - , and
the two constitute a unique transform pair.

Conversely, the inverse, transformation or the inverse Laplace trangformation (symbol :71)
of K is K. That is, the time function whose Laplace transformation is K, is K.

Mathematically, 1 K K

Note that the inverse Laplace trins or_--ation convert from the conis plex frequency, s,
domain to the time domain.

(b) Let f(t) e7at
-at F(s) eat e st dt

(s + a) t,Te
0 (s + a)

s + a

-at
s + a

-C

+ 1

+ a) -(s ++Le
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The technolou student is made familiar with some simple derivations and then a table

of useful transform pairs is presented.

Laplace Transform Pairs

Time Domain Laplace Transform
f(t) F(s)

K

2. eat 1

s + a

3. sincot
2s + (Al

4. Kt

5. [ f(t

6. f f(t)

] S F(s) f(0+

F (s) f(t) dt
s

5 8
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-Ex&

Find the complete so ution for the current, i, using the Laplace transferm method.
From electrical theory, there results

di.10 R + L 10 2. + 3 diaFdt
Taking the Laplace transfo m of both sides

T. 245) + 3 [ s i(s) i (0) I (eq. 2)

(note that the variable is current i, and Laplace transform is 1(s) which reads
as 1 of s. For simplicity the (s) of s- is dropped to avoid confusion with
"s" times "I").

Therefore, equation 2 yields .
10

21 + 3 [ sI i (0+)

i (0+) means the value of the current at t 0+ (immediately after the switch is dos d) and
from electrical theory this boundary condition is zero.

I =

3s1 7 I (3s + 2)

10 10

s 35 + 2

. 10

10 10
A - 5

3 (s + ) 3 x

B
10 10

5
3s 3 (7-

5

The inverse Laplace transform yields the current as a function of time
2t

i(t) 5 5e--3 (eq. 3)
Note that equation 3 is the complete solu on where the constant,term, 5,
is the forced (particular) solution and the term, 2t , is the natural comple-

-5e 3mentiry) solution.
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Examp e 2

eokini5
L= Ikerr

Find the complete solution for the current i, using the Laplace transform method.
di 1

10 = R- + L fidt
1 dt C

Taking the Laplace transform of both sides:

10
= 81

di
10 8i + 1 + 12 f idt

dt

i (0+)] + 12
idt (t = 0 )

from electrical theory, i (0+) =

and f idt is the charge, q, which is equal to 0 at t = 0+

-1(-2 = 81 + sI + 12
s s

10 7 s s2I + 121

10 I (s2 + 8s + 12)

I
10

s2 + 8s +-12

. 10

4 6)

10 1.0
= = 2.5

4
A =,

s + 6

B=
10

10

s + 2 s 6

A

s + 2 s + 6

= 2.5
s + 2

s 6

2.5 2.5
I

s + 2

1(s)

s +.6

= 25e2t 2.5e-6t (solution
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The forced response is zero (which checks electrical theory) and the complete solution
consists of tile natural response.

An area of importance in the study of the stability of automatically controlled (feed-
back) syStems is the analysis of Bode plots.

Bode graphs are straight linc plots of a numbe
the log of the frequency (or angular velocity). Of articular interest is the res onse of the
system to a sinusoidal input (s = jw). The Bode plots give a solution in both magnitude and

N (gain) in decibels (20 logIoN) versus

phase angle. Semi-log paper of the appropriate number of cycles is necessary.

(a) Consider the transfer function, G(s) = for s = ico

G (jco

I C = --K (since the magnitude of j (w)
' co

G )(lb = 20log= 20 log K 20 log co

= 20 log w + 20 log K (eq. 4)
ft is to be remembered that yhe ordinate will be the gain, G in decibels versus t

abscissa, the log of the frequency,w .
Equation 4 is the plot of a straight line- ( y m x + b) with a negativ slope (when

plotted on semi-log paper).
To determine the slope in the proper units, let r =1 and then 10; this change by a facto

of 10 is called a decade.
A change by a factor of 2 is called an octave.

= 1 G I db = 20 log K 20 log 1 = 20 log K

10 IGI db 20 log K 20 log 10 = 20 log K 20

AVert 20db
Si°13e Horiz --ideracCe

co = 2 IG1 db = 20 log K 20 log 2 = 20 log K 20 0)

= 20 log K 6

6db
Slope =

;v-e-

In other words, a slope of 6db/octave is equivalent to a slope of 20db/decade.
To plot the straight line, the abscissa (x) intercept is obtained. At this point the ordinate

(G in decibels) would be zero.

db = 0 = 20 log = 20 log 1

The ordinate.in decibels will be zero when the number is unity o r when

co intercept.

To obtain the phase angle plot
K K KG (j) = 90

0

which indicates that for all frequencies the phase angle is 90 degrees this indicates the
output will lag the input by 90 degrees).

= K which is the
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Example 1

Given G(s) 30/s, plot the magnitude and phase angle for all frequencies (Bode plot).

The "w" intercept is 30 (at 0 db for the ordinate, G), and

20db 6 db
the slope is

decade octave

The phase angle is 90 degrees for all frequencies (see below).

For a transfer function of G(s) = Ks, it is easily seen that e straight line Bode)

plot would have a positive slope of 20 db 6 db and the "w

decade octave
1

intercept (CI db for G) would be at
K

at plus 90 degrees.

66A41THMIC 46 6060
4fS .iVit,OhiS h.h.

FLIPPti- fh mkt% co

The phase angle would be constant

54.4
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Example 2

G(s) 100s2
Obtain Bode-magnitude and phase angle - plots.
The slope is positive ("s)) in the numerator of the transfer function) and the s2 will
yield twice the slope for "s" or 40 db 12 db

or
decade octave

The "w- intercept will occur when the db = 0 or the magnitude of G is unity.

For the intercept therefore
1

100 co2 0.12
100

1 I

= = 0.1
10

The phase angle is constant at 180 degrees. The plot is shown on the semi-log
paper.

(b) Consider the transfer function

G (s) = K (s * a) for s= jo.,) then G(jui) K (a + jw)

At low frequenties (o(a) then G (jw) = Ka, a constant (horizontal line) and the
magnitude of G (jw) in decibels in equal to 20 log Ka. The phase angle of G(jw) for
these frequencies is zero since G(joi) is a real positive number.

At high frequencies (c4a) then G(jw) K jw or G(s) = Ks which is a straight line of
positive slope Of 20 db!clecade or 6 db/clecade. The phase angle is positive 90
degrees,-,sinee,G(joi) is a purely imaginary number (jKui with no real-component).

At some'fteqU4ncy of co (between amlOw" and "high" value) the line changes from

a horizontalline ( ) to that of a straight line having a positwe slope o
20 db0 db

decade decade

The frequencyat which this change in slope occurs is called the break frequency.
This frequency can be,obtained mathematically as the intersection of the two

/straight lines(G 0(.0)1= Ka.andiG(jui)I =IjKw( = Kw.

Ka = Kw or 6.15 = a (break frequency)

The phase angle of G(j co) at this break frequency is 45 degrees since GOL-0 =

= K(a ja) and the real and imaginary cámponents of the complex number are equal.

6 4
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Example 3
Obtain the magnitude (db ) and phase angle plots of the transfer function,

G(s) 25(S+4)
25(4 +

At low frequencies 1G(j 0-1)1 100 ( u-,<<4)
and in db, G(j w ) =20 log 100 -= 40 db

The break frequency occurs at Go = 4 radians
sec.

when the line changes from a horizontal line to one witii a positive slope of 20 d The
, octave

plot is shown on semi-log paper. The phase angle at c.,.) . 4 is 45 degrees and is zero at "low
frequencies and 90 degrees at "1-iigh,' frequencia For practical engineering purposes the
angle is zero degrees a decade below ' = 4 and 90 degr' ees a decade above CO = 4.

From the basic fundamentals of liode plots, more complex transfer functions can be
dealt with, quickly and easily.,,

In conclusion, mathematics teachers in technology should eschew the "abstract &incepts
syndrome" and apply the mathematical princiPles to practical problems. Of paramount
importance is the principle that these instructors should have some familiarity with tech-
nology terms.

For instance, the terms, "poles" and "zeros should not conjure up visions of.elothes-
lines and grades on mathematics exams, but should bring to mind, respectively, values of

:,
"s" which make the denominatbr of a transfer function'zero and the values of "s" which
make the numerator of a transfer function zero. ._
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ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIESMECHANICAL AND DESIGN DRAFTING

Technicians play essentially a supporting role,nften requiring close work with engineers,
scientists and other professional personnel. They are doers in the many roles of the engineer-

ing arf-1 scientific teams. Engineers reduce scientific laws and principles to working applica-
tiontechnicians apply these applications to actual situations. Scientists explore ideas
terlinicians perform specific details. Technicians, therefore, play an important part in
converting 'cleas into accomplishments, whether in a laboratory or drafting-room.

Mechanical Technology (M.T.)
As part of the specialized engineering group the mechanical technician takes apa t new

ideas and tests them to see how they can be applied to developing new products and produc-

tion methods.
Industrial production technicians assist in developing neW and improved production

methods and procedures in manufacturing plants. Their duties include designing automated

systems, coi,ducting time-and-motion studies, planning work flow, quality control, and

additional specialties such as industrial safety.
Other inerbanical technicians who work in manufacturing include air conditioning and

refrigeration technicians and automotiVe technicians. Air conditioning technology involves

heating, humidity, cleanliness, and movement, as well as cooling.
Mechanical technicians may work with engineers on the designelevelopment and pro-

duction of aircraft, helicopters, rockets, and spacecraft. For exatriple, a technician under the
direction of an engineer might estimate weight and other facthrs affecting the load capacity
of an airborne body.

Technicians often work with engineers in the field of power generation and transmis-
sion. This may involve assisting in massive power-plants that serve the needs of large urban
areas, or it may require designing new devitersu-ch as portable power systems for use in

reMote areas. .

Some mechanical technicians help engineers with the design and develop-lent of ma-

ehinery and other equipment; specrifists in this category are diesel technicians, machine

designers and tool designers.
Mechanical technicians 4id in research and development, design, testing and production.

They also can furletiOn inAe instalfation, Operation and maintenance of mechanical equip-
ment, sOpervision of the assembly of prototypes, selling of mechanical components and

machines, and techrkiCal writing.
The Mechanital Technology curriculum at Qucenisborough Community College is

broadly based in mechanical studies and is laboratoryixiented. Sufficient theory is given in

the leen:ire:Sessions to enable the student to understand the basics of design. Mathematics

and science courses give a sound backgraund to the technician in the sources of mechanical

technology. Practical and laboratory work are emphasized throughout the program. The
mechanical graduate is tbus prepared to qualify for entry-level technicianjobs immediately

er graduation.--
. Many M.T. graduates continue their higher education in engineering schools towards a

6 6
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Bachelor of Engineering Technology. Thes our-year curricUlums introduce more theory
and additional mathematics.

The mechanical courses are designed,to provide the technician with the analytical tools
needed to perform the work in the many areas of the mechanical field. The M.T. curriculum
consists of three major lines of study: Manufacturing Processes and Systems, Thermo-Fluid
Mechanics and Machine Design. Supporting courses in Technical Drawing, Metallurgy and
Materials, Applied Mechanics, Strength of Materials, Computer Applications and Principles
of Electrical Technology fill out the curriculum in the technical vein. One-and-a-half years
of technical mathematics and 1 year of physics supplement the technical studies.

Design Drafting (D.D.)

Closely related to engineering technicians, and considered in the technician category, are
the draftsmen. Draftsmen translate the ideas, rough sketches, specifications and catculations

engineers into working plans for making a product or structure. Included in the many_
categories of drafting are product design drafting, styling drafting, architectural design
drafting, technical illustrating, and patent drawing. Draftsmen are employed by industrial
organizations, government and business.

Drafting is a language or picture-writinga most important form of communication in
the technical field. Itis the skill which transfers designs into lines and dimensions on paper.
Most drafting procedures require translating every detail of the three-dimensional object
into two7dimensional drawings and some drafting ig symbolic, as in wiring and piping
drawing.

As an example of the great need for draftsmen, more than 27,000 drawings are required
to build an average passenger car which is made up of about 12,000 parts. These include
body drawings which picture sheet metal surfaces, mechanical drawings which show, the size
and shape of each part and their assembly into an automobile, as well as drawings which
show the tools necessary to make and assemble the various parts.

The D.D. curriculum at Queensborough Community College uses a less analytic
approach than theM.T. curriculum. The program as such is oriented towards visualization
and the expression of objects on paper with some basics in introductory design. However,
many D.D. graduates pay be called upon to do some work which will require an under-
sfanding and manipulation of mathematics. With experience, D.D. graduates can ashieve
the role of a senior designer which will require further applications of mathematical skills
as the design problems increase in complexity.

There are opportunities forsthe Design Drafting-graduates tos continue their higher-.
education at four-year schools.and several graduates have gone on to sehools of engineer-
ing and architecture.

The D.D. curriculum is made up of 1 year of basic graphics (Technical Descriptive
/Geometry and Drawing), 1 year of analytical courses (Elements of Technology and Statics

and Strength of Materials) and advanced drawingcourses spanning:all the various areas that
require draftsmen to have a knowledge of the specialized designations and specifications
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as used in those fields. Courrs in Selection of Materials and Manufacturing Processes or
Surveying round out the technical offering in the cufriculum. One year ot design mathe-
matics and 1/2 year of physics supplement the design drafting courses.

It should be noted that the D.D. curriculum allows the student to choos2 3 courses
relating to the manufacturing area (Manufacturing Processes, Tool and Die Drsign,
Mechanisms) or to the architectural-construction area (Surveying, Construction Methods,
Architectural Design).

Mathematics For Mechanical Technology and Design Drafting Technology
Several courses in the M.T. and D.D. curricula will now be briefly described as to their

content and Objectives, each course to ,be followed by sample problems. These selected

sample problems are mainly to display the use and types of mathematics required in their

solution.
In summary, the courses are arran ed as follows:
Mechanical Technology

1) Applied Mechanics
(2) Strength of Materials
(3) Fluid Mechanics

(t) Thermodynamics
(5) Machine Design
(6) Manufacturing Systems
(7). Introduction to Numerical Control

Design Drafti

(4)

Elements of Technology
Statics and Strength of Materials
Surveying and Layout
Technical Drawing

(5) Piping Systems
Duct Systems
Mechanisms _

(6)

(7)
(8) Architectural Fundam n als
(9) ConstruCtion Methods
(10) Architectural Design
(11) Structural Drafting and Design
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Afiplied Mechanics
_ Mechanics is the science of determining the fortes in mechanical devices and structures

and the effect of the forces upon the bodies that make up these devices and structures.
The study of mechanics leads to an understanding of the force relationships and distri- I

bution when objects are at rest or moving at a constant velocity (statics) and the changing
velocities of objects caused by forces acting upon theM (dynamics).

The analytical nature of the course requires a rigorous understanding of algebra-and tri-
gonometry. In particular, quadratic equations, sithultaneous equations, the law of sines,
similar triangles and proportions are among the mathematical topics that are necessary to
solve many of the problems that occur in mechanics.

The following illustrative problems will -show the application of mathematical skills to
the various types of problems found in mechanics.
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Farces and Components Illustrativ Proble

A forceof 200 lb is diiected *zshown Iii Fig. = Determine the X and Y
components of the force,_

S(ilutiun: By projecting the force upon,
the exec-we discover that the sign of P,
iaminus and of F positive. Applying Eq.
(2-1). we obtain

.= F ors 011 F., = 200 ct is 30°
200 X 0.866

= 173.2 lb AI&
[Ft, F sin 0,1 J, = 200 sin 30° =

200- X 0.5
FT, + 100 lb Ans.

Detertiiine the components of the 30
= =PP of 2 to 3 es shown in FE. 2- 4a.

Sot ution: The major difference between this problem anJe pr ing-one is
&direction of the force isdalined by its slope instead of its angle. We ain

compute°, from ifs tan&ent and then substitute its sine and cosine functions into

tY

lb

2 3.

orce directed dawi to right

yt

FIG, 2

F=30011)

Eq. (2- 11-. but 't is simpler am mot direct to compute the hypotenuse of t he
triangle as 2i + (3)1 Vrr- 361 and then apply the delinitions of si
coeme as fbIlows:

P co30,1 x
3.61

3
249 lb

- 30o >. 3261 1661b

Art vit bet t er piocui a is to n to thce+rnilerity bel ween theslooe triangleand
ihe force riangle in Fig, 2-4b whose coriesponding sidesale pie:sport ionei to each
other. Thio givess

lm,
249 lb end 16616

7 0
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The components of a certain force are defined by Fx 300 lb and. Iry

200 lb. Determine the magnitude, inclination with the X axis, and pointing of
the (civet-.

Solution: he rnapitude of the force is found by applying the nisi of Eq. 2 2).

[P Ni(7.77 (Py)i] P Vison)a-+ (7)n). 361 !b A ns.

The inclination with the X axis ia determined by the second part of Eq. (2-2).

[ta Fri,ix tan 0, 0.667
300 -211U

0, 33.7° -A ns.

Note particularly that by 'neglect ing the-given signs of t he components t he angle.
found is the acute angle bet ween t he force and t he X axii! The. direet ion of I he

force is found by sketching a tip-to-tail
summation ot t he oamponentsasshown
in Fig,. 2- 5. or by visualing,it

X Note that t he minus sign of Fit indicatft
it to be directed downwatd_ Hence t he
force b' pain tsdown to the. right .

z

This technique of deterrnininga force-
el i rninat cal he neces6ty of rememberin&
certain arbitrary conventions. For
ample.'a mathematical convention,de-
fines an angle as always measured in a
counterclockwise sense from the X axis:

Artordiiigly in the given example. OK might be defined es 33.7° or as +326.3°.

. Fir.. 2- 5.



Resultant of Parallel Forces illustrative Problems

Determine the resultant of the Ipare.
rfl in Fig. 2-19. The toreftand po-
i are given in the ii&ure. 20 lb

Solution: The rnagnifLida cf the le-.
.sultant force is first obtainedioyePplying

If/ ZFJ R -20 - 10 -1- 30 40
R -40 lb- A ns.

Upward forces having been assumed tio
be Positive. the negative sign of 'R indi-
cates it to be directed downward.

e system act ing on the bar A B

-10 lb

A

(

2119.

40 lb

Applying the principle that the moment of the It:militant is equal to the Moment
sum of its parte Valignoe's t heorem Art 2= 51. we have t eking clock w Ise meet-netts

about A as positive.

Imli rdwA /

[M R R il ZMAh

CZMA = 10 Y. 2 - 30 >:
190 lb-ft C

40 ciA -190

To determine the poitiorr of R relative
to A . draw R 'acting downward (because
of the minus sign) as shown in Fig. 2-20.
Since the moment sum al the original
forces was found to be clockwise: R must
lie to the right .of the moment cen:er A in
order-also to produoe a clockwise moment.

Bylocal ing h' with respect to E. it is easi ly
shown thet the pot ion of the resultant
is independent of tIle choice ot moment cente

IMn

u d Z

40 X

dA 4.75 ft A ne.

dA.4.75' da.. .25' H

A

,CiAls - 10 X 6 -I- 30 X 3
-130 lb-f

404 13° /hi 3.23 ft Ans.

Iiiiferring to Fig. 2-211and noting that thesign f ZM a is negative (thereby indi-
cating &counterclockwise moment). wain that R must lie to the left of the Moment
o!nter 11 to creek, an equivalent counterclockwise moment. Moreover, dA di -
4.75 + 3.25 8 ft, which is the total distance from A to B. Hence the positir,
of 1? is independent of the choice of moment canter.

It is usually convenient to choose the moment center somewhat* neer the middle.
of the given system of forces in order to simplify calculations by having Smeller
moment arms. Also. it is wise to striae the moment center at one of the form in

order to eliminate the moment effect of that
force from t he computations.
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I to lb/ft A beam .of length L ,pipport3 a load
d V I which varim from la lb per ft at the right

end to zero at the left end. Determine
the magnitude and position of the resultant
load.

Solution The total weight W of the
triangular load 'shown in Fig. 2-21 is the
resiltant of _smaller parallel loads like diV
each of which is the product of 'an

tensity of y lb per ft' by the small length of dx ft atilt% which it may be assumed
y w

constant. From the proportionality bet% eel] sitiiiinr triengles, we have or
L,

2= 21.

y Applying Eq. (2-5) we obtain

LR = XF1

; L

i= 1 dx j dx -- -ILII Ans.-

The position of thii resultant weight. from 0 is obtained from Eq. (2-6):f x(yd w - ulL2=-d=.r f .f!dx
2 ,

[R'.d= 1:1101

whence

Equilibrium of Concurrent Force Systems Illustrative Problems

A systeni of cords knotted together at, A and B support the weights shown
in Fig. 3-4. Compute the tensions P, Q, F, ind T acting in the various cords.

Solution: We begin by drawings FES-D of knots A and B. Of these t wo concurrent
force aystems, we must first solve thet,at A. The force system at B is temporarily
indetermineebcause it c-on tains three unknown forcei end hos ivailsble only two

Fm. 3 4.

independent equations of equilibrium. Its solid ion must be postponed until one
if the unknowns. P iti t hie instance. has bean determined ham t he concurrent system
cting at A. where P, exerting an equal and oppc-site effecl to its action ott B, is

only one of two unknowns.
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5tveral iiiathcd, are available for the solution of the concurrent force apt
us discus, each of these methods so that their individual advantages nr

disadvantages will enable us to select- t he Most efficient and rapid nwthed to uses

in similar problems.

FIG. Method I.

Method 1Ujing Harizmttot cod Vertical Ai. This hie r utine ui.thod requir-,
ing no imagination. Selecting reference axes thet are horizontal an ,vertical eS
shOwn in Fig, 3-5, we apply the emrditionS of equilibrium, Eq. (3-1) to obtoin

(EX = 01 P cos 16° Q cos 30° = (a)

LEY = 01 P sin 15° Qsin 30° 300 = (b)

Solving Eqs. and (b) simultaneously yields.

P =- 367 lh
Q = 410 lb

Ans.

Method II Using Rotated Ares. The disadvantage of Metbpil is the necessity

of solving- simultaneous equations. Since the reference axes are.arhitrorily sdected

in the first place, a better choice of the reference axes will eliminate simultaneous
equations; this simplifies the numerical work and reduces the chance for error.
For example, lot the X axis be selected to pass through one of the.unknowns, say Q.

In this ease Q will have no I' component and will not appear in a I' summation.

Fie. 3-6. Method 11: U ng rotate

The method of determining the :aides between the forces and the rotated refer-
enee axes is shown in Fig, 3-6a; the final volues of the angles are shoWn in Fiz 3-6b.
When actually solving the problems, only,t he X axis need'he drawn, as in Fig. 3-6a,
The Y axis eon he omitted; it is understood to be perpendicular to the X axis.

Since the X axis was chosen to coincide with, Q, it is evident that Q has.no Y
component. Hence by applying the condition of equilibrium, zy = 0, we auto-
matically eliMinateQ from the equation. Thns we have I

IXY 0] P. sin 45° 300 sin 60° 0 , P 367 lb Ans.

Having determined p, we readily find 'the second unknown Q by applying the
Second equation of equilibrium:

LEX =, 01 367 coS 45° + 300 cos 60° Q Q = 410 lb Ana.

Note carefully-the technique used. When the X axis is chosen so that it coincides
with one of the unknowns, the Y summation determines the other unknown, 'Then
the X summation determines the remaining unknown,
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Method III Using Pores Triangle. When three forces are in equilibrium, the
easiest solution is generally obtained by applying the sine law to the triangle rep-
resenting the polygon of forces.. Since forces in equilibrium have a zero resultant,
the tip of the last vector must touch the tail of the first vector. This tip-to-tail
addition gives the doled polygon of forces shown in Fig. 3-7. Apr; lying the law
of sines to this triangle, we obtain'

300
sin 45° sin

whence as before

in 75°

P ----. 367 lb and Q = 410 lb A

We are now ready to determine the forces P. and
system of forces at,E in equilibrium.
A chmed polygon of forces for this
system forms a quadrilateral so that
the sine law cannot be applied. Al-
though a diagonal of this quadrilateral

.can be drawn that will subdiride it
into two triangles tn which the sine

law can b- applied, this proredure is
more eu7i_ersome than the method of

71busing/rotating 'axes described above 13

in.method II:
A/pplying the m thod of rotated

to the FBI) of 13, we draw the
X axis to coincide with T as in Fig. Fm. 3 R. Method of rotated axes applied
3-8, thereby eliminating T frOni a Y
summation. Hence we obtain F from

Fto. 3-7. Method Ill:
Using force triangle.

T holding the concurrent

to FBD

Y Ol F sin 450 367 sin 45° 200 sin 60° = 0

The remaining unknown- T is now determined from

IZX =,01 T + 200 60° 367 cos 45° 612

F 612 lb Ana

r
I
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Concurrent Force System Illustrative Problem

The hell crellk Shown in Fig, 3-12a is supported by a bearing at A . A 100-lb
force is applied vertically at C. rotation being prevented by the force P acting at IL
Compute the value of P and tN bearing reaction at A .

AD

/ 1

13.67"

(a)

Fm. 3-12.

So/stir . Since the bell clank ism equilibriuM, the three forms which art upon it
must pass through a =ninon point. Prolonging t he.linee of action of the forces to
intersect at D makez the direction of RA such that if in-ost pass through A and D.
From the geomet ry of t he *re. t he distance A E is found to be.13,67 in., whence
the distance CD 21.61 in. The direct ion of RA is found from

[
thn

'DC 71.67
tan 0, =0, 2.71 0, 69° 45'

AC] 8

Plotting the polygon of frIrcTes that re acting on tha bell crank a ehown i
3-12b, wr obtain by applying the law of sines

HID P le A

Sin 240 451 sin 20° aiu 135°

whence 82.8 lb. and R 169 lb Ans.

lt desired, thy. veil of P may ba checked by taking niotnenls about A. Then we
have

Check11MA 7 01 P 51117r) 10 1110 ; 8 P 82.8 lb

The moment of , P. about A was obtained by applying Verignotra principla (sea
rig. 2-16), By iotvrngtha1or o0 into components perellal and perpeodicular to
A B, the parallel component is made to pees through the moment center, whence

the momem effect of P is due only to the perpendicular component,

7 6
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Trusses Method of Joints Illustrative Problem

A-Fink truss is loaded lis shown in Fig. 4-6. DeterMin-e- the f*e in each
me bee of the truss assuming them to be pin-connected.

40001b

2000lb _ _2000 lb 35001b
Fm. Fink truss.

So(u(ion: The given till% is symmetrical and also synunetric'slly leaded so thai
the forces need be. found in only one-helf of it.

After determining the reactions from symmetry, consider joint 4 which has only
two umnarked members (A B and A.C) acting upon it. As shown in Fig. 4-7, we
may use either the FBI) of thejoint or the equivalent FBD of thepin. of the two,
the.FBD Of the pin is preferred since it is simpler to draw. In either diagram, it-is.
evident that AB denotes Compression. i.e., is directed toward the pin. in order. that

X

(a) FI3D of joint A (b) FBD of pin A'

. Fle. 4 7. Free-body diagrarne ot joint mod pin.
its vertical component :nay balaime the upward read ion. Hence A C must bein ten-
sion and pull away from the pin to balance the left ward component of A 13.
ing t he X axis to coincide wit h t he unknown force AC, we obtain

lEY 7 11 3500 A B sin 300 A El 7000 lb C Ans.
IEX ()) AC 7000 cosal° AC 6062 lb T Ans.

The positive values obtained for A B end ACconfirm I he oriiinal assompt ion con- -

cerning the direction of thesit forces. The action of members AB and-AC on tIvir
end pins, indicating respectively compression and tension, may now be drawn as
shown in Fig. 4-8. (In an actual problem the arrows would be placed on the

1000 lb

lb 2000 lb

---- Truss marke ,to s),iny' effect of n AR and AC en their end pinm,

72
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original. diagram of the truss, but to"indieate.the
X marked and unmarked members more clearly, the

,----- truss is here redrawn.)
BD From Fig. 4-8, the next pin at which no more than

'two unmarked members appear is seen to be B. Re- .
i peating the teChninue used at pin A,'equilibrium of -

A/3.70001b BC pin s carvbe achieved by assuming BD and BC to be

Fm. 4-0.. Free-body- dia- in compression and tberefOrnacting toward the pin .

gram of pin B. as shown in Fig. 4-9. Rotating the X axis to coin-
eide, with the unknown force BDT,,,me.obtain -,--,-*

Y" ---- 01 - BC - 1000 cos 30° = 0 BC . '1366 lh C Ant.
I . 01 7000 - 1000 sin 300 - BD --- 0 BD . 6500 lb C Ans.

. ,

The positive values obtained for. BD and BC confirm the fact that these forces
.are compressions. The action of BD and BC upon their end pins may now be
marked on the original truss diagram as in Fig. 4-10.

000 lb

5001b 2000 lb 2000 lb 35001b
Fm. 4-10. Truss marked to show effect ul members\BD and BC on their end pins.

The next pin at which two umnar4ed members iippvar is C. Assume both Cb.
and CE to be in- tension. The FBD of pin C can now be drawn as in Fig. 4-11. \
Selecting the X axis to coincide with CE, we have

= 01 CD sin 600 - 866 sin 600 -
, 2000 0 CD 3175 lb T- Ans.

IZX = 0] CE + 3175 cos 600 -I- 866 cos 60° -
6062 = 0 CE 4040 lb T Ans.

As mentioned previously, the loading and the
truss are/symmetrical so that the I.orces in all. AC=6062 lb
the members are now determined. If the truss

loading were not symmetrical, however, the
solution would be continued by proceeding to 2000 lb
the ,next unmarked pin. This pin is D, but an- Fm. 4-11. Free-bodyother pin having only two unmarked members of pip C.
acting upon it is pin G. It is preferable- to avoid pin D. start anew from pin G, mid
determine the forces in PG 3nd EC, After the action of PC iiI EG upun their
end pins is indicated in the origMal truss diagram, the next pin to be selected for
analysis is pin F. Front the REID Of F. the forces DP and EP ca.n be found. Next,
the MD of pin E i.illenble us to find the forces ii DE and CE. The force in Cle
will then have been determined from the raD at C and, again independently, from
the F1313 at E. A check am the accuracy of the work is t hus obtained if the force in
CE as found from pin C agrees wit h t hat found frIsint pin E.

BC= 866 lb Y CD

di

7 8
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The final appearance of the original truss diagrai

No. 2

f

er all the forces have been

,No. 5

No. 4/- ....- --.

1

f A
1 I tEl

i
1 I I I I I I

1 ) I , 1,2000) I

No. 3 No. 6
Fin. 4-12. Order of -taking free-body diagrams ,All member-3 ma ked inclietes that

all form beve been determined.

determined is shown in Fig. 4-12. Thi3 _figure also indicates the order in which the
free-body diagrams of the various pins would be drawn if the truss or theloading
were not symmetrical.

Fric ionIllustrative_Problem

A 200-lb block is at romtIon a 30 incline The coetficien t of friction between
he block and the incline is 0.20. Compute. the value of a horizontal force P that -

will cause motion to iMpand.up the incline-
Solution: '17FmFBD of t he block is shown in Fig. 5- 9a. Since motion is impend-
g up the incline the maximum stet ic frict leo F is directed down the incline. A

point diagram of the forces is formed by first selecting X and Y axes_with the
X axis. parallel to and positive iii the direction of impending motion, Laid then
imagining the bloek squeezed to a point coincident with the origin of the aNes. The
forces on the body are then applied to this point to fiwin the concurrent system
shown in Fig. 5-9b. (Note: The point diagram is soMetimes more convenient than
the FBD for computing coniponents.)

200 lb

(a

Flo. 5-79.

The three unknowns N, and Pare found from Eq. (5-1) and the two equations
-f equilibritim for concurrent. forces. We. now have

. N 201) cos 306 P sin :
N V73.2 + OZ-P (a)

(1.2(173.2 + 0.5 P)
F 34.tW + 0.1 P
P ctis 30° 200 sin 30° P = 0
Plana (b) we obtain

p 170 lb Ans.

lr,11 01

[F fN]

01

Substituting the volt
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Resolve the problem below using the angle of friction çi and the
the incline on the-block instead of its components F and N.

200 lb

20016

(b)

O.

Solution: Whenever-the normal pressure /V must he expressed in terms of an un-
known force, such:as P in the preceding example; it"Will generally be simpler to use
the total reaction R instead of its coimponents F aria- A r .

Since inot ion is impe,nding A will.make t he an
.

gle. 0' with N as show' Fig. 5-

The valued 0 is found from Eq. (3 21 to be.

[tan fl tan 0 020 = 11.3°

The block is Subjected to hfee-fortes-in-equilibrium, The-point=diagram-of= the

forces acting on the block is shown in Fit. 5 l0b, This system will be recognized

as a concurrent force system in equilibrium and may be solved by the method

developed in. A rt ; 3 3.
If the .)e axis is taken through P. a Y summation ( Y axis not shown) will de-

termine P aconce by eliminating R. We thereby obtain

IZ Y 01 P sin 48.7' 200 sin 41,3° 0 P 176 lb 11 7i8.

A preferred variation of This solution when Of ily three forces arnvolved consists
of applying thesine law to t he force polygon shown in Fig. .5-10. Since equilibrium

exists. the force polygon will-closet. The 200-lb weight is lepresented by the vertical

vector shown. Through the tip of thia vfttor, U horizontal line of indeterminate

length isdrawn to represent the.known direct ion of P. trom Fi& h- 10A. theknown

direct ion of R is 50 41.3', wit h.t he vert icel. A line represent ing Rrnay be

drawn through the tail of the 200-lb vedoi to intersect P as shown.

Values may now be obtained ,gra phically by scaling frorn the polypi]. or analyt-

ically by applying the sine.law. Using the let ter, we have

200

sin.41.3' ain 48,7'
_whet as before.

P z 176 lb. A ns.

8 0
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Free Falling Bodies Illustrative Problem t

As shown in Fig. 10-4, a stone is thrown vertically into the air from a tower
100 ft high at the same instant that a
second stone is thrown upward from the

I I grountL The initial veloeity of the first
stone is 50 f t.per see and that of the second

00 stone is 75 ft per see When and where will
the stones be at the same height from the

is, 'ground?

So/utioir: The initial directiorrof motion-
! for each stone is upward. Using the conr

Frolic Fig

Tendon established in Art. 102, we, there-
= 75 it fore take.the upward direction as positive

for S, a, and (L Applying Eq. (10-2) and
noting, that; the acceleration is g
f t per secl directed downward and ther
negative, we. obtain

For strmnc : 50 1 16.1 i2 J (a
For stone 2: s v.-- 75 1, 16.1 17' (b)

-4 2 100, .-11elice subtracting Eq. (a) from g ves
100 = 25 t

t 4 see
.Substituting 1 in Eqs. (a) and (b), We have-

s, 50 X 4 16.1 X (4)7 ---- 200 257,6
=-,75 x 4 ,1 6.1 X (4)2 300 257.6

RI = 57.6 ft
42.4 ft Ans.

Hence the Mimes pass each other 57_6 ft below the top of the tower, or 42.4 ft
rom the ground. Note that although we assumed t1it they would pass above the
tmver, the negative sign Of s, indical:es otherwise. Since the terms involved in the
equations/are vector quantities, an.i acorrect assumption of directirm results merely
in 4 negative sign.

8 1
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Vjork-Enery Method Illustrative Problem

The 1100-lb block in Fit. 14 As-ieso\poll a- level plane fur. which the
flicient of kinetic friction is O.20: Find the velocity of the block after ii MOM

80 ft, starting from rest. If the..100-lb force is then \removed how mucli (arther
will it travel?

Solulimi: The FBD of the block in its 'list phase of- n,ntroii r howir in Fig.
14-4b. Cornputing the normal and fr ictional forces irt the usual rnrIIIer , we apply
the work-energy equation to phase I,

00 lb

Yi

3001h
lb

4 =0.20 = 501b t

NL= .250 lb

(b) Ph:' 1

Mo.

[VC 1
TV

- 9

front whiel

(100 cos 307

--- 25:1 ft per see

The FliD of the him- l (hiring the second plarse of_the motion is shown in Fig,
I4-4c. To rletermine Ino v much farther the Inlock-rill travel rater the Itit1-11n for-e
is remoVed, we equate the resultaut work_done during both phases of the motion to
the tottil cluinge in kinetic. energy. ThiS 011111ge in kinetic energy will,bc zero since
the final and initial velocities are zero. We obtain

I Y2

F2,= 691P

N2 =300lb

(c) Phase 2''

300 ,
04.4

rom %VlIICll

II" ,
=

2 g
(v2- v Is 30° 50)(80) 60 0

H2 48.7 ft An8.

82
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Conservation of Momentum Illustrative Problem

A ballistic pendulum 'consists of a sand box weighing 59 lb that is
pended'.from a cord 10ft long. A I-lb shell is fired horizontally into the box and
Vemains embedded in it. Because of impact, the slind box swings through maxi-
mum angle of 36. as shown in Fig. 15-9. Determine t he veleeliy with wftich the
shell strikes t he box.

Sulution: .The initial velocity of the sand box wi h the shell embedded is found

1V, =1 lb

303 \

10'

Wb= 59 lb

ti. :5 .9.

by the work-energy method. The work done is negative because th
acts opposite to the upward rise.

[ 11.Irh = ro7)1
2'g

TV(10 10 Cos 30 ) (
64.4

t,2 = 64.4 X 1.34
. /

This value of velocity represents the common.velocity of tli,, shell and bON (I i Maly
after impaq. Tile velocity of the shell before impact can be found by applying the
principle of coil se rva t ion of momentum.

FIV,r, 'Vivo IV, + IV- 1 I X r.
+ 0 =:--7

--I- 1

'
5

X 9.3
I 9

L g g g g
e, = 55s ft per sec Am:

i y force

= 9.3 ft per see

8 3
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rength of Materials

This branch of mechanics trea s of the internal forces (stresses) in a physical body and of
the changes of shape and size (strains) of the body, as well as their relation to the external
forces (loads) that act on the hody and the physical prOperties of the material of the body.

Illustrative problems arc given below to show the application of algebra and geometry
to the various types of problems cncountcred in the Strength of Materials course.

Centroids of Composite Area - Sample Problem

SAMPLE l3eturmint- the 1 e
nireid of the plane figure shown 101 1.

Yl

Figure 111 Diagram tor
lem 4.

die

mple Prob-

Solna( . he comlmsite figure Mtn three simple areas,
a rectangle 7 by .5. a quadrant with a 2-in. radius, and a circle with a
3-M, diameter. The rectangle is a positive itrva. The quadrant
nd hole are treated as negative areas.

A, bh 7(5)' 35M0
7-Td2 ( -n, . .

.3.14
It,

2-I.79

C351(3.50) (3.11)1(3.15) (7.O7)(,2)
24.79

iS die sum of the products ot each area and the distincc from the y axis rà the centroi

A,

of that atelL

122.5 1 111-1 89.0f-i

1 1_79
in.

1.79 2

.21/ G35112.51 13.1-111-1_15) (7.07
1.1

87.5 13.(15 :21.21 53.11
79 14.79 °°'" In.

3
r 2

=

35.00 /
-31y
=707

3.50
6,15
2,1X)

122.5
f9.3

14 14
S11.0fi

3 50
1.15
3.00

)i7.5
-13305

7_21:21

= 53.24" 479

x 89.Ofi
iti.

N. 1

Avj 53.24 2.15 in.
EA 11



Moment ofInerti mposite Areas

SANIPLE PROBLEM Determine
of he area shown in Fig:, 10.25:

(a) About the vertical gravity :ixis ii
PO About a horizontal axis 1-1, 2 in. lnw the s

Figure 10.2 5 Diagram ter Sample Problem 14.

of inertia

In _calculating the iiii,iiiclt of inertia of an arca that has,holes

or cutouts in it, twat the areas and moments ol inertia of ,these

holes and entonts as negative values,

So/ution a: From Sample PrOlthIn i 3,59

1)/r .

/ 1.13 in,'
12 12

0.055r' 0.055( 2)1 = in
7T-(311 3.98 in.'

V-12 is thLtransf 'r theorem

cl is distance from centroid of the part to X =

Area Cent. (x) A (12 Ad2 I 4- Ad2

3.5 413:0 0419 0.119 1 0.28 143.28

3
6.1f,
2.90 - 7J/7

9,56
1.59

ui.55
2.53

20.6
17.9

21.48
21.88

99.92 in.'
-=.100

8
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Solution Vrmil

-

Figure 10.26 Dia ram for Sample Problem

7151'
72.9

= 0.055r' = -0.05512)1 =
711311= = ,3.98 in

72.9 31.0 4,50 20.25 710.0 782.9
- 0.8S =3.1i li.15 37.80 118.8 1111.68
3.9M 7.07 5.00 25.00 - 7180,78

= .42..1.1 in.'
, 482



Power Transmi n

SAMPLE PRORLEM A solid shalt 8 in. in diatnet r has
the same cross-sectional area as a hollow shaft oldie same material,
with inside diameter of 6 in.

(al Compare the llor3epowci tralIslIliLcIun of tiles
the same rpm.

(b) CoMparc the angle of twist in equal len rths of these shafts
when stressed to the same intensity.

8(ilutimi: rind the outside di;uiietci d, oF iiw hollow shalt.
Since the crom-sectumal areas are equal.

7e 7
(4'12

rrr7182.1

4-
82 _ _ (/02

el2 = 6-1 -+

= 10 in.

From equation for the solid shaft:

Fruni Eq. (13-7) tor th i; !:iolid shaft,

1 It 83

IIP"'" 6:3,(IH) 6: 1

From (13-0 for the hollow sha

Tr 004
IT ( 104,- 64)s,

7'
16t. 1(1)

16

7T8N11_
( 63,0001,16.,

or T 16(4.



Bending

SAMPI. PBOBI.EM A run of 4-in. schedule .40 seamless
steel pipe 4_5() 01). 0.237 in. wall thickness) is to carry a l-ton-
capacity chain hoist attached= midway between pipe suppOrt
hangers. The ultimate tensile strength of thesteel pipe is 48,0(X)
psi- A safety factor of 4 is specificed. The pipe Weiglis 10 lb per
ft_ Assume no additional stress or. load due to internal pressure.
Treat the length of pipe between hangers as a simply supported
beam. Find the maximmn safe spacing of pipe support hangers.

So I Sketch the s in Fig 12.4_

Figure 124 plagram for Sample Prohlm 2,

hollow CirCill ion,

JCL -500 0
150 (due to symmetry?

Find 'at center of span.

R (2)I

(5/.+ 51'2
4

5/.2 5/.2 5L2= + 1251_
4 4

+ 12 ftdb

15L2+ 1,500L

d 1 ( 4 50

r
1-110 2621 (14,S) = 7,26 in,'

64 64

.50
c 2.25 in

All able stress = f/4 12 f() psi. From Eq. 12.1),

= M

12,000(7.2(j)
M = :3.60O in b./.15

15L2 4= 1,500/, = 3-8.600
+ 2.570 = 0

. hi J(Iadrt iC egnation may be solved lw quadratic formula.

100 -± VI 002 4( 1) (-2.570) = 100 ± V10,000 +

-± V20,280 100 ±

Selec ing the positive result. we obtain

± 143 43
L = = 21_5 it (maximun a spacing of Nuppo



Mcmher Composed o1 Two nt T4arerials in Series

k l'1,1:: PROBLEM A 5teel bar, I in. square and 8 in.
long, is set end to end with a CI. (cast inn') Class 40 bar, 2 in.
square and 4 in. long, lwtween two immovable supports. What

Istress will develop in each material due to a temperature rise of
50*F?

Soiu Appendix 0, 'rabic 1,

;30 Y. 10" psi (for steel
= 16 >: 10' psi I for (.1. CI,

om Tab!

xx -1' in. pet in. per "I'. t

' in . pet in. per "F ( for

If the mum zu4 rained, each material would ehm-
12 by amounts of

= cr,/, = 6.5 In
8 = art,. = ft:3'X 10-" (4 ) (50

0.002(i0 in.
)126 in.

The total elongation. 8, that would 011111 woirkl equal 8 8
8, = 0.00260 + 0.00126 = 0,00386 in.

Since the member is not free to elonguti. he Ilraterials are
placed in compression by a II rce

0003 86

+ 2e 8

A E
s s

(1) Ox10(J
) (4)(16 x 106)

0.00386 0,00386

0.27 x 10 +" 0.06
11,600 lbx.10'

11,600 psi (compression in S'tge1)
A

11,60

Ac.
L 2,900 psi (comprcssion in cast
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Combined Stresses

SAM P11( A simply supported, 12 NW ( 5 beam,
1 6 ft Ion& carries concentrated loads of 6.000 lh at each quarter

1
'nt and iS subjected to an axial tensile force of 25,000 lb applied

at he end sections.

(a) Find maximum cimbined tensile stress and maximum
combined compressive stress.

(ins If it were necessary to make a 1 iii hol the web of this
beam ati the center cross sectimi so ,that a water pipe CAn be worn-
modateq. where on this cross section would you reconunen(l that
the hole, center be located?

Solution a: The weight of the beam is 65116) 1,040 lb. The
total vertical Iiiad on the beam is 6.000 (i.000 8.(X)0 lb,
Since the weight of the beam isonly(1.040/18,0001100 = 5.8 percent
of the total vertical load, it may he neglected without excessive
error (approximately 4 percent error occurs here).

Fignre 14.6 shows the beam with its shear-force and bending-
moment diagrams. Note that the 25,000- lb axial foice does not
affect these diagrams. For the 12 W' 65, A 19.11 88.0
in.3, and d = 12.12 in. I Append ix B. TableA),

DireCt St reSs;

F 25.(XN)

A
=

1911
1.:310 psi (tension)

.

Be

The .shear diagram indicates that the center cross section is the
6,000lb 6,000lb 6,000 lb

4' 4' 4'

48,000 ft-lb

3,000 lb

36,000 ft-le

9,000 lb r

6.0 ft-lb

°merit diagram

(b) :Shear diagram ,000 lb

. Figure 14.6 Beam diagram ter Sample Problem (I) She orce and_

bending-mereent .diagrams,

location of the maxinium moment. A free-hodv diagram of the left
half of the hei.un facilitates calculating Mm, (Fig. 14.7).

85
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Combined Stresses, continued

'5 about an axis throngl the center ers section gives

6.000 72,000 24 ,0(X)

48.000 ft-lb
At 48.000(12)
z 88.0 " I

jtension'at bottom fiher
1compression at top fiber

25,000 lb

6,000 lb 6,000 lb

25,000 lb

9,000 lb

Figure 147 Free-body diagram of left half of beam for Sample Problem

'Hwy at .enter,cross section,

Top,fiber s si 6.550 -L 1310
Top fibey s 5.240 psi (maximum n compressioi )

Bottom fiber = s2 ± s, ti.550 + 1,310
inTiber s 7.860 psi imaximum tension)

So;uti b: The distribution of combined stress nt tIle ccl
iaction is aiwn iii Hg. 14-8.

5.240

I

12.12" -1

5,240 psi max compress! n

I I h

5,240 7,860 ps max tension

Figure 14.13 Location of point of zero stress from distribution of combined stress
at center cross secttn.

The kication of zero combn ed ress would be the most prefer-
able position NW &hole in the web. Thelevel of zero stresscan he
found Inim'Fig. 14-8 by similar triangles.

( 7.86(1 7,860
12.1 r.7.27 in.- 7.860 + 5.24 1:3.100

The ee )1 the 11-in. hole should be located 7.27 in. al
the bottom ul the lower flange.

,
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Fluid Mechanics

The course in fluid mechanics covers the study and behavior 0, fluids (liquids and gases
industrial systems, particularly pipeline and duct systems, and fluid machinery such as
pumps and fans.

Applying the basic conservation equations (mass, energy and momentum), hydraulic
principles and fluid properties to industrial systems enables one to predict their perform-
ance and establish design parameters.

The laboratory experiments reinforce the theory and provide the practical exl -ience
in measuring fluid properties related to the design and operation of industrial systems.

Problems in fluid mechanics involve the use of certain basic equations, the manipula-
tion of them to solve for certain unknowns (literal equations), and the conversion of _units.
The latter can often be accomplished by manipulating units as if they were algebraic terms.

Important equations a

Bernoullis Equation.which is basically an energy equa on:
vi 2_ Pl v2 /

7 ' 7'22g 2g

Continuity Equation: The quantity of liquid that flows past any point per unit ti e
mains constant,

Q --= Ai v1 -= A2 v2

Both equations assume incompressability (i.e., density is constant). In these equations,
lbs

Z is height, P is pressure v is velocity, 7 is density in p is density in
ft

ft
Conversion o p is obtained by dividing 32 r i.e.,

sec

ft lbs ft lb:sec2 slugs
p 7 ÷ 32 2.

sec ft 5- sec ft4- ft3

For example:

L What isthe weight of 25 gallons of -r solin 7.480 gal = 1 ft,
slugs

R = L32
ft-3-

w 7V =
ft 1.32 lb-sec2

x ft4

2, Specific gravity Of a liquid
p liquid

p water

9 2
87

1 ft3
x 25 gal x 142 lbs.

7.480 gal.

7 liquid
-7 water



How far will a block sink into a fluid. A block will sink until it displaces its own weight
of water. If a block has length 50 ft. and width 20 ft., it will sink a depth of D ft. If the
block weighs 75 tons or 150,000 lbs., it will displice a block of water of dimensions 20 ft.
by 50 ft. by D ft., Weighing 62.4

lb
Hence 150,000 lbs. = 62.4 x 20 ft x 50 ft x D ft

ft

150,000 lhs ft3
D =

(62.4 lbs)(20 ft)(50 ff

Fluid Properties

= 140

One gallon of a certain fuel oil weighs 7.50 pounds. Deter ine its specific weigh

its density (p) and its specific gravity (SG).-

V = 1 Gal

V = 1 gal x
1 ft3

7 .5

V .134

7 56

/ g 32.2

SG =
62.4 1.94

7.48 gal

56; 1.74

6/ 4 1.94

.134 ft

W = 7,5 lbs

88
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Pressure

An oil storage tank is open to the atmosphere as shown. Some water was accidentally
pumped into the tank and settled to the bottom. If a pressure gage at the bottom reads
23.0 psig, determine the depths of the oil and water.

o

PSI

Pk-4

OIL

scr:

anometers

P bottom 0 + 70h0 7whw

lbs in2
23.0 x 144 ---2 = .86 x 62.4 h 62.4 hw

'n ft

ho = 60

23 x 144 .86 x 62.4 60 h + 62.4 h
33/

62.4 62.4

53.1 = 51.6 .86hw

ho = 60 10.7

hw' = 10,7,ft

ho =:49.3 ft

A manometer, open on one end, is connected to a pipe in which kerosene is flowing. If the
difference in the'fluid levels in the tube is as shown, determine the gage pressure in the pipe
at point A.

tveC1/439..±1
Sf.: =13.55

PA = 0 + -yrn him 7k hk

lbs
= 13.55 x. 62.-1- X 8 7 in x 1 ft3

ft 1728 in

117.9 20.5
PA

)

25 1728 13.55 x 8.7 .82 x 25

K EOSENE

5,0 PSicr

62.4
138.4

A 1728

89

9 4

+ .82 x 62.4 x
1728



Buoyant Forces

A buoy is a solid cylinder, 1.0 f :ft in diameter and 4 feet Ion' made of a material
with a specific weight of 50 lbs . If it floats upright, how m ch of its length is above the
water? cubic ft

D = 1.0 ft L = 4 ft

IF = 0: FB W

iT 2+ 1
W 7BVB = 50 x

50 lbs
713

= 157 lbs.

rr + 12
FB = 7w VDispi = 62.4 x - x h = 49h

4

49h = 157

157
h = = 3.20 f

49

9

90

= 0.80 ft.



Bernoulli Equation + Ideal Flow

Determine the rate of flow of gasoline (SG = 0.72), in gpm, through the horizontal pipe
shown. Neglect losses.

Bernou + v- 2 +

2g

Gasoline: -SG= ,72

= Z2 = 0, = 59 PSI P2 = 0 PSI

= 3 in ,0491 ft2

D2 = 1.5 n, A- = .01227 ft2

59 42s x 144 ft2
0 + +

2v

64.4 .72 x 62,4 J-b-35
ft

1

644 x 59 x 144
.72.x 62.4

Co u.ty: A vi = A2 v2

A2

0491 x
4vi

,01227

16v 12 = 12180 = 15vi

121,80
1/2 (812) = 28 5

ft

sec15

2180

1 1 "049 ft2 x 28.5 ft x
449 GPM

Q = .491 x 2.85 x .449 . 0

9 6

91

sec 1' CFS

v22
.+

644



Pump Performance

The diameter of the discharge pipe of a pump is 6 inches and that of the intake pipe is
8 inches A gage at diScharge indicates a pressure of 30 PSI and a vacuum gage at intake
reads 5 PSI. If water flows at 3 CFS and the brake horsepower is 35, determine the pump
efficiency. Agume AZ = O.

Solution:

2vi Pi
+ hp

2g

"2-
+

2g

P2 P1
hp =

2g

P P (30 11152 lbs_
2 1

62.4=

= =
A2

v1 =
A1

3 ft
= 15.3

.1964 sec

3 ft.6 ---
.3491 sec

v22
I

v.2

Z
1

D-
1

8 in = .3491 ft2=

P
1

5 PSI

D2 = 6 in A2 = .1964 2

p2 = 30 PSI

144 in2 35 x 1\44 ,

= 80.8 ft
1 ft-2 62.4

234 74

2g 64.4 64.4

hp = 80.8 + 2.49 = 83

QH 62.4 x 3 x 83.3
FHP

550550

FHP 28.4 ,

c = = 811
BHP 35.0

e = 81.1 %

92

9

= 28.4



Pump Performance

centrifugal pump discharged 300 gpm against a head of 55 feet when the rotative speed
was 1500 ,rpm. The diameter of the impeller was 12.5 inches and the brake horsepower
required was 6,0. A similar pump, 15.0 inches in diameter, is to run at 1750 rpm. Assuming
equal efficiencies, determine:

(a) the head developed by the 15-inch pump;
(b) the rate of flow through the 15-inch pump;
(c) the brake horsepower required to drive the 15-inch pump.

Pump No. 1
Q = 300 GPM H = 55 ft
N = 1500 RPM D = 12.5 in.
BHP = 6.0

H1

2 2 , 2
" " I '2 "2

[= II N2 1)2
I x

NI DI
-= 55 x

Q2_
N1 D13 N2 D23

3

FHP 7 Q Hei
BHP1 550 BHP1

Q1"1
550 8HP1

BHP 2 BHP

Pump No. 2
? H ?

NI = 1750 RPM D = 15.0 in
BHP = ?

1750
x 15

1500 12.5

1750
= 300 x x

1500

-Y Q2 7

550 13HP 2

Q2 H2
x

Q1 HI

93

9 8

108 ft

7 Q2 112
c2 550 BHP2

605 108
x

300 , 55
Bl1P2 = 23.8



Forces Due to Fluid in Motion

A 2-inch diameter jet of water strikes a vane making an angle of 120° vith the direction of
the jet. The jet strikes the vane with an initial velocity of 100 ft/sec but the velocity leaving
the vane is reduced to 80 ft/sec. Determine the magnitude of the resultant force required to
hold the vane in place.

Fx p

F = p Q

N

4.23
12

D 2-in

D 2 in

see

Rx ?

A .0218 ft2
ft

_= 80

sec

slugs
p = 1.94

100 v1

-= +80 x cos 60- = +40

v2y +80 x sin 6

x 100 == 2,18 CF8

13.! = 1.94 x 2.18 ( +40 +100 ) = 592 lbs

R, = 1.94 x 2.18 x ( 69 0 ) 202 lbs

R Rx2 Ry2) 1/2

R = (9922 + 29 2

94

69

= 660 lbs



Drag.Forces

Calculate tlie required diameter of a parachute supporting a n weighing 180 pounds it the

terminal velocity in air at 1000 F is to he 15 ft s

A7-

we_ le

ctnat :1Ve0-4-e

100
95

ft
vT = 15

sec

Hemispherical cup

Air Temp = 100° F

p 2,20 x 10-3 s
ft

D

At terminal velocity, EP' = 0

W = FD = 1/2 CD pAy

D2
180 x 1 5 x 2 20 x 10-3 x IL4 x (15)2

,262 D2 _11 Q

.262

D = 26.2 eet



Energy Equation: Lbsses + Additions

Turpentine at 770 F is flowing in the system shown_ The total length of 2-inch Type K
.copper tubing is 100 feet. The 900 bends have a radius of 12 inches. Determine the rate of
flow into Tank -B" in gPm if a pressure of 30 psig is maintained above the turpentine
in Tank "A":

coo bend

-
D 2g

(

v2
= K

2g

Le
h3

Le
h4 f

EL

+ vt P
1

Turpentine @ 77°F

p = 2.87 x 10-5 lb see/ft2

= 54.2 lb/ft3 p = 1.69 slugs/f

Type K copper Tubing: L = 100 fi

D = 2 'in. nominal

D = 0.1633 ft A = .02093 ft2
D = 1.96 in Ea) = _00003

hL = Z2 + v2 2 + P2

2g 2g

Z1 = 0, Z2 = 15 ft, v1 0, v2 = v

hL Z
7 :2g30 lbs j_4.2 n

P1 in2 ft2

54.2 lbs

3 +114

Friction

Entrance

2v-
Ga'x Valve

2g VI open

v2
2 90° Bends

2g

ft3

80 hL = 15 +
v2

2g

7
P = 30 PSI, P2

80 ft of turpentii

v2_

hL + - 65 Energy Equation

100
= = 613

D _1633

K = 0.50

Le
160

Ift Le
= 6.13 = 2 x 18 = 36

D .1633 ft

613 + 160 + 36 = 809 EK =
v2 v2

E(fE+ K) = (809 x + .5)
2g 2g

96



v2
Energy Equation:

2g

v

+ 1.5) 65

8091 + 1,5

4186

809f + 1,5

Trial No. 1: f ,--- .0165 809f +
_

L4186
14,8

_
v x D x p

2

f .0165

1/2

. 00003

13.3 1.5 14.8

ft
16,8

sec

168 x .1633 x
1.62 x 105

2,87-x 10-5

f unchanged v 16 sec

160 GPM

Thermodynamics

This course is a presentation of the fundamental concepts of thermodynamics, application

of the various laws of thermodynamics, calculations based on the various ideal cycles and

practical experience in determining the operating characteristics of many thermodynamic

devices.
The presentation of the fundamental concepts includes length, area, volume and time;

velocity, acc_deration, mass, force and weight; density, specific volume, pressure and

temperature; potential, kinetic, internal energy, heat and work; specific heat, enthalpy
and entropy; molecular weight and the gas constants.

In addition, the laws of thermodynamics which are considered include he Zeroth

Law, the First Law, the Perfect Gas Law, the Law of Conservation of Mass. the Second_

Law, Ideal Gas Process Equations.

102
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,:qample

SO/Whit,

Exa ple

A 9-inch tharaciel p'istoncylinder contains a gas which, unclei coit'it
pressure, extendst he piston 4 inches. Determine the work of this process

the b.-as pressure is 85 Ibt in2 absolute.

In this cas_ the pressure is constant so that the equation can be written

p

The preoiire is given as ,
culated trom

which gives us

pa avid the chitrige in viiiiiine can be cal-

71'2 X 3 in

3.14 x 4.57 x 3 ins 190

Vic -8_5,1b17in2 X 190.8 in'
16214.2 in-lhf -- 1351.2 ft-lbf Answer

A steam turbine running under reversible steady flow conditions takes in
steam at 200 psia and exhausts it at 14 psia. Assuming the steam has a
specific volume_of 4.0 ft3 lbm at the inlet and the pressure-volume rela-
tion is

p = 228.48 7.12v

where p is in psia units and v is in ft3lbrn units, determine the work done
per Ibm of steam flowing through the turbine Neglect kinetic and
potential energy changes of the steam.

presur
psia

228.4

200

15

4

specific volume v ft

p-v diagram for p ocess of example

98

103

lbm

29.98



v,. ..... ..

Sol ion If we construct the The diagram for the expanding steam, we have the
curve shown in the graph. The work done per unit mass is
the shaded area of the Figur or wkt = -fcdp. This area is a rectangle
and a triangle, i.e.

wk, (200 15) lbf/1n2 X 144 in2..ft2 X 4 ft3/1bm

(200 15)(144) lbf-ft X X (29,93 '4,00 ) ft3 bm

-- 106,560 ft-lbf/lbrn 346,054 ft-lbf/lbm
or

wk., 452.614 ft-lbf Ibm

wk,., 581 8 Btu Ibm

We may also calculate. this er by using eq k vdp

We have from he_given pressure-v lame relation that

(p 228.48
)7-A2lb 1[12 X 'bill

If w sibtmtute this into equati, n --- we g

j: (p 7 228
7

.48)_. d
112 -13

I
7 2k.,p 228.48p

1

7.12
(152 2002) --- 228.4 15

Ibm2

I

7.12
19887.5 + 42268.8

144 in2 ft2
7.12 lbf Ibm in?

1.5(22381.3 IbP in4)

452,656 ft-lbf Ibm 581.8 Btu Ibm tic

This answer a -rees with the geometric one within an aecurae if 1%.

1 0 4
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Example rinine the change in enthalpy per Ibin For car hon monoxide (c.:
the gas Is cooled from I 50.0F to 500°F, assummf the gas does Ihn have
a coligant specilic hea

So /whin We will assii'ie the gas. CO. Is a perteci gas so that.

h fc

and we must rind the relation cfr, nas to temperature.
can see that there IS a choice of relations for CO, namely

9.46 -
T

+ Btu, Ibm mole R3.29(1W) 1.070 0

or

= la + 1410-1)T - + d(10-9)Pl cal, g-moleK

wherL a, b, e, and J can take on two different sets of values Let us use
the sec6nd equation with the following set of constants:

a = 6.480
-1.566

c -0.2387
d == 0

Then

- (6.48 + 1.566 T X 101 0.2387 P X 10-6) cal/ gnioleK

and the initial and tinal temperatures are

- 1500F + 460 = 1960R

and

5
= X 1960R - 1089K

9

F 460- 960'R
5

X 960 = 533°K
9

respectively. We now integrate equation

/10-899i

53

= 6.48 + 1.566 Tx 10-11 0.2387 T-2 X i0-9dr.

6.48 T + 0.783 P X 10-1 0.0796 P X l0-6
1089K

(6.48(533-- 1089) + 0.783 X 10-3(5332 - 10894)' - 0.0796
X l0-6 (5333 10893)1 cal; g-niole
= -3603 706 + 911 cal/ g-mole
= -4218 cal/g-mole

Per gram, the change in cnthalpy is found by using the molecular weight
of CO, 28 g/g-mole,

1_-- -4218 cal/g-rnol X
28

g,-g-mole CO

= -150.6 eal/g Answer

This answer could now easily be converted to Btu/lbm if it is desired.
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Example During the compression of 0.01 Ibm of air in a cylinder figure 6-5),
heat is transferred through the cylinder walls to keep the air at a constant
temperature. The air pressure increases from 15 psia to 150 psia after the
air is fully compressed. The initial specific volume of the air is 7.4
ftl/Ibm. Determine the operating air temperature, the change in internal
energy and in enthalpy, the work done, and the heat transferred during
this process.

a

Solution This is an isothermal process and we will assume it to be reversible as
well. if the air is behaving as a perfect gas, which we assume, then the
operating temperature can be found from

pV pvT =
-mR R

or, initially

pinT

Isothermal proce_ of a p ston-cylinder device.

so that

and then

The change in inte nal eriernt

3 YIZ

T - 0

and for the enthalpy change we have

LH

rhe work done reversible and thts we ohtain r m equation (6-17),

Wk C In (I)

or, more conveniently. from equation (6-18)

Wk C In (PI)
p2

The constant is determined

C p1Vj FIMPI

-- (15 lbf inZXO.0l Ihn 7.4 fL Ibm)(1 in/ ftz)

159.8 ft-lbf

101
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Example 7.5

Then

Wkr,
15.

---- (159.8 ft-lbf) In

, 150
(159.8)( In -Tr

159.8 (In 10)
368 ft4bf Answer

The heat transferred is equal to the work done so that

Q = 368 ft-lbf Answer

and Q is, as the sign indicates, removed from the system. For the irrevers-
Ible isothermal process, the internal energy change ean still be zero; but
the work and heat increase in absolute vllues; that is, more work Is re-
quired and more heat transfer is demanded to retain constant temperature.

Air expands polytropically t14ougha nozzle such that the exponent n is
t,to he I 45. The exhaust pressu e of the air is 15 psia and the teMperature

is 7'n(PF. If the inlet pressure i: 60 psig, determine the change in specific

erl v of the air as It passes through the nozzle.

So utinn FOr any polytropic prpcess We can use equation

R in P-3
T

and

R 53.3 ft-lhl 0.0686 Btu ,lbm°R,

Also: the pressure ratio ri im is 15 psia/(60 + 15) psia or assurning an
atmospheric pressure of 15 psia. Then,

T2ri in

This gives us

T2 \0,011,45

L647

Consequently the specific entropy change can easily be determined:

AA (0.24 Btu lbeR) In (0,0686 Btu, Ibm R) In

0.120 Btu lbeR + 0.111 Btu, IbreR
0.009 Btu,

The entropy is decreasing in this process, due to a drop tn the

ature.

107
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wiehine Design

The knowledge gained in applied mechanics on external forces acting on machine ciernents

the stress calculations from strength of materials, the understanding of the nature and- _
mechanical properties of materials (Metallurgy and Materials), and the methods of pro-
ducing machine parts (Manufacturing Processes) are all brought together in machine design
to determine the dimensions of mechanical components acting as parts of a machine.
Information from fluid mechanics and thermal considerations are also used in particular
topics encompassed by this course in Machine Design,

The ability to apply mathematics to the machine design field is most emphasized by the
need for mathematics in the supporting courses as previously demonstrated.

Complicated problems lead to interesting mathematical equations which will he listed--

as follows:

Design Example of a Compression Spring Decimal Expon(nt)

168
Sds .324 ( ) alsO

8 )rn,000

DW 7fl3w3

Equating
168,000

and (2): .324
1) .166

94,500 27,400

,166 n -3
NV

27,400 D 66 54,500 Dw3

D 2,834 '400 .502
54.500

-=

.5022.834 .784

108
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E.lastie Analysis of a Bolted Joint
(The following problem indicates the uk of sc entific notation and decimals)

Kb

( Kb + -Kc
1

Fe

5000

= 15,000 + 1760 = 16,760 psi =--1.6760 x 104 psi

The values of Kb and Kchave already been evaluated from

-'4$E .785'--x. 30 106 7.85 x 10x 3.0 x 107

= 11.8 x

AcE,
and K = L

2 2

rs--n 07

4.12\x 1.06 x 107
2

2.18 x 107

1.6760 x
also S - - 2.13 x I o psi

Ab 7.85 x

2.13 x 104
Then - .71 x 10- = 7.1 x 10-4

3.0 x 107
and 6b= 1.42 x 103

Now A5b= .00142 - .00127 = .00015 = 1.5 x 10-4

and 6c = (.00069 - .00015) = .00054 = 5.4 x 10-4

= .00027 =2,7 x 10-4

=EE = 28 x 10-5. x 10.6 x 10 2,8 x 10-

Kb + Kc
Opening load: F -

= 15,000

Kc

107 + 2.18 x 107

2.18 x 107

(1.18 + 2.18)
= 15,000

2.18 1-1:1Pf

(3.36)= 15 ,000 -f

= 1.5 x 104 (1.54)

= 2.31 x 104

= 23,100 lbs

104

1 (1 (1

1.06 x 107 = 2.970 x 10-



--
Combined s resses (cubic equations):-.------

52,000 2500 2500 x (2:5 + 1/2h

2 bh \bh2

52,000 2500h + 37,000 + 7500h

2 bh

30,00013 37,000
then: 26,000

9b3'

'1234,0000 30,000b = 37,000

.128b 58 = 0

Try b = . .125 .064 .1\58 7 .394

bk- -412---__096 _ .158 0 +.168
by interpolation

5
b = .246 .079 58 OK

then h = 3 x .625 = 1.875 Ans.

Fractional equations
10,000 D

A A 5,000

2

10,000 0

2

5,000
A +

solving for A:

1.4 , 55,000

A

5,C00
A

5 000
A

36,975

A 5,000 5,000

1.4 55,000 36,975

A 9 + 1 5 = .226

A =_LA x .226 = 16

but h =

A=hxb= 5 b2



Introduction to Numerical Control

Principles of numerically tape- and computer-controlled (N/C) machine tools, in particular

the M. T. Department's Burgmaster machining center, are the subject matter of this course.

In programming the tape to command the machine tool, dimensions have to be specified

to fit the operation of the machine. -

The conversion of arik-,Lilar to recta ngular dimensions requires a basic knowledge of

right-angle trigonometry as illustrated in the example below.

POINT-TO-POINT PROdRAMMING

12° 51'26"

0.7500"
lite-mdrii

-5 !25143wilikiliffra
; 25'42' 51"

-x +x
Radius =1.125"

7

Expedient
origin
x = 4".
y=4'

Fixed
origin
x =

y =

Fin. 3-10. The r and y coonlinate dimensions of point 1 through 7 are ealculated
by first referring to a set of X' and /- axes that have been established as an expe-
dient. Assuming that the noted "fixed origin" refers to a fixed point, on the machine
table, it would be necessary that the renter of the part br located at the "expedient
origin" which is 4 inclws in the dirpetinn and Cinches in the -hy direction from

the fixed 1' and X axes, respectively.,
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Step #
Determine the angul
the X and Y axes:

360
7 holes

positions I the hole centet Nith t to

51 25' 43" angidar dI3tallee between holes and thc ang,-

tiler distance of holes 3 and 5 from the hori-
zontal.

The angular positi n of hole No. 1 with respeet to tiw horizontal
axis is:

-180° - 3 x (51° 25 42' 51"

The angular position of hole No. 2 with respect to the vertica

90' 51° 25' 43 250 42' 51" 12! 51' 26"

Step #2
-Determine the z and y coordinates of the hole centers, This is ac-
complished by first detemining nd distances from the N'
and Y' axes which have been established as an expedient for calcu-

lation.,

Porn, 3

Paint

I? sin 510 25'4

1.125" X .7818

R cos 510 25' +3"

1.125" X 623:5

The x' and y' distances for Point #5 Would he:

-= -.701"

-.880"

and for Point

I - -.701".r
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Next the x ant

Point

amps for Pon
V. ,

Potnt 2

2' 5126"

2°51 26,

Point 6

R sin 12° 51' 20"

= 1.125 X .2225

R ens 12° 51' 26'

= 1.125 X .9749 = +1.097"

= +.250"

y = -1.t197"

and Poin #2 %%Judd he at:

+.2.10"

y 1.097"

Next the distances for Pnints #1 and

Poin If7

and Paint 4,

R cos 25° 42' 51"

1,125 X .901(1 1 14"

R silt 250 42

y- 1.125 X ..4339

d beat:

+1.014"

y ASS"

--uld be at

x +1.014"

108
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Step #3'

The distances of the points hole centers' must:next be calculated
with tespect to the Fixed 0140111 which is 4 inches in the .r, and y /
diree ions froM the center of the hole pattern whieh has been selected ;

expedient origin. This is accomplished by either adding 41
inches to the 1 and 9' dimensions or .subtracting the and //'
mensions from 4 inches depending int the jttiuit. thus:

17"int I 4 + 1.014 = 5.014"

y + ,--- 4.488"

/Point .2 4 + 250 4.250"

I

i

bo.= 4 + 1.097 = 5.097"

Point 3 x = 4 101 -= 3.299"

Point 4

Poin 5

y = 4 ÷ .,880 = 4.880"

= 4 1.125 = 2.875"

4 + 0 = 4M00"

4 .701 = 3.299"

y . SHO = 3.120"

Point (1 x = + .250 =4.250"

= 4 1.097 = 2.903"

Poi() = 4 ± 1.01-1 = 5.014'

= 4 .488 = 3.512"

114
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CONTOUR PRO MAAING

egmented
profile

Tolerance- .

0.002".
Fia.7. The arc is broken into straight-line segments ea shown. Calculation of the
segment length is necessary in order to determine the component /Ix and I/move-
menta which must be described on the tape. The lengths of the segments have been

exaggerated in order to more clearly demonstrate the calculations.

Referring to Fig. 4-7 which describes an exagge a d segment of the
arc:

Mean outside diameter of grbove use) 4.730"

Mean outside radius of groove 2.365"

Meal width of groove

cutter diameter

cutter radius

Radius of the cutter path

use

,

.200'

100"

2. 65" cutter radius
2.365" .100

+ 0035"Tolerance on radius .001.5"

Use + for calculations since allowance for machine er or must
be considered.

Since tape instructions must describe the x and y components of the
chord, or _straight-line segment, it is first necessary to determine the length
of the chord e.g.:

1 15

1 0



CONTOUR PROGRAMMING

6 x

The cutter will travel along the chord line B-C although tape inst uc ions
denote the distances az and Ay, therefore again referring to Fig. 4-7:

2.265
2.267

0 = 2 25'

.99911

= 2,417*;
180°

2.417°
74.55 equal angles

I.tse 90 angles of 2°-each; or 45 angles of -I' each to determine the total
length of the straight line segment.

1/2 the segment length = Sin 0 X 2.267"
Sin 2' X 2.267"

= .0349 X 2.267"
.07912"

Full segment length = 2 X .07912"
58n

Assuming that the line A-B is vertical and therefore parallel .to the Y
axis the tape instructions would be AZ = 0, since there is no movement,

and AAL-- .,158" which is the length of y travel between A and B ill Fig.

When ciVculating the-movement-ofthe cutter from B to C both the

ai and ay ust be calculated.

in this nstanee would be:

,os

45 86°where

.158 Cos 86°

.158 x .0698

.0110"

Ay = .15 Sip 86°
.158 x .9976
.1580' ,

1 1 1

1 16



Design Drafting

Elements of Technology is a rcmedialcourse taken concurrently with elementary algebra.
The following are illustrations of literaLe;quations encountered.

F = ma Solve for a

v Solve for d

Fd
P Solve for F

) Solve for m

I - Solve for E
R + 2h
CL

D Solve for L
3

-2C- 3RT Solve for R

A = 2irrh Solve for r

P Solve for W
(550) (

Ye A = FL Solve for

4 Dp = XF

N V
=

n v

CO rrD4
LT =

Solve for p

Solve for V

Solve for 0

117
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rXE.= 377ih Solve for i

F P (1+11) Solve for P

(PA + pa)
I - Solve for L

33,000
mP C

Solve for r
rV S

kMV
U = Solve for x

pC

AN2

CX Z3 =

h2
E

J-77.21

(I 0(1 +W)
WV

Solve for C

SOlve for n

Solve for p

Solve for I

RV

(T) (V v)

Solve for M
(100 t)

Solve for f

Solve for P

Solve for T



S atics and Strength of Materials

The statics part of the Statics and Strength of Materials course provides a basic understand-
ing of balanced force systems applied _to structures and linkages in order to determine the
magnitudes of thc forces acting on the individual members and supports of a structure and
linkage.

The "strength of materials part of the course analyzes the individual meMbers as to
their internal resistance to deformation under the influence of the externally applied forces.

This course for design drafting students, represents a leSs intense study of a combined
.version of applied mechanics and strength of materiaIS that is given in the Mechanical
Technology curriculum.'

1. By calculation, determine the MAGNITUDE
and DIRECTION of th-e- RESULTANT of two
concurrent forces of 700:lb and 400 lb acting on
a 'body at an angle of 900 Wriih each other as shown.
Draw a sketch of the resultant.

Basic equations are:

B. cos 0

y R sin 0

R (x2

0 tan-1 X

R.=-- (4002 -+ -7002)1/2 =4'16 x 104 + 49 .x

(65 x 104)1/2

R 806 pp

tan 0 = --4°°= 0572
700

0 = 29.8°

This problem can also be solved graphically by drawing the vectors ca efully and
measuring R and 0.

3'
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2. Find the MAGNITUDE and DIRECTION of
the RESULTANT of the concurrent forces shown;

I Show a sketch of theresultant.

Fx-= F cos 0
F sin 0

sin 30° = .500
cos. 300 = ,866
sin 45° =. .707
cos 45° = .707

-Y00

Force U Fx Fy

150 lb 90° 0 lb 150 lb
200 lb 30° 173 100 lb
212 lb 45° 150 150 lb

Fx -32.3 lb E F 200 lb
E F 200

R = (3232 + 2002)/i tan 0 = = .62
E Fx 3

= (10.4 x 104 + 4 x 0 31.8°

= (14.4 x 104)1/2

R =--_380 lb

114
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13. A load of 2830 lb, making an angle of 450 with the horizontal, is carried by the structure
as shown. Find-the forces in RS and ST and indicate if the member is in TENSION or
COMPRESSION.

body
j_oint S

F cos 0 F F sin

Force U Fx

28'30 lb 45° 2000 lb 2000 lb
FRs 0 FRs 0

FST 45 -707ST --707FsT

For equilibrium, the sum of forces in any
direction must be zero

= 0 -= 2000 :FRs .707FsT

F = 0 = 2000 ,.707FsT

2000
= 2830 lb:

.707FST

(The direction is opposite the
assumed direction.)

FRs = 2000 .707 x (-2830)

I7Rs = 2000 + 2000 = +4000 lb

2830 lb COmpression

7Rs = 4000 lb Tension_

120
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4. Determine the MAGNITUDE and DIRECTION of the reactions, R and R2, for the beam
loaded as shown._.

400

0

1 1
I k

I

A

_foe,

r-T- ,

The distributed load will weigh 2000 lbs (i.e., 500 Ibs x 4 ) and can be
considered to be concentrated at the mid-point, 2 ft from the right side
(1 ftfrom R2).

X F = 0 = R2 3000 4000 2000

R 2 3000 + 4000 + 2000

R2 9000 lb

R2 = 0 = 3000 x 12 + 4000 x 5 2000 x 1 R1 X 10

A rno ent is a force es the distance to the point considered.
4000-x 5 2 00 x

10

3000 x 12
10

R1 = 3600 + 2000 200 = 5400 lb

+ 2000 4000 3000 0

R2 = 9000 Ri = 9000 5400 = 3600 lb

.". R1 = 5400 Ib UP, R2 -= 3600 lb UP

1 91



5. Deterrriine the od size required to support'a 49000 lb tension load the streSS in the rod
must not exceed 14000 lb/in2 and the rods are available only in the diameters listed below.

Diameters Available

1/2 inch 1 1'4 11/2 13/4 2 2'A 2,

F 49000 lb

S

F -49000 lb

iib/in 3 i n2

7rD2
3.5 i

n
2

4

4 N 3.5 in2
D

2.11.

Use a 21/4 inch diameter rod, the smallest size 2.11 in.

14000. lb/in2

6. A 2-inch diameter, aluminum rod. 20 feet long, is going to be used to support a tension
load. The toal elongation of the rod must not exceed 0.30 inch, and the stress in the rod
must not exceed 15,000 psi. What is the MAXIMUM LOAD that the rod can support so that
each of these conditions is satisfied?

D 2 inches

irD2 n(2)2

4 4

5 m 0 30 inchax

STRESS

S
F

Ealummum ip4 x 106 psi

in - 20 ft x 12 = 240 inches
ft

.SxA.-- 15,000 x7r

F 47,000 lb

Stilax = 15,000

ELONGATION

E

EA6 iO.4x106xitx
Q. 240

1.04 x
F

2.4

MAXIMUM LOAD = 41,000 lb

122
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7. Find the moment of inertia, Ix, about the horizontal centroidal axis of the section shown.

This requires use of the transfer theorem;.i.e., I z = leg + md2, where 17 is the desired moment
of inertia, Fcg is the moment of inertia about the center of gravity, m is the mass, and d is the
distance from centcr of gravity to the desired point.

I Co
Tria-1

11

5

=

=

12

1

12

1

= x 6 x 23 = 410
12

x 2 x 123 = 288 i 4
n

Area Dimen. A I d d2 Ad2

1 6 x 2 12 4 5 '25 300

2' 6 x 2 12- 4 5 25 300

3 12 x 2 24 288 0 0 0

E2 I = 296

+ Ad2 =:296-+ 600-

lx = 896 in4

118
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EAd2 = 600
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For the section made of 4 planks as shown, determine the distance of the centroid above

the base. Ur dimensions on sketch. The basic assumption is that the entire mass can be

considered to be acting at the geometric centroid of the rectangle.

Area Dimen.

1 x 14

A

14 7

A x

98

2 2 x 10 20 1 20

3 2x6 12 8 96

4 2x8 16 13 208

A = 62 422

IAy 422

Surv d Layout

1 )7 6.-80 inchrs

The ---iaterial in this course consists of an introduction to the fundamental aspects of prac-

tical urveying, including both indoor (office) and outdoor (field) work.

1 he field work consists of the measurement of (1) horizontal distances, using a ste l tape

and reln-ed equipment; (2) angles, using an engineer's transit; and (3) vertical distances (eleva-

tions), ing an engineer's level and rod.

T h office work consists of the computation and mapping of closed traverses, and re-

quires mathematical ski11-8- as employed below.



Bear

Check + Adjustment of Int-rior An,

I-Interior angles = (N 2) x 1800 For
Interior angles ---- (5 2) x 180-

Allowable error = Least Count of vernier x

For a 1 minute vernier, least cciunt
For a 5-sided polygon N 5

Allowable error = 1' XJ N = 1 xj 5 =

Latitudes and Departures

Lat = Length x cosine (bearing)

180 00'
9 15

189° 15'

188° 75'
109° 45'

NLI_2_9° 30' W

5-side( polygon, 'N = 5

2.24 minutes

Dep = Length x sine hearing)
If length = 426.05 ft., bearing N 790 30' W

Lat + if north
if south

Lat = 426.05 x cos (790 0'
= 426.05 x .18224

Error of closure =

(.25)

2 - vt Der If: Lat .25 ft X Dep = 0.13 ft

Dep = + if east
if west

Dep 426.05 x sin (790 30')
= 426.05 x .98325 418.91 ft I

West

Precision :=

----Ts-

.0794

1

0.28 ft

Len&-th of surve) 3749.46/ 9

Error of closure .28
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Technical Drawing

The following arc typical plates which the drafting student must complete.
Can you do them?

INSCRIBE PENTAGON
IN Ii"CIRCLE

(WITHIN HEXAGON)

SQUARE-
CIRCLE,
HEXAG,0

PrNTAGON

----HEXAGON

OCTAGONS

GEOMETRIC CONSTRUCTIONS
Draw Indicated Constructwas

PENTAGON

DRAW ELop_sE BY
APPROXIMATE METHOD

Ellipse:

DRAw ELLIPsEl BY
CONCENTRIC ciRcLE METHoD

ELLIRTICAL CAm
FOP

OFFE,ET PRESS
13R_A.Ci<ET

FOR
MARINE
ENGINE

121
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BISECT ANGLE 'A4 AND TRANSFER
HALF OF ANGLE To RIGHT SIDE.

Ongov efoltru0,a,
thp,tr, op oti

probten$ and
,"6,71

BRACKET
rop

CH-,AR 5HAPLR

ADJUSTING
ARM
FOR

GRINDER

DRAW 38 DIA HOLE
AT INT ER SECTION OF

PERPENDICULAR _BISECTORS
OF AS AND CD.

are
re,tecal di ly
fh,rmigh Mt holt

DIVIDE HORITONTAL
INTO FIVE E UAL PARTS
PER INCH STARTING AT

POINT

IN

f

5 THREADS Pr_P I
DRAW ARC TANGENT
TO LINE AD AT B. AND
THROUGH POINT C.

e to=

THREADED ROD

BRACKET
FOR PACKAGING

MACHINE

1 2

122



SHORTEST DISTANCE FROM

A POINT TO A LINE

DP is a drain pipe making an angle of 25 with the floor (I) is ahove floor level). What is the shortest length
of pipe for a second drain connecting the first pipe to point C, and where is the point of connection?
Scale: in. I ft-0 in.

Length =

PARALLEL LINES

Are the lines AB and X Y If not,
construct a line XZ equal in length to XY and parallel
to AB.

a

a2

x2

b2

123

ROTATION

2

MN represents a control shaft. What is the largest diameter of
a hi.mdwhecl that can be attached perpendicular to the shaft at

si) that the handwheel will clear the wall and floor when it
is rotated? Scale: I in. = I 11-0 in.

Diameter

2



TRUE LENGTH, GRADE,
AND BEARING OF A LINE

From point A. a tunnel hears S45'W on a rising grade of 20% for a distance of
150 ft. A second tunnel, starting from point C, is to connect to the first tunnel at a
point 50 ft from A. For the second tunnel, determine its top and front projections,
its length, bearing, and grade. Seale: I in. = 100 ft-0 in.

LengtV

Bearing
Grade

Mechanisms

+C2

+a2

This course deals with the relative motions and velocities of machine parts and with their
accelerations. The application of the principles of motion geometry (kinematics) to the
analysis and design of useful mechanisms is mainly graphical in nature, but some use of
mathematics is shown in the sample problems given below.

Ball Bearings

At-a given lc:T:1, the rpm is inversely proportional to the life; in other words, doubling the
rpm means halving the life, and so on.

Changes in load, on the other hand, have far greater influence on bearing life, since
for ball bearings, the life varies inversely as the third power of the load (load3). For roller
bearings, the power is 3.3 (load3-3).

This relationship may be expressed in the following formula:

(Rated load)3

(Actual load)3

Actual life, revolution

106 (i.e., rated life, rev.)

The following example will clarify the use of this formula:

A radial bearing has a ratedload capacity of 130 lbs- for a life of 106 rev.
What will the life be if the load is increased from 130 to 150 lbs all other
factors remaining the same:

(130)3 Act life, rev.
Solution:-

(150)3 106

Act..life 650,000 rev.
124
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Speed Ratio of a Gear Train (Tooth Ratio t.r)

Combining speed ratios into a single overall speed ratio for an cn ire gear rain:

F

wE IF
But WE co , so, substituting coc for coE

(JF

wC IF
TB

(4-3C TBSince then: `)C -7(

LJB IC

Substituting this for wc:

TE cJiF TB IE
- or x

Ili T F B Tc Tv6-'13 x

wF TB TE
But w =w A , so. Ne,

TC TF

TB TE
Substituting again - X

n Tc
TA

. car
And the overall speed ra-

(-JD

TD
or

coD TA

TDx
TA

Gears D, B, and E are all drivers, and A, C, and F are all followers of their respective pairs.

The right-hand side of the above equation could therefore be described as the product of

the tooth numbers of all driver gears divided by the product of the tooth numbers of all

follower gears. For simplicity this expression may be called the tooth ratio (symbol t r.).

TRANS OF DIFFERENT TYPET OF GEARS

U
nriU

MIIMINIMILM NUI
at N II

illiiimINIIM I dm
li ii

1 0



Velocity

Given: The mechanism shown in Fig. 9a at half-scale. In the position shown, crank AB has
an instantaneous, counterclockwise angular velocity of 3 radians per second.

Required: Direction and magnitude of the instantaneous linear velocity of point E on link BD.

Solution: First find the magnitude and direction of two velocity vectors on link BD (at
B and D) by effective components. VB r 3 x 2.63 = 7,89 inches per second. Let us
select a scale such that VB is represented by a vector of 1.5 inches long. After construc-
tion of VD, we find it has a scale length_of 1.93. The actual linear velocity of VD is then:

1.93
x 7.89 = 10.15 inches per second.

1.5
By extending cranks AB and CD downwards, we find the instant center of rotation 0.
Draw OE and erect a perpendicular to it at E in the direction of motion. We can now
find the scale value of VE from:

V- V- EO x V 3.2 x 1.5
or VE - = 1.16

EO OB OB 4.125

The actual valne of VE is again found from

1.16 x 7.89
1.5

= 5 riches per second Ans.)

AB = 2.63 -D = 2.25 AC = 3.5

a= 60° 0.25°

131
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In the design of linkages, it may be necessary to determine the dimensions of a crank,
connecting rod, or follower arm, when any two of the three are given. This is often possible
by construction. The following example shows how a typical construction may be performed.

Given: Center distance and locations of center of crank rc and follower crank r0 extreme posi-

tions AD and BD of follower crank, and its length.

Required: Length of driver crank rc and of connecting rod R.
Solution: Draw the two extreme positions of driver crank rc and connecting rod R, in whieh

they are aligned and in which their centerlines both pass through the center of rotation of
rc. Draw BC first, then AC. BC now equals R rc, while AC equals R rc. Since

(R rc) rc) 2rc, graphically subtracting AC from BC yields 2rc. The crank circle

can now be drawn and R found as the distance from the intersection E of the crank circle of
rc with BC, to B.

127
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Illustrative Uses of Mathematics Not Previously Covered

The moment of a force about a point is the force multiplied by the perpendicular distance
from the point to the force, or the moment varies jointly as the force and distance. Note
that if a door knob were placed in the middle of a door, it would require double the force
that a knob placed at the edge of the door mnild require to obtain the same moment.
Levers, claw hammers, pliers, etc., use this p T inciple.

If we had a solid object with distributed weight, we could calculate the moments created
by each little piece of the solid, and, by summing them, obtain the moment of the entire
object. As i.itial, we would in' the limit go from a sum to an integral. If the.density and
thickness of the solid are constant, the moment is basically determined by the shape. If the
figure is symmetric, we can see that the mOments on both sides Of a line of symmetry will
cancel each other out. Non-symmetric bodies will have at least two lines about which-the
moments sum to zero. The intersection of these lines is the center of gravity, or, in the case
of constant density and thickness, the center of area of the body. Note that the cg may not
divide the total area in half, or in some cases even be on the body.

The concept of center of gravity is of crucial importance in analyzing the motion of an
object, since the object can be replaced by a point at the cg with all forces acting at that
point. If we have a body made up by composition of several parts, we can find the total
moment by taking moments of each part, by taking weight or area times distance to the
cg and summing. We can also use the moments and the weight or area to find the cg. In the
ease of constant density and thickness, the cg will be at the geometric center.

Example; Find the cg of an L-13eany
CG 1'

CG

2 2
2 2 T T 2

1 1 2 2
_2 (211+ 2212)

T1

MY

x

(V2T2) =2

T 2 + 22
2

T1T2 + 222 T21

T.V.11-2)
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Q

1
) A =
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For the special case when the beam is symmetric, t1 t2 and 22 =

t + Q 2 t 2
Q 2 2

1 1 1 1 1 t1

When t1 -

2(221 2 (221

1we can approximate X and Y, X_ = x =
4 4

Problem: To find the inital angle, 0 , of a trajectory which will hit a target at a specific height, H,
and distance, D, from the initial point. Initial velocity, Vo, is given.

The standard equations of motion neglecting air resistance are:

Y 1/2gt2 + VX = Vo cos 0 t;

Vo cos 0 ta dt=
Vo cos 0

in 0 t

gD2
= 1/2 gt2 + V sir t = sec2 0 + D tan 0

v o2

Since sec 0 tan2 0 +

Tan.0 = D

gD2
we obtain

?V C32

an2 0 D tan 0

2gD2 gD2

f H)V 2 2V

2

gD2

2v02
+ H = 0

V 2

Given: ; Vo = 100 ft/sec, g = 32.2 ft/sec2, D = 100 ft.

H = 20 ft, 0 76.6°
2. H ='80 ft, 0 = 77 3° or 29.5°
3. H =150 ft. No solution.

We see that if the target is too high (3), there will be no solution, while under cer-
tain conditions (2), there will be two solutions this means that the projectile
strikes the target going up or coming down.

If the discriminant is negative, there will be no solution. If the discriminant is
positive, there will be two solutions. If the discriminant is zero, there is o.
solution. 129
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Proble ximum and minimum without calculus.

1 Find the maximum range .of a projectile fired with initial velocity Vo.

V40-

The range depends upon 0 . If 0 is 0 or Tr, the range will be ze o,

X = Va cos 0 t Y -1/2 gt2 Vo sin t

At the end of the flight Y =0 and t 0 , or

2V0 sin 0

Thep X
(Vo cos 0)(2V0 sin 0) 2V02 sin 0 cos 0 V02 sin 20

rr V
This will be a maximum when sin 2 0 1 or 0 = and X =

if the projectile is fired up a plane inclined a to the horizontal with initial
velocity Vo, what is the maximum distance up the plane? Call the distance D.

X = Vo cos`0 t and Y . 1/2 gt2 Vo sin 0 t. Also at landing,

.X D cos a, Y D sin a

gX-
Y + X tan 0

2V02 cos2 0

D sin a D2 sin2 a

2V02 cos2 0 2V02 cos2 0

D = 2V0 cos 0

D cos a tan 0

cos a sin 0 sin a cos 0 2V cos 0 sin (0 a ) V sin a sin 26L-a)

sin2 sm 2 a sin2

This is the maximum when sin (20

Vo
and X =

sin a

130
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Problem: Consider the problem of the path of a point on a ladder, whose base j being
pulled out while the top is sliding down a vertical wall. Find the path of a point
on the ladder. Lcr ,hc point be distance A from the base, and B from the top,
making the total lcngth A + B.

Let 0 be the angle between the ladder and the loot. Then

Y A sin (/ X (A + B) cos 0 A cos 0 13 cos 0

This the equation.of an ellipse in Cartesian Coordinates, i.e.

+

B2 A-

Problem: Suppose instead of a vertical wall, the wall is slanted at an angle a.

D B cos 0

By the Law of Sines,

(A B-
sin a

Y Wsin 0

A + B

sin a sin (0

(A + B) sin (0
D

sin a

(A + B) sin (0 a)
sin a

(A + B)
X ( in

sin a

cos 0

sin a cos B cos 0

cos a
2 FY2

Y

B2
I

.
I

This is a conic section, whose form wilt depend upon the values of A, B and

31
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Problem: Given a solid figure (1) whose sides are fairly regular and whose top, bottom and
mid-section are parallel (they can be points), and whose height is H, the volurne is
approxithately

V = (Ab + 4Am + At)

Example: find the volume of the intersection of two equal cylinders (2), whose
radii are R.

Ab=At= O. Am = (2R) (2R) = 4R2

H = 2R
2R (16R2) 16R3

V
6 3

2.

132
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Problem: Consider the problem of an object thrown into the air with initial velocity Vo,
neglecting air resistance.

The height at any time is: H 1/2gt2 +

and the velocity is: V = gt + Vo.

If one wishes to find the velocity at any height, the Height equation is solved for t,
and this value is then substituted into the velocity equation.

The time required to reach any height is:

Vo V02 2gH
t =

Note: If the discriminant is negative, the height will never be reached; i.e.,
initial velocity is not sufficient to overcome the pull of gravity.

a the discriminant is positive, it indicates that the projectile will achieve this
height twice once going up and once going down.

_If th'e discriminant is zero, the height will be reached just once; this is the
maximum height achieved. (V at this poinrwill be-zero.)

Vo
The time will be t =

g

V 2
and the height will be H

In general, the relation between height and velocity will be;

2gH = V02 V2

If we multiply both sides by mass
m(v02 v2)

mH

and divide by 2, we obtain:

2

Physically, this means that the change in potential ener
in kinetic energy.

Problern Consider the motion of a slider mechanism as shown.

is equal to the change

/
By the Law of Cosines, L2 = X2 + R2 2RX cos 0, where L and R are given.
Differentiating implicitly with respect to time, we obtain;

dX dX dO
0 = 2X 2R cos 0 + 2RX sin 0

dt dt dt

dX 2RX sin 0 d

clt 2R cos 0 2X dt

Since X = R cos 0 -±1112 cos2 0 R2-+ L2 R cos 0 4L2 R2 sin2 0 ,

dX R sin 0 (R cos 0 ± L2 R2 sin2 0) dO

dt T L R2 sin2 0 dt

dO dX
Note: Even if m Const, will vary wi h 0

dr dt

dX
= 0 when 0 = 0, rr, 27 he extremal points of motion;

'dt
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Problem: An often overlooked area of mathematics is that of parametr c equations. They
are useful under the following conditions: (1) The parameter has physical mean-

ing, time slope, angle. (2) The use of a parameter is more convenient than a direct
relation between variables. (3) The range of the variables can be limited by the use
of a parameter.

The flight of a projectile with only the effect of gravitational forces can best
be described by considering the horizontal and vertical motions separately and as
functions of time.

The equations of motion based upon F = ma are:

W d2X W d2y0 and W , leading to
g dt2 g idt2

X=V t+S andx x
gt2

Y + V + S
2 Y Y

If we eliminate the parameter t, we obtain :

2Vx 2 Vx
S a parabola

Pro lem: Consider the accurate point-by-point plotting of an ellipse In Cartesian
Cooidinates, this would lead to solving the equation:

B
Y =

A
x2

which involves a combination of multiplying and subtracting. If we choOse
parametric equations, we obtain:

X = A cos 0, Y = B sin 0

with A and B the horizontal and vertical semiLaxes

1 3
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One can also draw a quarter ellipse by drawing a rectangle of sides A and B, and
dividing two adjacent sides into the same number of equally divided parts. Con-
nect the points and-one obtains a family of tangents to the ellipse.

The ellipse can also be drawn by using the basic definition that it is the locus of
e

points the sum of whose distances from two fixed points is constant. Find the
.. .

points (foci) at A2 B , and measure a stry.ig at length 2A. Tacking the ends of
the string at the foci, hold the string taut with a pencil and swing the ellipse.

- Finally, one can draw two concentric circles with radii B and A. At any point on
the inner circle, draw a horizontal line and a line from the origin. Where the
origin line meets the outer circle, drop a vertiCal. The intersection of the hori-
zontal and vertical lines is on the ellipse.

Translation by h & k gives, x = h + A cos-0 and y K +

Note: The hyperbolas would be expressed as:
X = A sec 0, YBtanO or X = A tan 0, Y B sec 0,

depending on their opening horizontally or vertically.
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Piob lem: The Hypocycloid.

_ I

Consider the problem of one gear rolling without slipping about the inside of a
fixed gear. The large gear has radius A, the small one radius B.

Since there is no slipping, AO = BO
(A B) 0

X = (A B) cos 0 + B cos (0 0 ) (A B) cos + B cos
B

= (A B) sin 0 B sin (0 ) (A-- B) sin 0 B sin
(A B

If we let A = 3B, we obtain:

X = 2B cos 0 + B cos 20 Y = 2B sin 0 B sin 20

A_particularly interesting case arises when A = 4B:

X = 3B cos 0 + B cos 30 = 4B cos3 0 = A cos3 0

Y = 38 sin 0 B s n 3 0 = 49 sin3 0 4s n3 6

Since cos 0 w:
_X

A
nd-sin 0 -= ce Ceis2 0 + sin2 0 = 1. we obtain:

Problem; Polar CoOrdinates are useful for circles fitting the folio ing conditions:

(1) Center at the origin, radius A; (2) Through the Origin; (3) Through the origin
With radius A and center at (A/2,0); (4) Through the origin with radius A and

, center at (0,A/2)

2.
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In Polar Coordinates, all conic sections can be written itisthe-fo

cA eA
R = or

1 + e cos(O + 1 + c sin (0 + i3)

± 1, it is a parabola f c < 1 it is an ellipse; if e > 1, a hyperbola.
and are the angles between the principal axes and the X or Y axes.

Problem: Polar coordinates can be used in the following problem:

Given: two gears of equal size one fixed and the other moving around it with
no slipping. Trace the path of a point whose initial position is the point of con-
tact at the horizontal axis.

== PS. OS = A a. SP = A0

.-..cx 0. OQ = RP = A, hence wc have an equilat

0 = =

The X coordinate Of P p cos 0 == - 0( _ Q t cos 0 + RP cos

p cos A + 2X cos°0 + A cos 0.-

a apezoid and OMR.

But 0 + 0 + 0 = 7T , and 7r 20. cos = cos (r 20) = cos 20.

p cos 0 = A + 2A cos 0 A cos 2b = 2A cos 0 A(1 + cos 20) = 2A cos

p = 2A 2A cos 0 , The Cardioid.

Problem: Theorem of Guldinius

The volume generated by revolving an arca A about an axis at distance X

center of area is:

Proof.

v 2/r:R 2 A

Y2 Y1) X dX
V

My fX(Y2 Y1) dX = (Y2 Y dX = RA, V = 27r-XTC A
27r

2 A? cos? 0
a

om the

Example: Find the volUrne of a torus, whose radius is r, and where the dis ance
from the center of rotation to the center of the circle is R.

V = 271-R7i-r2 = 272R r2

Example: F nd -he centro'd of a semi-circle.

irR2

2
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_

Problem: Consider thc simpic _pendulum.

W sin

sin 0 7

-W d-0

g dt2

03 05
etc., 0 in radians.

For 0 sniall, sin 0 -7. and = 0

dt2-

Solutions:

t
2 1

0 -- A sin + B cosjg

dO d20 dw dO dw
(h) Let w - . Then

dt dt2 dO dt dO

g g -2 gThen W dV - 0 dO, and 2 = - 0 + = ---=
2 .' 2 V dt

dO

0 = k sin t C)

.
oand t!- cs in + C

(c ) If the angle islarge, the approximation of sin 0 = 0 cannot be used. One method
of solution would be to use a computer to solve the D.E. Another would be
as follows:

ci21)

clt2

g sin 0 or

2w- g cos 0 dtw -
2 2 2 dO

g w-2 C I 2gcosO dO
sm dO .ros 0 - w

2 2 2 2 2 dt

dw

dt

dO
dt 2gc..c)s 0

dO
The second De can also be solved by intcgraring 2gcosO

using Trapezoidal or Simpson's Rule.
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Problem: Find the runway distance an airplane requires in brder to go from zero Moe
to a given velocity, V.

W dV
T D f -= =

g .clt

V dV
Distance = L T_ D, and f are of the form A + Bvh, Dis.

N = W

f = uN = u (W L)

W is the weight
Lltëaetdynar
D is the aerodynrmic drag
r',1 is the-reaction force of the

runway on wheels
f is the ground friction, and it is

a fraction of N

Ti T D
g dv

FV2

Problem: Compression or extension of a spring.
By Hooke's Law, we know that the force required to stretch or compress a spring
from the equilibrium position is proportional to the change length, or F = kX.
Since work done is force times distance, the work done is fkX dx. An integral
must be used as the force is variable.

The work done is
ic(X22

2

A typical problem would be to find the distance a bumper at the end Of a train
track would compress in stopping a moving train. Since the bumper is originally in
equilibrium, X1 O. The work done in compressing the spring must equal the orig-
inal amount of kinetic energy possessed by the train; i.e.,

mV2 mV2 kX2 rm
2

Therefore, -- , and X = V
2 2

Note, one must he careful to select comp'atible, units,
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Problem: Consider the problem of the vibration of a weight hanging from a spring. the
weight is displaced a distance X front the equilibrium position and released.

For a smaTlweighwe-
W d2XkX

For a heavy weight, we a6tai-n kX W
W d2X

g dt2

By the usual methods of scilving Linear Differential Equations we obtain:

gk W
X = A sin B cos t + ( ), tor the heavy weight, and

X:= A sin B cos kg't for:the light weight.
gk

If these techniques arc not available consider the following-approach.

If these techniques are not available, consider the following approach.

1. As tile body goes up or down, the spring force will increase, slowing the
the body to rest.

2. At that point the unbalanced fo ce will reverse the body until it reaches a
resting point at the other extreme,

3. It will then reverse again, etc. etc. etc.

4. Functions which`behave this way are sines and cosines.

5. Try X = A cos t. When this does not work, adjust it to X = a cos bt, and find
a value for b Similarly for sin bt.

The addition of a friction force'proportional to velocity leads to:
W d2X dXkX c W, with solution

g dt2 dt

X = EXp (A co. t + 13 sin rt) where r '/2

or X = a Exp (rt) b Exp (rt) depending upon the nature of r. The solution is damped
oscillatory motion, or damped non-oscillatory motion.

C2g2 4kg'

4 5
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Prob Snell's Law Consider the following problem.

Find the path from point P1 to P2 where the velocity fro P1 to P3 is V1 and the
velocity from P3 to P2 is V2 and it is desired to find the pa h requiring the least time.
This will not be a straight line. The time for each part of the rip will equal the
distance divided by the corresponding velocity.

T =
D2 B2 4c2 + (F 13)2

+
1

dT B

V2

F B
0

dB (F B)2

+9 F

But -
B2

sin a, and

sin

V2

(F

F + B

2+(FB--)
sin

a

Problem: Escape Velocity

in order for an object to escape from the earth,it cannot stop at a finite distance
from the earth, since the gravitational forceof the earth will pull the object back.
The rest position must be at an infinite distance from the center of the earth. Let
the mass of the earth be me and the mass of the object be mo and the distance
between their centers be s. Then:

k me o
F ° dts2

where v

2

s-2ds = Lim

dv

ds
. v dv -

Is

k ma ds

52

is the velocity leaving the earth, and R is the radius qf the earth.
1-1

(k me s-1
V°

2 krhepmnoo
2

2km
v 2 = --50

R

2kme

_v2

2
kme kme

R
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Problem: Parachute Problem.
0

A body falls from rest (i. vo O.) with gravity and drag force, d = kv2 acting
upon it. The problem is to find the velocity and distance travelled at any time, t.

2- 2 W dv
AV k- v-

g dt

. W
dt

g k2 v2

dy.

TNLF, LN (c_
k2g

If for t 0, 0, then C = 0.

gk
C, where
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Problem: The Catenary

The Catenary is a freely hanging chain or cable perfectly flexible and hanging on
its own weight. Because of the flexibility, th'ere are no side loads and all forces are.
tangential to the cable. Problem is to find the curve of the cable.

-r

The cable will be symmetric and the Yaxis will go through the lowest point. T
Xaxis will be at a distance D below this point. We will select D later.

The linear density of the cable is w lb/ft and the cable is s ft long. Weight lS
assumed to act at the cg of a section.

From the conditions of equilibrium; we know:

To = T cos 0 ws = T sin-0

ws T sin 0

To T cos
= tan 0,

dy
dx

Taking the derivative of both sides, we get:

d2y w ds
but s is arc length, and

d2y

dx2 To

d
Let v

y
, with v 0, when'x = 0.

dx
dv

1 + v2
dx a.

+ V

= 0 + C, C = 0
_

wx/Te- o

dy wx/T wx/To
v = h e _ 1/2 e

dx
To wx/To /T_+ e
2w

To To
Let D = , x = 0, y and = O.

wx/T
2w

ds

dx

If we wished to introduce hyperbolic functions at this point, we could write the above s:
To

=
2w
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Problem: Bridge Hanging from a Flexible Cable

In this problem, we assume that the bridge has a fixed weight per length and that
the bridge is much heavier than the cable, so that the cable weight can be ignored.
We will select the origin at the lowest point of the cable.

T \cos 0

wx T sin 0
tan

T cos 0To
wx 2

2T0

wx2
Y

. Fa

149
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Problem: Deflection of Beams

1
The deflection of a beam is governed.by the differential equation, Elym =
where I is the moment of inertia of a cross-section and could be variable, E is
the modulus of elasticity and is a property Of the Material used, and w(x)_is the
load. Note y" is the moment at any point, and will be zero at the ends, if they
are free.

Consider an unloaded beam, bending solely due to its own weight which is
distributed evenly with density w lb/ft, and simply supported at the ends;

y and y" are zero at both ends. Assume E and 1 cr:ingant and length L.

wx 2
Ely" - and IV = -

2

C x2
1

Ely
'6

+ + C2x +
2

si-4 C x3 r ,2
%x . 1. -2-

Ely - +
24 6

y = y" = 0.

0 = C4.
we

0 =
24

wQ2

2

C x

C3x + C4

y= 0,

. C3
2 24

(
145
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Another beam deflection with some interesting mathematical aspects is that of a beam
under compressive forces at the ends. The weight of the beam is ignored and it is assumed
that the beam does not erti,17

Moments about the left support gives:

Ely" P(0) P(y) or Ely -1 + 0 0, with
El

X and x = 1, y

\ sin --- x cos I x
El 1El

_The given conditions lead t 0 13 and 0 = A si

For the second condition to be satisfied, either A = 0 and the beam does not
deflect at all, or:

and P
7T-2E1 472E1

Q2 v 2
7 I

n27r El

v2
7

Notice that A is not determined, which means that when'the beam buckles, the arriount
of buckling cannot be determined, so that in all actuality it has failed Furthermore, the
beam will buckle only at the loads indicated; i.e., if it does not fail at 2--n E

P

All not fail at higher loads less than
47r2 El

Q 2

cannot assume the beam will survive a load of p
as the critical load,

151
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Problem: Work is done in expanding a gas. Work iS generally considered as Force times
Distance, Comider an element of gas in a circular cylinder, with radius constant
rwer 2 small interval. The force ic pressure X Arca. Distance moved is Ax.

A, X

Work = P A AN. But A .A x !un-_ )

Work P AV W

There are two special cases governing expansion of gases. One is isothermal
(Constant temperature) where PV C, and the other adiaba ic Constant heat,
which can occur in rapid changes lacking time for heat transfer PO K

Isothermal: W

Adiaba W dv

V"
1dv C Lii

vi
K T2i il

1

P2112-131 \11

1

Note: y usually t'akes on the value of L4 or 1.66 depending on tile gas.

1 2
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Problem: Force of a liquid on a submerged.vertical plate.

Force in a liquid is equal to pressure times,area. Since pressure varies with depth,
we must calculate force at a fixed depth, and then sum this from the top to
bottom ot the plate: i.e., integrate.

F= d Y X dY, for compressible fluids, d is a variable. For incompressible fluids, d
/4is constant.

A. Find the total force,on a semi-circular plate of radius R, whose top is I eet

belotkv the surface of an incompressible fluid.
:

F XY dY, X2 + (Y 102
H

(R- (Y, I It)-)
v

vdY

Let Y II R= It.sin 0 dYi= P. cos OdO

2 N'Il+R+R sin0

F = d + K + R sin 0)R cos OR cos Od0

= dR2

fo R

+
2cos 0 + P. sin 0 cos2 0) (la

0 sin 20 R cos3
dR2 ( (Ft + ( 4

74 3

(II + It) ( -71) (I + R) ( 7-r-)

irdR2 +

4

2
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Problem: Center of pressure for a submerged vertical plate.

The Center of Prcssure is that point where the total force can be considered to
wung and which woukl give the same moment as the distributed forces.

XY- dY
dXY dY dXY2dY, or

dXY dY

For a rectangular plate of width w and height 1 whose top is k feet below the
surface, assume incompressibility.

d 11Y2 dY
/-/

dHY 3 2(3k 2 3k11 +11-)
Y =

Y2 1
d /71 3 (2k +

The is
dH (2k11 + 112)

r
2

211 + 3kH2 + 113
The -_ ment
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Vrohlem: l)crjvation of Ber LAC- Equatioi

Consider the Iliaw of a small piece of flui along a strcam-line locity tangent to
it). Using I; ma ve will derive the equation for both incompressible and com-
pressible flow.

, mass = d A ds

du duds du
velocity then a = = t

dt dsdt ds

Wo FRICTIoN

L7 LINE

dP du
Thcn, --A P + AP dAg sin oe ds dAu ds

ds ds

pressure f rce gravity forc'er

udu I dP dh
g

ds d ds ds

1 dP du dh

d ds + u g
172_

t1.3
u h 0

ds ds

i d is constan

P1

sin

incompressible, we obtain:

d 2
gh

13)

2

dh

ds.

For. compres ible isentropic (frictionless and reversible.
by:

P k d'Y

We obtain:

`YP

or d
k

u2

de-y 2

P

= C

u2
gh C

150
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1 -y

and P are related

u2
gh C
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Problem: (:(lnsitkr the prohicin of the flow of a fluid from a large cv inder through a small
hole. (,)

Radius of cylinder R

Radius ut orilice = r

r

L u
Bernoulli's Equation tor incompressible fluids.

7
P 112

gh = gh

= 0, 7ru ault

:1-7

= dgh

Since r << R, ui is srn4 enough to he ignored, there_ore:

Ii

This is theoretical. For actual cases w'th water and ircular orifice with sharp
edges:

u = 0 -- Ni2gh

Vel, v = kh Vol, V = R2h

(1V 2 dh
dr dt

v iTr2
. 7rr- k dt

d
R 2

Cylinder I ight H and Ra lius R

The tirnc required for the height to ( rap _ o

R- 2R 2
t =

kr2 kr2
1

to 1=1 is:

'Firne to lower the height of fluid in a cone from Flo to H. The height is Flo , the
radius R.

r R Trr2 h R2h3
V =

h flo 3 3112

clV h-/ dh

dt H02 2 kh1/2 dt

R2 h dh

k 1-102

1_

dt

5k1402-ri
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Problem: msider t mo: cur I 11 e loiv rhi rec ngle al iIt its long side, w<< T.

+-cg

We can almost, icuore

1 .7, i) 2
m(w/2)- mw mv. n-wv

+ =
I / 4 48 4

Problem: Newton's Law

Newton's Law of Cooling states that the rate of cooling is directly proportional to
the difference between the current temperature and the fixed temperature about
the body TO, or, t.

el 1-dT
= k ( T

(It

Ln

To + Cr I To

Problem: Rotation

k t )
e

Newton's Liw tells us that F m:

rotational problems, we know that ir is not
force but moment that interests us. Also we
will be interested in angular acceleration a
rather than linear acceleration, a. The relations
between these variables are:

M = F r and a == ra

We can rewrite F = ma as rF mar or rF = mr-o.
It would seem reasonable to consider the quan-
tity mr2 as the rotational equivalent of linear
motion mass. We shall call it the moment of
inertia, usually symbolized by I_ These moments of nertia can be taken with
X axis, the Y axis, or the origin, and are labelled lx, ly, 10, respectively.

To find the moment of inertia of an entire body, we would sum up the moments of
inertia of all the parts. If we proceed to the infinite sum in the usual way, we obtain the
usual integral.

Moment of inertia is not only important in problems of rotation, but it is very impor
tant in beam deflection problems, where the shape, the distribution of the mass, is

espec o t

very important.
Consider the problem of finding the moment of inertia of a rectangular beam about

one end.

w dX

157 152

. But _ ass m p l, and hence ly
3



The center of gravity is obviously at the center. If we wish to obtain the moment
of inertia about the center of ity, Icg, we obtain

pwv,-3 pw 13 m12
I X2w (IX

J7/-

Nc e that ly = 1

12

4-
or r + mt_ where d is a

distance from the cg to the axis of intere
This is the well known transfer theorem, which
is of great practical use. Consider the problem of
computing the moment of inertia of a wheel (circle)
about its point ot contact.

2

Nate: The transfer theorem can only he used when transferring f
since ---- 0, I.-cg he ininiinah value of I,

on the eg, Also

There are many applications where polar coordinates are useful. These usually
are problems involving circles with center at the origin or going through the
origin, and certain motion problems.
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Problem: Find the moment oi inertia of a circle i ts cc er ( polar moment) In
Cartesian Coordinates, one Obtains:

Let X = A sin 0,
177-

4 A3 sin2

d X = A cos 0 dO

3 cos _1- 1 i -os 0 dO, or
A- 0

3

rg- /1 --) 20 I

3 4 I 2
4/ n- 0 e )-

0
) dO a- (I + 2 cos 20

cos 0

(A2
X- dX

3

4 4 sin 40 1

1 (0 sin 2 0
0 40

+ sin
2 8 12 / 4

If we equate ma. ca. _hen M
M A2

rea 71-A2, and lo

2

In polar coordinates-/ , the element of arca is pdpd(1 and he integral for
polar moment is :

p-pdpd0

:id us II and outer radiu);` A, we 6btain:

r(A4_134) .7('A2_132

if We consider thin ring where II

A2

cos2 2 d

2

2 B2)

2

M(A2 + A2
A, we obtain 10 A-

2

1
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Problem: Curve Fitting Best Straight Line

The object is to take a set of points which lie about a,straight line, and find the
hest line. By this is meant the line, such that the sum'of the distances squared
from points to line is a minimum.

1-0

We will use subscripts to indicate observed pomrs, and om t them for points on
the line. We wish to minimize the sum of (yo or minimize 1,-(y0 Ax

We will find:the minimum by taking the partial derivatives:with respect to A and
B, and setting them equal to zero,

7--f 2x (yo Ax B) 0

2 (yo Ax 13) = 0 or

AYx2+13Y.,x xv

AE x Bn 1E-

A=152v- n

xy

n
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T 71INICAL PHYSICS

I. Problems Involving Proportionality

A number of laws in physics can he stated in simple algebraic terms_ It is important for the students
to understand the implications of the laws and arso how such laws (or rules) can be derived.

(a) The simplest case is the purely linear law such as

F ma (Eq. 1) or V IR (Eq. 2)

(Eq. 1) is the mathematical expression of Newtoi 's second law,
namely that, if a force "F acts on a body of mass, -1", this mass accelerates with acceleration
"a". it should be noted first that the law really states that the force I: is proportional to
"a", with the factor of proportionality being the number rn. called the "inertial mass" and
vhich clearly is different for each object.
What should be emphasized to the student is that doubling

the force results in doubling the acceleration; halving the force, halves the.acceleration. The same
procedure can be used with equation (2), Ohm's law. It relates the voltage across a circuit to the
current (I). R is the resistance of the wire (or circuit). Again, the current is proportional to
the voltage, assuming no changes in the wire. For example if R is 10 ohms and V 50 volts, then
50 101.1. 5 amperes.

(b) The more complicated law is when the proportionality involx higher powers. For instance:

The heat developed in a wire in'which a current 1" exists is given by:

I feat IR. (Eq. 3), where R is the resistance in the wire.
Here the emphasis should he on the fact that heat goes up as the square of the current I fence

increasing the current is more "effective" than changing the resistance. One can point out that
physically (or practically), the reason why fuses can blow (a fuse is really only a thin wire
placed in the circuit) when one starts a air conditioner is that initially the current is high,
so that the heat developed (12R) melts thftise wire.
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(c ) Fourth power propartioniday.

Most people 'lc adays are conscious of cholesterol problems. ',1-he Nast. on cholesterol accumulation

in arteries and veins is important is because of the narrowness of passages that it provokes. Why
should this fact he so dangermis to one's health? The reason lies in the relationship between pressure,

speed of flow and tube rad-ms.

If a. liquid is flowing in a tube, the drop in pressure between the ends of the tube
is given by the following equation: Brit.

Where P1 is pressure at point I I, pressure at paint 2; n is the visco ity at the r is

the radius of the MIK', I. its length and F is the I-low velocity.

If one were to apply t lust blaod liiiw. (Me could teason as loll

Thc flow F mus tay the same, otherwise the nutrients carried by the blood would not r ach the
organs in time.

I. and n do not change since neither i.s affected much by cholesterol.

But r, thi Alius of the ein or artery is reduced by cholesterol. If r is halved in

such a cast_ the must increase hy a factor 0: 16 (2--1). I his means that th- heart wo
have to work 1 6 ti nles as muck and

Square roots
if an object is dropped from rest, then as.. 'ming legligible air resistance, the velocity of
the object after having travciLu a distance d is given hy:

2ad where a is rhe leration

v =

Emphasis should lie placed on the fact that. the velocity dues lint increase as fast as

the distance.

(e) Increase square law.

The two most famous examples are th law of gravitation and the l:tw of electrostatic force.

.(1) If two masses mI and in are a distance -d" apart, the force of att action between them
is given by:

.vhere 7 is the universal constant of grai ation.

o charges qi and ql are a distance " apart, the force on each of them (attraction
if one is positive and the other charge negative, repulsion if the charges are of same polarity),
is given by :

_
g g?

17 _-

t12

Emphasis is to bc placed on the fact that if, e.g., the distance is doubled, the force is
times spallcr, etc.
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II. Graphs

At least for the case of simple proportionality = ma or V = IR), it is possible and useful
to show the student how graphing can be utilized either to obtain the formula or represent it.

(I) 1 he first illustration is the equation F = ()ne chooses two perpendicular axes. measures
along the vertical axis and "a" along the-horizontal axis. For constant "m-, meaning if

one applies forces of varying size to the same mass, the resultinr, acceleration should be

given by F = ma. The resulting vrAph is then a straight line,

Of.eourse this must be so ince the equation epresents a stra ight line. It one did not know the.
law, a series of experiments with forces of varying size would produce, when plotted, the same grap

(2) A more complex example is the following: Consider the case of the period of a pendulum.
A pendulum is composed of a string (or rigid bar) with a bob (hall) at one end and suspended at the
other end- Hifi sliT,Ipaori

It can be made to oscillate back and forth and the time it takes to return to its original position
(from A to 13 and back to A) is called the period. The possible variables are, the length 1 of the
string, the mass of the bob, the angle c . It is easy to show experimentally that

where 1 is the period, Q is the length of the pendulum and g is the accelera

rn ft
(9.8 or 32 )

sec see-

T 2

due to gravity

'Since both 27r and g arc constants, this expression can be rewritten as T = A Q. Again i

should he emphasized to the student that if one plots T versus 'Q, a straight line will r

Alternatively, one could give the student a series of experimental results using one type
of pendulum; first change the mass of the bob and the resulting periods with different
lengths. Here obviously the period changes. The students are then asked to plot period vs.
length, period vs. 42, period vs.r the correct dependence is then the graph that produces a
straight line relationship.
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III Irigonorlictry and Angles.

After a definition of angles (both in degrees and radians), one should introduce the

trigonometric functions by pointing out that these are intrinsic rather than arbitrary angular

units,

There are two main types'of application- of trigonometry in physics. The-first ones are th

would call direct application, the others are indirect applications occurring because they

involve vectors. An example of the first kind is Snell's Law.

A. Sncll's La

It is well known that when a ray of light (actually any electromagnetic wave) is refracted,

meaning that it travels from one medium to another, it changes direction. Typically it loo

follow.,: medium I
(air)

medium II
(yater)

as

The ray travels from medium I into medium II. The angle the incident ray makes with the normal to

the bOundary between the t-wo media is i and the angle made by the refracted ray With same normal is.

r. Each medium is characterized by its index of refraction, defined as ratio of the speed of light

in vacuum to the speed of light in the medium and indicated by the letter "u".

The relation between i and r is then given by Snell's Law.

sm u

where ui is the index of the mediuntof the incid nt ray and ur is index of the mediu of the

refracted ray.
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B. Vectors

More general applications of trigonometry involve vectors. As is well known, a vector is a quantity
requiring both size and direction for its complete specification. It is assumed that the reader
is familiar with the mathematics of such concepts and hence only applications will be given here.

Examples of vectors in physics are: force, velocity, acceleration,.electrie and magnetic fields, etc.

1. Applications involving only addition and subtractiortof vectors.
It may be easier to introduee
the whole problem by using two practical examples as follows:

An object weighing 20 lbs. is pushed to the right by Jack, exerting a force of 10 lbs., and at the
same time pushed with a force of 15Ibs. in a direction of 600 north of right by John.

iclbs,

tolbs

We would like to know in what direction and with what strength an 'equivalent force- would be

exerted. This is the same as asking in what direction the box would move (and with how much

acceleration).
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A similar class of problems can be devised using velocities. _uppose a boat is heading north in a
river:with speed of 4 knots/hour when the current is eastward with speed Of 3 knots/hour. What is
the speed of the boat and in which direction is it moving?

(a) in-summing two vectors which a e perpendicular _o each other, one has to add two vectors.

The Pythagorean theorem tells us immediately that the total Velocity of the boat (its
velocity with respect to shore) is 5 knots.

The angle with the north direction, as s4 'n in figure is given by
tan a 3/4 ,75. Hence, a is 370.

We have here the first application of trigonometry. Emphasis should be, placed on the fact that,
althouih this result could have been obtained graphically, it is faster a0 much more accurate

(b) Addition of non-parallel vectors.
Consider the problem of the two 1

The length of C can of course be obtained by the law of cosines and then the angle a by
law of sines. This is a cumbersome method and not advisable when summing more than wo vec ors.
The easier method is to reduce this problem to the preceding one by using the "compoi ents"
method.

he

One first explains that since the sum of i vectors is another vector, any vector can be made
to bQ the sum of 2 vectors, perpcndicuk r to each other. By now taking 2 perpendicular axes,
we will decompose the 2 vectors we wai1ir to add in sum of vectors always perpendicular to each
other.

Let One direction be eas -west (x), the cther I th (y)

1 thi
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The first vector (10) is already in the x direction. Vector 15 can be considered as the sum of
2 perpendiculat: vectors as shown.

where x js 15 cos 60 v is 15 sin 60
and noW we have 2 vectors (A and B)

Now we are back in case 1, the sum of 2 perpendicular vectors.

2. Another simple applicatior

c r

trigonometry in physics is in the concept of work.

Work in physics is the product of the force by the displacement of this force, but only the
displacement in, he direction of the force,

ri his is equivalent to saving that NV x d I'd COS CV

or, in words, the work done is equal to rhs displacement
force in the direction of the displacement.

As an interesting illustration, one might poin it that it the force is perpendicular to the
displacement, no work (in physics sense) is p

rce times the projectiOn of th
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IV. Units Constants and Conversions

Clearly, since physics is basically an experimental science, systems of'units, conversions
from one system to the other and constants are of prime importance.

1. Units

Two important points must be emphasized to students about units. The first is that all
formulas and equations must be dimensionally correct; and, secondfy, that one can often derive
missing terms of the equations by dimensional analysis_

The basic units are length, mass and time. Although it is common to stress the importance of the
English system of units, one must now take into aecount the fact that we probably will "go
metric" pretty soon.

English System

Length: foot
Time: second
Weight: pound

Metric System

Length: meter (centi ete

ime: second

Mass: kilogram (gram)

The derived units must then comply dimensionally. This mean in some sense, that the _nit

symbols can be used as algebraic symbols.

:ample: Velo
distance ft meter

or
time See See

The units given in the table above are of course not the only basic units. For instance, temperature
units can be given in either Fahrenheit or Centigrade. In most physics formulas howc,ver,
absolute or Kelvin temperature scale is used. It starts at absolute zero but the degree are
centigrade degrees. As an example, the gas law (perfect gases) states that:

(1)IWuRT
where P is the pressure, V the volume. u the number of moles of
constant and I is the absolute temperature.

(a) An application of the first rule about units is io check that e _rations are d mensionally
correct.

Letting I. denote length and I denote time

one could, for instance check out the equation for distan when acceleration is constant.

universal gas
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'Illteleration is constan .

at-2d 1/2

Using L, T svmbols as above we get

L
L

T2

d is distance

a is acceleration
t is time in seonds

b) Another application is to find units of constants appearing in equations.
A first example is the universal gravitation constant appearing in the law of

universal gravitation

F

d2

I' is the force and its units can be derived most c:
NIL

F ma units of I

T2

where -1 is symbol for m:

Symbolically:

ML m2

T2

or
_L2

1,2 MT2

IG I is notation for un

the universal gra'

l'or pr;ictiil r.asons it is easier to give units
hence 1,2

I [I' I 7

of G

don constant .

in terms of force unitsFJ

her example would be to derive the units of I eq. (1).
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Conversions

In many practical applications it may be necessary to convert from one set of
units to another. This is the type of problem in which it is very easy to make
mistakes by multiplying instead of dividing and vice-versa. One of the easiest
methods to get the correct result is to use the units as if they were algebraic units
and simply rewrite every unit in terms of the new unit. As examples see the
following:

(b)

50 ft/se --/hour

1 ft

sec

1 mile

5280

miles

ur

1- sec

1 mile

ft 5280
50 50

sec lhour
3600

/miles
-- -

hour

meter

1 hour

3600

50 x 3600 miles

5280 hour

mile 1609 meter- I hour = 360

miles
50 50 x

hour 3600 sec 36 )0 sec

1609 nieters 50 x 1609 meters

meters
22.35

sec

The purpose here is to avoid any guessing. One should emphasize thatit is best
to "not skip steps": II:the recipe is followed the results are always correct.
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LEARNING STRATEGIES STUDY SKILLS
In many ways, the technical student is not the usual college student. He is not in college because
he thirstsfor knowledge or wishes to become a scholar in his field. However, he does, in general,
know where he wants to go and what he wants to do when he leaves college. He has set his goal for
a sp. cific Job, a specific employment position. It is towards this goal that all his energies are
g,tared. The technical student is most interested in employability. C011ege courses, including
reading and study skills improvement, are secondary ,they are a means to a goal. This student works
not for knowledge itself but for the job opportunities which knowledge will provide. He is often
hesitant to spend time on something if the immediate relevancy isn't apparent. Although the amount of
theory known is often deficient, the:amount of praCtical experience is plentiful for the technical
student and this often makes him impatient with book or lecture learning; he might even consider it
a waste of time. His behavior in the classroom is often influenced by his peers and the chemistry of
the class, the interaction between students and between Studenmand teachers becomes very important
for the teaching situation. The study techniques of the technical student, especially one with
littic academic background, are generally primitive he has no idea HOW to study or even WHERE to
begin. He cannot Organize his learning or his learning materials.

In the classroom, it is important to recognize and understand the student who sits before you.
What kind of academic experiences have gone before? What is the level of his vocabulary? Is he
proficient or deficient in vocabulary? What is the level of his reading comprehension? Is it adequate
or inadequate? Or,:more specifically, is his reading comprehension adequate or inadequate for YOUR
course? What is the general readability level of the textbooks which you use? How do these lel:Fels
compare with the general reading ability levels of the claSs? If the readability levels are
inconsistent, it is possible that these consequences will follow): studerits don't read the text
they do read it, they rt:allidon't understand it, they cannot absorb and subsequently apply the
mathematical concepts.,

How does reading influence the Study of mathematics? First of all, the student must be able to
recognize, comprehend and ultimately apply the technical vocabulary. Most authors of Math textbooks
introduce technical vocabulary in context thrOugh direct explanation or definition followed by
appropriate examples, problems or definitions. While this'might be obvious to the mathematics
teacher, it is NOT obvious to the student. Point out this technique to him. Gather several examples
of this from the textbook and present them to him as a vocabulary exercise. For example:

"The great generality of analytic methods and formulas is:due primarily to the use of directed
lines: These are lines on which one direction is regarded as positive and the other as negative,"

.What arc directed lines?

"The intercepts of a line arc the
the coordinate axes."

'The intercepts of a line arc

After demonstrating to the class, have students open texts and find at least 5 more examples
of this type of vocabulary aid. Point out to the student the type or dims which the author may
provide,:such as, italics, boklface or underlining. Show how this method is consistent throughout

ccs from rigin to the poi vhe the line cuts

°I..onglcy, William. Smith. l'cl-ccv mid Wil
Boston: Ginn & I 9M). I,
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the book. Often the textbook definition is still bewildering to the student. Help him overcome this
problem by "pre-teaching" to overcome vocabulary obstacles. Anticipate the words which will give
your students difficulty and present them at the end of the class in preparation for the reading
assignment. The presentation may follow this format:

1. "The first property we discuss is the Commutative Property of Addition."-t

2. Isolate the word on the chalkboard and divide it into syllables:
corn / mu' / ta / tive

3. Help students to pronounce the word part by part.

Encourage the students to find smaller familiar word parts in long, formidable words. In the
word "commutative," a,student might recognize the word "cornmute." Follow up by asking, "What
does commute mean? What does a commuter do?" By extending and expanding students' responses, the
teacher can develop the correct technical meaning and will have helped the students in two ways: First,
by looking for word parts he has helped to change the habits of poor readers who often look at the
first few letters of a lengthy word and then dimiss it by saying _"too tough for me!" Secondly,
by associating the idea of a commuter one who goes hack and forth, one who interchanges a place
of abode for a place of business with the idea of the commutative property, you have given
the students a helpful memory aid.

Another indispensable tool to learning difficult vocabulary is the recognition and knowledge
of Latin and Greek prefixes, suffixes and roots. One glance at an algebra or geometry text should
convince you that the teaching of specific word elements which occur over and over again would be
time well spent. Perhaps the first set of elements presented could be the number prefixesmono-,
pent-, oct-, dec-, etc. Interchange these prefixes with the base gon and graphically show how
figure repr:sentations change with the substitution of various prefixes. Let THEM draw the conclusions
about number Of sides indicated, etc. Do the same type of thing with other frequently-used elernents:

-hedron inter numer
dihedron interpolate enumerate
tetrahedron intersect denumerable
pentahedron intercept numeratOr

co or con -mut nomin
coefficient permutation denominator

binomialcoordinate commutative
collinear polynomial
coplanar

tOshorn, Roger et a .;:ictt acrstanding C :01ilinbu4: Charles Merrill no ks,
Inc. 1963. p. 25,
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Prepare a chart such as the one pictured below,

LATIN OR GREEK WORD ELEMENT

inter

morui

poly

peri

meter

mut

nomin

gun

later

equ

angul, IngiL

rect

lin

SCC, sect

'GENERAL MEANING

with, together
between

one, single

_many

around

measure

to change, alter

name

angle

side

equal

sharp

straight, right

line, thread

to cut

Make a list of the terms derived from Latin and Greek which you wish the students to learn.
Place each word element with its general meaning on the chart. Then make up a set of cards to
correspond with the list of words. Each card will contain the following information 'for one of the
words: -

definition
literal meaning
combination of elements--
vocabulary word

The cards would he similar to the following sample:

"the distance around the outer
Aundary of a surface or figure"

. perinieter
peri

around to measure
meter

Give one of these cards to each of the students and have them challenge each other to make a vord
which fits the definition which they read by combining two or more of the word elements on the
chart. Completion exercises such as the following are also helpful:

"Asymptotes are lines which extend infinitely. Although they approach nearer to a curve

than any other line, they never meet.."Never meet" comes from the two prefixes .. and "*
( a (sym)

.is, Nam lined/Pi/Any Ne 1c(;raw 11111 Book ( ompany. I 9
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"To indicate the action of changing the sign in an equation and putting it across to the other,
side, one uses the term .... -.Tose."1-

(trans)
Encourage students to learn technical vocabulary as it appears in their textbooks. If the

author provides boldface or italics as a study aid, be sure the students are aware of the
significance of these terms. Suggest that they follow the procedure listed below for learning
difficult terms:

Tips for Learning Difficult Technical Terms**
1. ATTEND TO EAC11 TERM WI1EN FIRST 1'1' APPEARS. Read reflectively to grasp what the definition
is saying not to memorize by rote but to gain a real appreciation of the meaning.

2. TAKE THE NEW WORD APART IF YOU CAN. Do you recognize a familiar part? If, plc,
you recognize the familiar prefix "poly-," meaning "many," you already have a hold on
"polynomial," "polygon," and "polyhedron.- If you recognize the word part "equi-,"
meaning "equal,- it helps you unlock "equidistant, equiangular, equivalent," -and
"equation." The familiar prefix "co-,- meaning "with" or "together with," can help
you master "coordinate, collinear, cosine," and "cotangent."

3, READ AND REREAD AS OFTEN AS NECESSARY. Reading-once-straight-through patterns are not
appropriate. Complete stops are called for frequently. Thought time is essential in addition to

-reading time.

4. The authors' definition of a new term is almost ;ilw:ivs followed by examples. EXAMINE,TIIESE
EXAMpLES CRITICALLY and figure ota whether in fact they do follow the definition. If examples are
not iven, try to create some of your own.

RY TO THINK OF COUNTER EXAMPLES, exwuplcs which do not come under the definition. In arriving
a hese, you may find it helpful to change :1 word or two in the definition.

. READ TI1E DEFINITION, as you read all mathematics, penz.-il in band. M ke jottings and create
our own examples.

7. Suppose, as you're reading the definition of III , ntw term, you L'neountcr a-technical term you've
already Met in the codrse whose meaning now escapes you. We all fOrget! You have the meaning right
at your fingertips through the index of your book. USE TIIE INDEX\for instant access to the original
explanation of the forgotten term.

X. As you're working with the new term, iry to EXPRESS ITS MEANING in act al Words your own words.

9. You may find a "last of Somc Import:nil -terms to Learn" toward the enti of each chapter. You'll
want to CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING.ot this list of terms. The terms the authors have selected for
this list are erticial. You may also want to-MAKE YOUR OWN LIST of key terms and their meaning.

10, Make an effort to USE YOUR NEW MATHEMATICAL TERMS.

IN SUMMING UP
Read reflectively.

2. Look for familiar word parts.
3. Reread.
4. Scrutinize the examples.
5. Make up counterexamples.
6, lic active with a pencil.
7. Use your index.
8. Self-recite.
9. Rcvicw.
10. APPLY YOUR NEW I.FARNINGS.

**Thonias, Ellen Lamar and Robinson, Alan II. ln r

llos Allyn and Bacon. 1972.
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Another helpful study technique for remembering mathematics vocabulary is to have the student
set aside a special section of the notebook as a Mathematics dlossary." As each new term is learned,
it is added to the list with its definition of meaning. The student divides the page in half in the
following manner:

KEY TERM MEANING

TEST YOUR UNDERSTANDING
BY COVERING THIS SIDE.

The student enters the new wc rd on the left under key term and the precise meaning on the
right. When review time comes, the divided page will be handy ifi learning to recite the meaning
of terms without looking at the definitions. The student should indicate the end of each unit or
chapter, perhaps with a double line, so that if he or she wishes to check on the meaning of words
in a particular unit, he or she will know just where to find them.* A similar study technique is to
place each new term on a separate index card with the term on one side and the definition-on the
other. Students quiz themselves by looking at the term and reciting aloud the definition. Later,
they reverse the procedure and quiz themselves by reading the definition and reciting the term
aloud. Be sure, they frequently -shuffle the deck" so that a word is,not given a false association
through a consistent sequence. This technique-can be done by two students or by several students
utilizing a round robin procedure.

A major complaint heard from teachers of mathematics is that their students don't read the
textbook. How can the math teacher help students to read the text and get something out of it?
How can students of math learn to become more independent of the teacher and rely on their own
abilities to gather and learn information presented in the textbook? To many students, a-math
textbook is quite formidable; it assumes that the students have mastered all of the following
reading skills in the field ot mathematics:

1. Ability to read and understand the technical vocabulary.
2. Ability to recognize and understand algebraic symbols, and letters standing for unkno ns';

negative and positive signs,and operational symbols used in number work.
3. Ability to understand geometrical concepts and generalizations, including thqir explanation
and application, understanding of axioms, postulates', theorems and corollaries.
4. Ability to comprehend' and to work with expressions of mat hematical relationships formulas

equations andPgraphs.

sT1 klIen Lamar and Robinson, 11 mpro Read Every chis
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5. Ability to read figures, diagrams and graphs and to sec the relationship between ent

parts.
6. Ability to read and solve reasoning prblems.

. 7. Ability to find proofs of statements related to the solution of problems:
8. Following a plan for solving math problems.

Just how well will your students handle the textbook which you have selected for the course?
At the beginning of the term, try to assess the reading competencies of your students by assigning
a passage in the text which is typical of the independent reading that you expect they will do
during the course. pirect them to read and study the passage in class just as if they were studying
for or preparing for a test on what it says. Explain that in a short while they will be quizzed=on
the contents and indicate that they may use any scratch.shects to take notes or make jottings if
they wish. Students who do not finish reading the passage in the allotted time should indicate the
point to which they read. All notes and scratch sheets are handectin as well as answers to the quiz.

J

By studying these results and observing the students while at work, several insights can be gained:

1. Can the student handle the textbook, or does it appear to he beyond him?
2. Can.he or she master clearly explained technical terms independently? grasp key concepts? get
the message of diagrams and fig-ures?
3. Does he or she use a scratch sheet to study actively 7 to jot down important ideas, make his
her own sketches, fill in the inner steps of explanations?
4. Does he or she appear to Ile an extremely slow reader?*

Once you have some idea of the abilities of your students, spend time on a meet your
textbool: session,'? pointing out the most important features and study aids which can be found in
the book. The following items (taken from Lamar and Robinson, page 309) shoud be covered:

The table of eontentswith its COt1Cii, .e uential wics covered

Lists of mathematical NyilliMiS for CaSV ref ercrire

Large-size or boldface headings that announce the

Italics, boldface or color used to ign JI "official- lerm

Italics, boldface, or color tiscd ro call attention to concepts rules. or principles that :hould
he learned and to flag these for easy reference
Typographical danger signals of pitfAlls io avoid

Aids for pronouncing and accenting difficult new reruns aids arc present)

i:hapter summaries that wrap up big ideas
self-cheek tests at the close ud- chapters

Table of squares and square Tau

Reference list of axioms

Thc gloss:rry

The index

In addition, have ead N.'our textbook session . nonstrate the following
helpful procedures which are outlined by Ellen l.amar Thomas and II. Alan Robinson in their book,
Improving Reading In Every Class.

+liiiii:ir rod Robinson, -. 3(17.
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I. Pre-read to look over the material

A. Read through the passage once at a moderate speed. If necessary, slow down to get the gist
of a paragraph but remember that this is not the in-depth reading.

B. Read with a questioning mind set. Ask yourself:
. How does this relate to what" I've been .studying?

2. What's the anthor driVing at? Where iS this all leading.
3. What should I look for when I go hack and really study this section?

In-depth Reading

A. Set a purpose for reading by turning subheadings or titles into questions.
7

B. Read to answer those questions.
C. Read to pull out the meaning of each word and phrase and sentence. Show how even the smallest

word cannot be slighted; noticing that "or" instead of "and" is crucial and observing the phrase
"at least one," not "exactly one," is often critical.

D. Remember to use textbook aids such as the index for forgotten meanings an&t
E. Complete Aops are often called for..As you read -reflect on what the author says. When the

author poses a question, try to answer it. If he gates "it is obvious,' see if ir1i obvious
to you.

F. Study carefully all diagrams and figures and understand the relationship_b veen them and
the concepts which are presented in the reading.
I. Shift your eyes from text to diagram as needed.

2. Test your understanding by covering the text and praide an explanation by looking at the-diag
alone. (

3. If you cannot Provide an explanation as stared in No. 2 above, then reread, referring back and
forth to the figure until you arc sure you underStand it.
4. Try to conceal both explanation and diagram and attempt to visualize the figure or sketch it on
piece of paper.

III. Take Notes or Use a Scratch Sheet as-you Read

A. CapsuliZe important ideas. Force yourself to repeat difficult passages in your own words.

B. Fill in inner steps.
C. Answer the author's questions.
D. Sketch constantly as you study.

IV. Finq Reading Reread the material quickly so that you will not lose the overall thought
amongst the details and specific exPlanations.

After a class demonstration with active studer t participation, the read ng of the textbook
should no longer be a problem and chore for the students. However, this method must be consistently
applied if it is to yield real results. If individual students still complain that they,"just can't
get it,!' suggest these final study aids:
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1 Reread successful math students read explanations again and again. A passage that blocked you

at first encounter may come clear with a fourth or fifth Jeading.

2. Restate Trying to re-express an idea-forces you to concentrate on what is being Said it may

clinch your understanding.

3. Read on If after repeated efforts the meaning still escapes you;read on in the assignment_
and then return later. The difficulty may_elear up in the light of the rest of the passage.

Try again after timehas passed A difficult passage often hits us differently later.

5. Search out other books The corresponding explanation in other mathematics textbooks is often

helpful. You would naturally expect several explanations t,; be clearer than a single eXplanation.

6. CorfSult a friend Let a friend help you, not tell you.

7. Not a single question should remain unanswered jot down questions to bring to class or:confe nce *

The field of eduCation is rich with theories, techniques, and methods to the point of confusion.
Eet-us.consider some basic principles, as related to the student population under consideration:

Often the technical studentiS separated from the one in engineering along a number of

dimensions. One such distinction is related to level of abstraction, another is responsibijity.

Yet, maiw of the two-year technical graduates continue to a four-year degree or More, and,

depending on the individual person and position, tc :,nical graduates may move to positions of -

.-responsibility. Even within the accepted scheme of recponsibility hierarchy, the technician may

act as a translatormediator bridging between the general-abstract level and the specific-concrete-

one of the machinist. As such, the technician needs to understand and be versed in both-levels.
The technician must be-well-rooted in the fundamentals so that if willing and able7-can develop

from a problain-solver to a point of being able to evaluate, be creative arid resourceful beyond

the basic factual information gathered during his schooling.
"Good teachers as varied as their personalities; they are not all the same. .ct,

ey do have a number of points iii comnmn : intellectual capacity, curiosity and knowledge of the

material, and sincere interest in the students.
Fred C. Morrist compilara self critique list covering the planning, the class session and

testing phaSes of the teaching activity and it_is reproduced below.

Lesson Plan

1. Do you plan your lesson, or do you go tt with !Tic a-general idea of what you are going

to do?
2. Is the °Inc defin .d, and can it be icciutipi ished hy the prcsciitation rh at you plan to

make?
.3. Do you study each particular topic to find the Iliost clfccti,vc way to present it?
4. Does )'our lesson plan include all of the important points and exclude the irrelevant?
5. Is your lesson plan logical,in order and does it make a clear connection with what has gone

'before?
6. Does your lesson plan have application to sonic speck ic thing`that the studen do?

7. Do ,ou make n intelligent and ellectivc use of instruciional aids?
C.)

'Lamar and Rolu inson, p, 293.

tMiirris, Fred "teachwg. Etigurrring It/sir

New York: ;raw-llill Book Co., 1951).
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nncluct (1f (.iIas -1 )1)

1. I)t) ),1)11 kittn.4 to:11,H ). III .114 ; t tli) in 1+1,6?

2. I )() 1411 ilit").tutIcms ).% I 4 41; .);;;.; .1t1,1

3. 1)t) you spciitl most III Ow 111111 lust 1.111migl' It 4 ou 121.11) 111:11 Ow

not 11;;1411 1)4114.;11.

1)t) VILLI 1.1444. ;JAN), tu,;.Itmcll 44 thr I 1111.11; it, int 4;.44I1; timc?

5. 1)1) you control 11)c thinkon2 ot sitinit_stIts to 1,1111 lilt mItt dicir int r

(). tt.; VI tti In part:(I 1,14 thc t,di4;1141111 (1,) \ III 144.1111, ;1,4)110

,\I-L; N.oll cow-it:out: colistticrme in .tlisvcrun) surtIctil quoslions?
M. 1.);I ou soimc i11stril.111111:11 ;114I Itec;tusc you 111) 11111_ kI1114V 44411;11 elsr; to 11,), or

lIct;tust: it is castcr th.in,pr44i);Irml.)..111 prt;sentlintli=
) I )t) you ma; ;in 111l14'dsolir1)1( Amount ot Ow students' 111114. Ill 41.11\ 111g 111111'; I roil) thultoard 4411141)

you could ;,),)vt.; out in roltiluogrtplIctI I twin?
Ill\ rt. vim Ilt:11 11tI,1111:' 1 11,1 I1,111,1hir; t't 11CI 1; mil d hot 141111 ;httiild

tic 14 rt's4' r11,11th. t(t

1 I. ) 1 t 1 1 s .)I %14114 II 44 Int:11 dist] Ill 1111 stut1clits"

1 2. I)11 yttil .441 ;,11,;ii1d, ottusy, 11111444 lILLY 441111 \ our jot) III t1'.ILILIIlk

InIt III I cril Itt; dont; 14141111111 .14 41111:'11141 .1111111.1111(11' 1.1 4 itittigtic
1 1)11 4 tut hi& 1111- III 14-1,1.411t1 441111 vtlur Inn! tli) 4 on 1.10' ;In; 1:1111 III ilic trd?

I to 41111 1.11I And cut! ). ;mt. ;.'1.1s)); st,.....11,11 ilmr-
I 3. I)t) 11141 st1nk41114 ;-,;;;Itmlinly., Ill 1111114 I 1111414 l tit Iqt thy 41111It'y

1),, hy ;111.1,111; 1,, , 4,4,1 I; 44,,41 I, I I ,., 11141. ;,;, 44.11,1;

Testing

I lin 1 11 1111411111

.2. Arc \ 11111 ; III I H1,11,441,11 41\ tit HI I %ming 1111 III

reastm.ThIc Icngt I)?

3 11" "11 Ict `ThIr 11.144441 11 1111"1" In" 111:!. 111'`-111'1c 44111" 111111111 Iiku Ill grad(' 11144 1131 !Is?
4. In gt;nliniI. do 011 nue,Inn. ,:11114' 444 114

3. lrt4 VOII .11 441,14S hitr .11111 imp.trt1:11 Ill gr.itlinp?

1.)1) vou h;ixt: Sul t int.ttri1l3tior1 ors c;)t. 11 41 1 to es1;i1)Il41) 1441111

7. I);) tt. ttu 1111 sorn() pert 1-1 cry 1;=7 -1 Ills pr.wil ;t: is unsound, 11111,111 , ;Ind

kilt-Li upon st-rnicnt
S. th) '11111 Irult. poor It;,:c hint! k4 1111 11i,41i p1rtItt).;?

9; I)" 11.1141 g14 1144k 11-4 11.11411 Ir thc 1'11111'1
thiun

III, I)ii 4,4411,y I 1411 rt, yr, :;,,
It 44111 114\ 141 1.1-1 1111111111.1

I" thd tat 14161 until tint

111; 4 VI.11 .111; 14441111

; III it, ;kn. uvitilinc von

ddents, A 12...roup chint viriorr: 1 11 1 ! have lifterern expectations, eha iging newhat
from earn )us to 44,1111111%, arhl to yi iv I lowcv,i,r, most students in the technology field tend
to he roal-directed and less I!onn k 111111. :Ind fill 6 I" hhiely 11:111c been exposed to then- area of

Interest as 0)Inp.1rc1I 41.101 II11 S!ftil .1 !Italy:nem may course, vary between spccific
individuals. osenh 7arnin con1HcIed I :di! I hi: Worcester Polvteehnique Institute
identifying -Sorne of rh e itc -turn studcur, on and oil."

*7,1111111C1111.111, JI1444r11 " V11;11 . 41141111111 1.., Wall FnjWil'e
1,AI11'ation, ()of )1lcr 1964, 55. ; 141. 2. PP -rt t..=); 3.
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Now, see how many of these pout t apply to \OLI rite individual t:.acher, to your cissroom
and to your c,tptpus. and where \- can he teachiUg process. Last hut not least, do not
hesitate to consult \our cit I caeiirs Flit l necessary the omnseling services on your campus.
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